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Abstract
Two-dimensional topological insulators, characterized by Z2 and Chern invariants,
are promising materials for novel device concepts in both topological electronics and
topological spintronics. Various analytical and numerical techniques, such as tightbinding models based on symmetry analysis, effective Dirac theory, Slater-Koster
microscopic orbital picture and first/second order perturbation theory, are employed
to study an interplay between various spin-orbit interaction terms, tunability of
topologically trivial and nontrivial bulk band gaps, and switching of edge state conductance via helical/chiral edge propagating modes. By employing topological and
quantum functionalities of two-dimensional topological insulators with honeycomb
lattice structures, various models are proposed for energy-efficient nanoscale topological field effect transistors such as topological quantum field effect transistor, topological spin field effect transistor, and topological tunnelling field effect transistor.
By configuring a two-dimensional topological insulator material with honeycomb
lattice structure as a channel between source and drain, it is demonstrated that (i)
Rashba spin-orbit interaction can lower the subthreshold swing by more than 25%
of the limit imposed by Boltzmann tyranny, and (ii) finite-size effects can reduce
the threshold gate electric field required for topological switching between ‘on’ and
‘off’ state in quantum confined nanoribbons with zigzag edges. The obtained results
show that there is no fundamental lower bound on threshold voltage and subthreshold swing in topological field effect transistors, highly contrasting from conventional
field effect transistors. Furthermore, it is noted that antiferromagnetic topological
insulators with honeycomb lattice structures are promising materials for electrical switching of charge, spin, pseudospin, and valley currents via gate-controlled
topological phase transition. Topological spin field effect transistor modelled via
gate-controlled topological phase transition, which is assisted by finite-size effects,
is a completely different concept from previously proposed models based on manipulation of edge state spin-polarization via inter-edge tunnelling/interference. Finally,
it is shown that backscattering and hence deviation from quantized conductance in
ii

topological tunnelling field effect transistors can be evaded by configuring quantum
confined nanoribbons of honeycomb Chern ferromagnets with high performance via
large inter-edge tunnelling current ratio, ION /IOFF . Since field effect transistor is a
basic building block for electronics and spintronics, this study may shed light on
the fundamental aspects of topological insulator materials and their use in emergent
topological electronics and spintronics technologies.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Topological quantum condensed matter physics is an emerging field where various phases are characterized by topological invariants. Unlike conventional condensed matter phases such as insulators/semiconductors/superconductors and metals/semimetals, nontrivial bulk band topology leads to unconventional quasiparticles
on the surfaces/edges of three/two-dimensional topological phases such as topological
insulators/superconductors and topological semimetals.

1.1

Topological quantum condensed matter

Innumerable condensed matter systems, instead of studying detailed properties of
each individual system, can be classified into various phases. The members of a
particular phase are unified with each other via certain properties which are robust against external/internal perturbations. Unlike conventional condensed matter
phases, topological phases of quantum condensed matter are described by topological
invariants which are insensitive to adiabatic changes in the system parameters. As a
result, via bulk boundary correspondence, topological phases of quantum condensed
matter are featured with protected surface/edge states associated with unique bulk
band topology. For example, while the existence/protection of surface/edge states
of topological insulators is associated with topologically nontrivial energy gaps in
the bulk, existence/protection of surface states in topological semimetals is indebted
to the existence/protection of bulk band singularities.
1
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From eigenenergies to eigenstates

To classify various phases in condensed-matter physics, band theory is one of the
most successful theory characterizing various materials and analysing their properties by providing electronic spectrum and electronic wavefunctions. Over a long
period, band theory was heavily based on the computations and analysis of eigenenergies and the corresponding electronic energy spectrum while the wave functions of
these electronic states remained secondary in classification schemes. However, after
the experimental discovery of a new state of quantum matter, integer quantum Hall
effect [1], it has emerged that wave functions of bulk electronic states of a system
rather have remarkable importance and empower a topological characterization of
materials – now known as topological band theory [2].
Topological band theory is built upon the following three key features: (i) Berry
phase acquired by bulk Bloch states and its quantization – the calculation of bulk
topological invariants. (ii) Interplay between symmetry and topology – an interplay between the nontrivial topology driven by bulk Block states and the lattice
symmetries of the system characterizes the nature of bulk topological invariants.
(iii) Bulk-boundary correspondence – if the bulk of the system is topologically nontrivial, unique gapless states exist on the surface/edge and are featured by bulk
topological invariants. In the microscopic picture of bulk Bloch states, quantum
mechanical phenomenon such as spin-orbit interaction (SOI) and its interplay with
other perturbations becomes central in topological band theory. Moreover, associated with non-zero bulk topological invariants, bulk Bloch states show Meron- and
Skyrmion-like topologically nontrivial spin/pseudospin textures.

1.1.2

Interplay of lattice symmetry and topology

The interplay of lattice symmetry and topology, associated with underlying macroscopic lattice structures and microscopic quantum mechanical phenomenon, reveals
an amazingly rich class of novel condensed matter phases [3]. In this new paradigm,
known as topological quantum condensed matter physics, we can divide condensed
matter systems into two broad classes: topologically trivial and topologically nontrivial phases of matter. In the former class, all the topologically trivial phases can
be classified solely based on the symmetries of Hamiltonian or their breaking. On
2
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the other hand, in the latter class, both symmetry and topological properties of the
system’s Hamiltonian may be required for the complete classification of topologically
non-trivial phases of matter.

Though Lev Landau’s theory cannot describe all the phases of topological quantum condensed matter, symmetries of the underlying Hamiltonian and the breaking
of certain symmetries still play an important role in describing, predicting, and classifying exotic topological phases of quantum matter [3]. Topologically non-trivial
phases of quantum matter featured by some given global symmetries or their breaking, generally known as phases without topological order, can be further classified
into three broad classes: (i) symmetry enriched topological phases – phases that have
a global, unbroken symmetry group, (ii) symmetry protected topological phases –
phases that are protected by some given global symmetries, and (iii) symmetry
breaking topological phases – phases that exist only when some given global symmetries are broken.

For example, Z2 topological insulators in two-dimensions (2D) [4–11] and threedimensions (3D) [12–23], topological crystalline insulators [24–32], and Dirac semimetals [33–37] are protected through non-spatial/spatial symmetries while the topological Chern insulators [1, 38–62], topological superconductors [63–71], and Weyl
semimetals [72–77] exist only if certain symmetries are broken. Moreover, distinct
from both graphene and 3D Dirac semimetals, recently it has been shown that 2D
Dirac semimetals with nontrivial bulk band topology can be protected by nonsymmorphic space-group symmetries along with preserved PT symmetry [78, 79]; here
P and T are representing inversion and time-reversal symmetries respectively. Interwinding between lattice symmetries and topology has already been generalized for
all 230 space groups [80] to probe band topology in various condensed matter systems. Symmetry protected topological phases can be smoothly connected to the
topologically trivial product state or topologically non-trivial symmetry breaking
topological phases through topological phase transition via symmetry breaking phenomenon. Specific to our interest in this study, in general, topologically non-trivial
and trivial insulators are connected through gapless bulk states emerging at the
critical point.
3
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Two-dimensional Z2/Chern insulators

Two-dimensional (2D) topological insulators, insulating in the two-dimensional bulk
but hosting conducting states along one-dimensional (1D) edges, are promising materials for designing and understanding of device concepts in both topological electronics [81] and topological (pseudo)spintronics [82–85]. Basic concepts, theoretical
models, and the micro/macroscopic physical properties of 2D Z2 /Chern topological insulators with honeycomb lattice structure are particularly emphasised in this
study. The existence and protection of spin-momentum locked 1D helical/chiral edge
states in 2D Z2 /Chern insulators is associated with the presence/breaking of nonspatial time-reversal symmetry. In these time-reversal symmetry protected/breaking
topological insulators, topological phase transition induced by breaking of spatial
inversion/mirror symmetries leads to topologically trivial insulating phase. Since
the quantum mechanical phenomenon of sublattice resolved intrinsic SOI plays a
central role in the bulk band topology and the spatial inversion/mirror symmetries can be broken by gate-induced electric field via sublattice staggered potentials,
2D Z2 /Chern topological insulators with honeycomb lattice structure are promising
materials for designing novel device concepts for both topological electronics and
topological (pseudo)spintronics.

1.2.1

Z2 topological insulators

Z2 topological insulators, or quantum spin Hall (QSH) insulators in 2D, has been
extensively studied for a number of two-dimensional systems such as atomically
thin monolayers, semiconducting quantum well structures, and ultra-thin films of
3D topological insulators/semimetals. For example, in two-dimensional systems, 2DXenes with honeycomb [4, 5, 86–92], decorated honeycomb (star lattice) [93], kagome
[94, 95], square [96], checkerboard [97], and square-octagon [98] are known lattice
structures hosting QSH phase. Apart from these fundamental 2D lattice structures,
QSH phase has also been proposed in monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides
with 1T0-phase [99, 100], monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides with 1H crystal
phase [101] where shear strain acts as SOI with spin-polarization directed out-ofplane [6], ultra-thin films of 3D topological insulators X2 Y3 [X=Bi, Sb; Y=Te,
4
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Se] [102–104] and Dirac semimetal Na3 Bi [105, 106], semiconducting quantum well
structures [7–11, 96], and gated bilayer graphene [107]. Realization of a very large
nontrivial band gap of 360 meV [106] and 800 meV [91], significantly exceeding the
thermal energy at room temperature (25 meV), indicates that QSH materials may
be robust for topological electronics/spintronics devices at room temperature.
In all these various QSH models for different materials, different form/type of
SOI induces the bulk band topology and hence the helical conducting edge states.
Moreover, the spin-polarization of helical edge states strongly depend upon the
constraints imposed by the nature of SOI and the other lattice symmetries. Hence,
for designing and modelling of topological electronics/spintronics devices utilizing
the edge state conductance of QSH materials, it is important to understand (i) how
SOI induced bulk band gap can be tuned via other perturbations, and (ii) whether sz
component of spin is conserved or not. To get a glimpse of these two critical features
and their association with fundamental microscopic quantum functionalities, it is
important to quickly review various forms of SOI and their role in various QSH
materials.
The emergent functionalities of topological insulators (and quantum materials
in general) are derived from interplay between spin (s), orbital (σ), and valley
(ητ = ±1) degrees of freedom and hence the effective SOI which can be written as
ητ Ω(q)s ⊗ σ. The momentum dependent field Ω(q) can take various forms subject
to constraints imposed by spatial symmetries. For example, up to leading order
in q, uniform intrinsic Kane-Mele ητ λso/u sz σz [4, 5], staggered intrinsic Kane-Mele
ητ λso/s sz σ0 [108–110], intrinsic Rashba λIR (q × s) · z [111, 112], extrinsic Rashba
λER (σ × s) · z [4, 5, 113], and linear Dresselhaus λD (ητ qx σx − qy σy ) [114] are extensively studied forms of SOI. While uniform Kane-Mele and intrinsic Rashba SOI
are purely material dependent, staggered Kane-Mele and extrinsic Rashba SOI can
be tuned by gate electric field or substrate effects [4, 5, 108–110, 113]. All these
various SOIs act as a fundamental quantum phenomenon for driving bulk band
topology, characterized by Z2 invariant, in a diverse material classes. For example,
the bulk band topology is driven by Kane-Mele SOI in honeycomb lattice structures
[4, 5], intrinsic Rashba SOI in X2 Y3 [X=Bi, Sb; Y=Te, Se] thin films [102–104], linear Dresselhaus-like SOI in Na3 Bi thin films [36] and semiconducting quantum well
5
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structures [7], staggered Kane-Mele SOI in transition metal dichalcogenide monolayers with 1H crystal phase [101], and extrinsic Rashba SOI in gated bilayer graphene
[107].
Importantly, though SOI is a fundamental microscopic quantum phenomenon
for driving bulk band topology, various SOI forms can be detrimental to each other.
That is, apart from time-reversal breaking impurities and strong correlations, existence/size of topological bulk band gap and the protection of helical edge propagating modes in 2D topological insulators are also constrained by strong interplay
between various competing SOI forms which are inevitably present intrinsically or
due to externally broken spatial symmetries. For example, in honeycomb structures, Kane-Mele SOI which couples same spins on the same sublattice and extrinsic
Rashba SOI which couples opposite spins on the opposite sublattice are competing
forms of SOI. QSH phase induced by Kane-Mele SOI in buckled honeycomb structure
with broken mirror symmetry Mz survives only when competing extrinsic Rashba
SOI is smaller than Kane-Mele SOI by an order of magnitude [86]. When strength
of Rashba SOI exceeds a critical value, it destroys QSH phase and drives system
into trivial phase. On the other hand, QSH phase induced by Rashba SOI in gated
bilayer graphene can only be realized when Kane-Mele SOI is weaker than extrinsic
Rashba SOI by an order of magnitude [107].

1.2.2

Chern topological insulators

In the spin-orbit coupled quantum condensed matter systems, intrinsic magnetization leads to the quantum anomalous Hall (QAH) effect [38] – due to the coupling
between intrinsic magnetization and SOI, anomalous Hall (AH) conductivity gets
quantized. The topological Chern invariant (n = 0, ±1, ±2, ...) determines the value
of quantized Hall conductivity σH = ne2 /h where e2 /h is the units of the conductance quantum. Unlike spin-degenerate chiral edge states in integer quantum
Hall effect where time-reversal symmetry is broken through external magnetic field
[1], QAH insulators are featured with spin non-degenerate chiral edge states. Such
macroscopic quantized conductance via chiral edge states, associated with microscopic bulk band topology characterized by Chern invariant, is at the forefront in
topological electronics/spintronics transport studies.
6
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After the seminal proposal by Haldane [38], a number of theoretical models
have been proposed for the realization of QAH effect in realistic condensed mater
systems sharing the same key feature – achieving simultaneous control over intrinsic
magnetization and SOI. This aim is associated with two decisive energy scales for the
observation of QAH effect: the association of the SOI with the bulk topological band
gap and the association of ferromagnetism with the Curie temperature. The smaller
of these two energy scales define the upper limit for the observable temperature of
QAH effect. As a result, to assess the realistic temperature scale for QAH effect,
the necessity of a delicate interplay between these two energy scales plays a key role
in the search for suitable materials.
Keeping this key feature for the materialization of QAH effect in view, several
proposals for QAH effect have been made where intrinsic magnetization and SOI
can be tunned through the proximity effect or the induction of magnetic impurities.
For example, QAH has been predicted in a numerous condensed matter systems
such as magnetic doped semiconducting quantum well structures [40, 41], magnetic
doped thin films of topological insulator materials X2 Y3 [X=Bi,Sb, Y=Se,Te] [42–
51] , ferromagnetically doped topological crystalline insulators [52–54], hybrid class
of materials where monolayers of Van der Waals materials are doped with transition
metal adatoms such as graphene [55–57] with 5d-adatoms [58] and random adsorption of 3d/5d-adatoms [59], and MoS2 monolayer with 3d-adatoms [60]. Similar to
magnetic adatoms on non-magnetic Dirac materials [55–60], enhanced SOI for QAH
effect can be realized by depositing atomic layers of heavy elements on the surface
of a magnetic insulator (MnX; X=S, Se, Te) [115].
Rather than proximity/impurity induced ferromagnetism, QAH effect can be
realized in condensed matter systems with intrinsic ferromagnetism such as ferromagnetic metals [39], functional Sn and Ge honeycomb structures where controlled
surface functionalization, rather than magnetic doping, leads to ferromagnetic order
formed in one sublattice of the honeycomb structure [61], and intrinsic magnetic
topological insulators MnBi2 Te4 [62]. In addition, spin-polarized QAH (SQAH) effect, where counter-propagating edge states carry the same spin polarization, can be
realized in spin-gapless semiconductors (SGS) [116, 117] where one of the spin sectors is trivially gaped while the other spin sector shows Dirac dispersion and leads to
7
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nontrivial Chern band gap indebted to Haldane-like [38] next-nearest-neighbouring
tunnelling with complex hopping amplitude. With a signature of intrinsic ferromagnetism and the spinful Dirac dispersion in the pristine case, a number of atomically
thin materials has been predicted to host SQAH effect. For example, monolayers of transition metal (TM) compounds such as TM-halides [118–123], TM-oxides
[124–126], TM-organic framework [127–129] and TM-compounds with d-electron
kagome lattices [130–137]. The recent discovery of intrinsic ferromagnetism in twodimensionally thin TM-compounds [138–141], can open a new avenue for the experimental realization of SQAH effect in magnetic materials where both ferromagnetism
and SOI are intrinsically present.
Thus far, the major focus was devoted to searching QAH materials with ferromagnetic exchange interaction.

However, in addition to intrinsic or proxim-

ity/impurity induced ferromagnetism, time-reversal symmetry can also be broken
via ferrimagnetic and antiferromagnetic exchange interaction. The suitable candidate materials for realization of SQAH effect with antiferromagnetic exchange
interaction could be 2D Xenes proximitized with antiferromagnetic insulators [142–
145], monolayers of Van der Waals semiconducting Ising antiferromagnets such manganese chalcogenophosphates (MnPX3 , X = S, Se) [146], G-type transition metal
perovskite quantum well structure grown along [111] direction [147], and intrinsic
magnetic topological insulators MnBi2 Te4 [62] with layer-dependent antiferromagnetic ordering. Along with ferromagnetically doped topological insulators, Cr [43,
46–48] and V [49] doped (Bi,Sb)2 Te3 thin films, QAH effect has been materialized
in intrinsic antiferromagnetic topological insulators MnBi2 Te4 [62].
While large SOI is required to open a topologically nontrivial band gap, intrinsic magnetization breaks non-spatial/spatial symmetries to ensure non-zero Berry
curvature and hence the Chern number associated with Bloch wave functions of
filled bands. Since ferromagnetism breaks only time-reversal symmetry while ferrimagnetism and antiferromagnetism break both time-reversal and mirror/inversion
symmetries simultaneously, it implies that lattice symmetries are also at the forefront in categorizing various models for QAH effect indebted to a suitable type of
SOI. For example, Kane-Mele type uniform intrinsic SOI preserves the time-reversal
as well as all the mirror/inversion symmetries such that electronic dispersion re8
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mains spin-degenerate throughout the Brillouin zone. On the other hand, Rashba,
Dresselhaus, and Kane-Mele type staggered intrinsic SOI are associated with broken
specific mirror/inversion symmetries. By employing both analytical and numerical
methods, it can be explicitly demonstrated that ferromagnetic, ferrimagnetic, and
antiferromagnetic ordering in combination with an appropriate form of SOI can lead
to QAH effect with non-vanishing Chern invariant and hence, in a broader sense,
topological Chern magnetism.
Different models for Chern insulators can be understood based on the interplay
between magnetic exchange interaction and various fundamental quantum mechanical phenomena such as SOI, Berry curvature, and the band topology. In general,
there can be three broad classes of 2D Chern insulators in honeycomb lattice structure (i) QAH phase, with Chern number C = 2 and spin-less intra-valley chiral edge
states, induced by Rashba SOI and ferromagnetic exchange interaction [55–57], (ii)
QAH phase, with Chern number C = 1 and inter-valley spin-polarized chiral edge
states, induced by uniform Kane-Mele SOI, staggered exchange interaction, and
gate/substrate-induced staggered sublattice potential [142–145], (iii) QAH phase,
with Chern number C = 2 comprising intra-valley spin-less (C = 1) and inter-valley
spin-polarized (C = 1) pseudo-chiral edge states, induced by staggered Kane-Mele,
Rashba SOI and ferromagnetic exchange interaction [145]. In addition to QSH and
QAH phase, there is another interesting phase in honeycomb lattice structures hosting pseudohelical edge states [148] - though topologically trivial as both Chern and
Z2 invariants vanish, but the protected pseudohelical edge states can be employed
for electronics/spintronics devices.

1.3

Thesis layout

By employing topological and quantum functionalities of 2D Z2 /Chern topological insulators with honeycomb lattice structure, various models are proposed for
nanoscale topological field effect transistors (TFET) – a topological counterpart of
conventional field effect transistors. For designing and modelling energy-efficient
nanoscale TFETs, tunability of two critical parameters which specify the power efficiency of a field effect transistor (FET) is addressed: (i) how to control/reduce the
9
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threshold gate voltage or critical gate electric field required for topological switching, (ii) how to reduce the subthreshold swing, and (iii) how to make threshold voltage and subthreshold swing incompressible and beat the Boltzmann’s tyranny. To
achieve the desired outcome, various SOI and other magnetic and non-magnetic perturbations are considered which may effect, directly or indirectly, the gate induced
topological switching. Apart from intrinsic and extrinsic perturbations, finite-size
effects in the quantum confined spin-orbit coupled nanoribbons are also studied.
Various analytical and numerical techniques are employed such as (i) analytical
and numerical tight-binding models based on symmetry analysis to visualize/analyse
the nontrivial regimes of Brillouin zone, edge state evolution under various perturbation effects, and topological switching of edge state conductance, (ii) effective Dirac
theory to understand low-energy physics in the vicinity of Dirac points, and (iii)
the Slater-Koster microscopic orbital picture and 1st /2nd order perturbation theory to estimate the model parameters for calculating realistic band gaps and related
critical parameters. Since field effect transistor is a basic building block for electronics/spintronics technologies, this study may shed light on the topological/quantum
aspects/functionalities of topological insulators, may guide the search for promising materials, and steer the engineering of topological quantum devices for future
topological quantum electronics/spintronics technologies.
In the second chapter, after a brief review of previously proposed TFETs models,
various models for TFETs are discussed with a focus on 2D topological insulators
with honeycomb lattice structures configured as a channel between source and drain.
Based on the tight-binding and effective Dirac Hamiltonian with minimal symmetry
group, the role of various SOI, non-magnetic/magnetic interactions, and finite-size
effects via optimization of nanoribbon width is discussed in the perspective of enhancing the functionalities of various TFETs. Moreover, a general perspective on
the modelling, designing, and functionalities of TFETs is presented and a comparison between TFETs and conventional FETs is drawn. In chapter 3, it is noted that
Boltzmann’s tyranny can be overcome via Rashba effect in a topological quantum
FET based on QSH insulators. In chapter 4, it is shown that complete control over
the critical electric field required for switching between gapless and gapped edge
states of a TFET can be attained via geometry optimization and finite-size effects
10
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in quantum confined ZXNRs. In chapter 5, based on antiferromagnetic topological
insulators, various models for TFETs are presented where transport may be enabled
by charge, spin, pseudospin, and valley currents and switching between ‘on’ and ‘off’
state can be implemented via a dual-gate controlled electric field. In chapter 6, a
detailed discussion is presented on the realization of spin quantum anomalous Hall
effect and completely polarized spin current via chiral edge states. In addition, by
configuring quantum confined nanoribbons of ferromagnetic Chern insulator or spinorbit coupled spin-gapless semiconductor as a channel between source and drain,
different models for TFETs are discussed where switching is enabled via thermionic
injection of electrons or via spin-polarized inter-edge tunnelling. Thesis is concluded
with chapter 7 highlighting further implications of proposed models for TFETs in
strongly correlated topological insulators with honeycomb and kagome lattice structures.

11

Chapter 2
Topological Field Effect Transistor
- A New Paradigm
Topological field effect transistor, configuring two-dimensional topological insulators
as a channel between source and drain, may offer a high degree of functional versatility via manipulation of bulk and quantized edge state conduction. Associated with microscopic quantum functionalities leading to the bulk band topology and optimization
of macroscopic geometric structures of topological insulators, topological field effect
transistors have the prospect of tunability without any fundamental limits on threshold voltage and subthreshold slope. With emphasis on non-spatial/spatial symmetry
breaking phenomena in 2D-Xenes and other nonmagnetic/magnetic topological insulators with buckled honeycomb lattice structure, various models for energy-efficient
topological field effect transistors are analysed where conduction may be enabled by
charge, spin, pseudospin, and valley currents. It is also noted that, due to sizedependent topological and quantum functionalities, finite-size effect allows adding
additional features, More than Moore, in the quantum confined nanoribbons.

2.1

Introduction

Topological field effect transistor (TFET) [149] – a topological counterpart of a
conventional field effect transistor (FET) – is a novel device concept operating on
topological and quantum functionalities of two-dimensional topological insulator materials [2, 3, 22, 50, 64, 150]. The channel conductance and the process of switching
12
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between ‘on’ and ‘off’ states of a TFET is a fundamentally different mechanism as
compared to the conventional FET. Unlike conventional semiconducting channel between source and drain, TFET utilizes topological insulator materials hosting quantized conductance via topologically protected helical/chiral edge states. Topological
switching is then employed either through manipulating bulk band topology or controlling edge state transport via charge, spin, pseudospin and valley currents. Since
bulk band topology of topological insulators is associated with both microscopic
quantum mechanical phenomena [151], especially spin-orbit interaction (SOI) [152,
153], and macroscopic geometric/lattice structure and its symmetries [3], it suggest
that TFETs are amenable to tunable parameters and thus far better functionalities
than conventional FETs [154, 155]. Furthermore, electronic transport in topological
insulator materials – where spin, pseudospin and valley degree of freedoms may be
coupled and locked with momentum – provides novel platform for modelling and
designing of TFETs.
For example, threshold gate voltage and subthreshold swing are two important
scaling parameters of a FET to maintain/characterize the power efficiency. While
threshold gate voltage (Vth ), or sometime referred as pinch-off voltage, is the minimum gate-to-source voltage required to switch the conducting path between source
and drain, subthreshold swing determines the rate of switching – a transistor with a
reduced subthreshold slope exhibits rapid transition between on (high current) and
off (low current) states. Manipulation of quantum functionalities allied with SOI
and symmetry breaking phenomenon associated with lattice geometry/topology are
amenable to optimize both the bulk band gaps and sensitive electric field-driven
switching between gapless to gapped edge state [154, 155]. Realistic theoretical
models for designing TFET, while exploiting both topological and quantum functionalities of topological insulator materials, can guide to the discovery of novel
materials and steer the engineering of topological quantum devices.
In the last decade, numerous models for TFET have been theorised with different operational mechanism based on controlling the edge state electron’s charge and
spin transport in two-dimensional topological insulators. These theorized models for
TFET can be categorized into three broad classes (i) electric field driven topological
switching between nontrivial and trivial insulating phase via quantum phase transi13
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tion, (ii) tunnelling between edge states of same spin polarization traversing along
the opposite edges of nanoribbons, and (iii) tunnelling/interference between edge
states of opposite spin polarization traversing along the opposite edges of nanoribbons. Based on the working principle, transport mechanism, and manipulation of
charge and spin degrees of freedom, we differentiate these three classes from here
after as: first class as topological quantum field effect transistor (TQFET), second
class as topological tunnelling field effect transistor (TTFET), and third class as
topological spin field effect transistor (TSFET).
TQFET, with thermionic injection of electrons along the 1D edges of topological
insulators rather than 2D bulk, is a topological counterpart of traditional metaloxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET). In TQFET, edge state conduction control is associated with bulk-boundary correspondence - gate controlled
bulk topology leading to the quantum phase transition between topologically nontrivial (“on” with ballistic edge state conductance) and trivial (“off” with gapped
edge state channels) insulating phase. Unlike MOSFET where switching is implemented by controlling Fermi level via top gate bias, topological switching in TQFET
may be accomplished by controlling band gap via gate induced electric field through
several mechanisms such as staggered sublattice potential [154, 156, 157], inversion symmetry breaking phenomenon [27], or Stark effect [99, 105, 106, 158, 159].
Topological switching via electric field effect has been proposed in a number of twodimensionally thin quantum materials including graphene [4], silicene [156, 157],
phosphorene [158], functionalized bismuth monolayers [154], monolayer transition
metal dichalcogenides in 1T0-phase [99], SnTe and Pb1−x Snx Se(Te) [27], thin films
of topological semimetals such as Cd2 As3 and Na3 Bi [105, 106], and magnetic doped
topological insulator thin films such as Cr-doped Bi2 (Sex Te1−x )3 [159]. Recently,
topological switching via Electric-field has been experimentally demonstrated in
Na3 Bi [106].
On the other hand, TTFET is a topological counterpart of conventional tunnelling field-effect transistor (CTFET) [160]. Unlike TQFET, topological switching
in TTFET relies on manipulation of edge state conductance via inter-edge tunnelling
instead of topological phase transition. For example, Xu et. al., showed that interedge tunnelling with quantized conductance can be assisted by transverse electric
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field in the topological insulators with gapped edge states due to finite-size effect
[161]. Similarly, in TSFET, topological switching is based on achieving control over
oppositely spin-polarised edge states traversing along opposite edges. For example,
gate induced manipulation of charge and spin transport via tunnelling/interference
between opposite edge states of topological insulators through separate gating of two
branches of an Aharonov-Bohm interferometer [162], switching spin and charge between edge states in HgTe constrictions [163], and electrical switching of edge-state
transport by the finite-size effects of the quantum point contact in HgTe quantum
wells [164]. Similar to TQFET and TTFET, TSFET can be thought as a topological
analogue of conventional Datta, S. and B. Das spin field effect transistor (SFET)
[165]. For example, it been proposed that switching in TSFET can be realized via
Rashba SOI induced spin procession in quantum spin Hall (QSH) insulators such
as HgTe [166]. More recently, it is shown that spin-polarization of edge state in
Na3 Bi thin films [167] and other dual topological insulators [167] can be switched
via Rashba SOI induced by electric field which breaks the mirror symmetries that
protect topological crystalline insulating phase.
Analogous to nonmagnetic topological insulators, topological switching may also
be realized in magnetic topological insulators such as silicene proximity coupled to
antiferromagnetic insulator [156], magnetic doped topological insulator thin films
such as Cr-doped Bi2 (Sex Te1−x )3 [159], and transverse electric field assisted TTFET
in HgTe semiconducting quantum well structures [161]. Magnetic topological insulators with buckled honeycomb lattice structure and antiferromagnetic ordering can
host spin-polarized quantum anomalous Hall (SQAH) effect where chiral edge states
are fully spin-polarized [142–147]. It has been theorized that various 2D antiferromagnetic materials with honeycomb lattice structure can host SQAH effect such as
2D-Xenes proximity coupled to antiferromagnetic insulators [142–145], monolayer
manganese chalcogenophosphates (MnPX3 , X = S, Se) [146], and G-type transition
metal perovskite confined in quantum well structure grown along [111] direction
[147]. Analogous SQAH insulating phase and topological switching may also be realized in Chern ferromagnets or spin-orbit coupled spin-gapless semiconductors [116,
117]. Since SQAH insulators act like a single copy of QSH insulator and hence may
produce perfectly spin-polarised current via chiral edge states, the spin direction of
15
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edge states in Chern ferromagnets can be controlled by magnetisation direction. On
the other hand, unlike ferromagnetic Chern magnets, spin direction of perfectly spin
polarized chiral edge states in antiferromagnetic Chern magnets can be controlled
by gate electric field and thus may be utilized for topological switching in TSFET.

Figure 2.1: Topological field effect transistors. (a, b) Dual gate topological
FETs configuring buckled honeycomb structures where switching implemented via
staggered sublattice potentials. TQFET in Z2 topological with switching between
nontrivial and trivial phase (a) and TSFET in an antiferromagntic topological insulator (b) with switching SQAH phases with opposite spin chirality. (c, d) Single gate
topological FETs configuring Z2 topological insulator materials where switching is
implemented via Fermi level manipulation through top gate bias. Pseudo topological
FET with switching between edge states and bulk states electronic transport (c) and
TSFET with switching between charge (d1 and d3 ) and spin (d2 and d3 ) currents via
inter-edge scattering/tunnelling through a constriction (d). (e, f ) Transverse electric field assisted topological FETs configuring Z2 topological insulator materials
where switching is implemented via inter-edge tunneling in a finite-size geometry
in TTFET (e) and via phase transition between QSH and topological crystalline
insulating phase via mirror symmetry breaking in TSFET (f). In TTFET (e),
Other than constraints on the geometry and underlying symmetries, switching phenomenon remains same for ferromagntic topological insulator hosting SQAH effect
or nonmagnetic topological insulator hosting QSH effect.
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Furthermore, other than these topological generalizations of conventional transistors based on charge and spin transport, TFETs can be modelled by switching
pseudospin and valley current [82, 168]. To differentiate, we refer topological switching in pseudospin and valley polarization as topological pseudospin field effect transistor (TPFET) and topological valley field effect transistor (TVFET) respectively.
In topological insulators with honeycomb lattice structures, valley and pseudospin
degree of freedoms are inherently coupled to charge and spin transport via Dirac theory. Analogous to the topological electronics and spintronics, TPFET and TVFET
may prove to be building blocks for device application in pseudospintronics [82] and
valleytronics [168] respectively.
Apart from TFETs based on switching of novel edge state electronic transport
corresponding to the bulk band topology, FETs can be modelled by employing
topological insulator material as a channel between source and drain but transport
may rely on bulk states or both bulk and edge states. For example, FETs can be
modelled by utilizing both bulk and edge state transport in topological insulators
and lending operational mechanism from a conventional FET to shift the Fermi level
via top gate bias. Alternatively, FETs can be modelled by utilizing purely bulk
state transport and lending operational mechanism from TFETs where switching
is performed via bulk band gap closing and reopening. To differentiate from those
based on purely edge sate topological transport and for setting nomenclature, we
call such FETs as pseudo-topological field effect transistor (PTFET).
In the former class of PTFETs, it has been shown that a transistor can be
modelled via topological insulator materials while lowering/raising the Fermi level
via top gate bias, similar to MOSFET [169, 170]. For example, a PTFET has
been theoretically modelled via imperfect topological insulator ribbons by using
Bernevig–Hughes–Zhang (BHZ) type k.p model and accounting scattering with imperfections and phonons [169]. Similar PTEFT model has been discussed in tinbased topological insulator nanoribbons by modulating conductivity via phonon
mediated inter-edge scattering [170]. In such models for PTFETs, though the working principle is based on manipulating Fermi level via top gate bias, the switching
process is completely opposite to that of MOSFET due to alternate gating: switching from a low (off) to high (on) conductivity state is implemented by shifting the
17
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Fermi level from conduction bands towards the centre of the bulk band gap hosting edge states with ballistic transport. Such alternate gating can be understood
via scattering mechanism in 2D topological insulators [169]: when the Fermi level
lies inside the bulk band gap, the electronic transport through the topologically
protected helical edge states remains ballistic even in the presence of high concentration of defects. Such ballistic transport accounts the on state of the transistor.
When Fermi level moves into the bulk valence or bulk conduction bands (outside the
bulk band gap), where bulk electronics states are not protected from imperfections,
the suppressed current due to severe backscattering accounts the off state of the
transistor.
Similarly, apart from modelling TVFET on novel valley-filtered edge state transport [56, 171, 172], valley-filtering and valley-polarization can be generated and
detected via a new but much standard pathway of controlling bulk electron/hole
transport [173] leading to pseudo-TVFET. On the other hand, in the later class of
PTFETs, pseudospin degree of freedoms for bulk electronic states can be switched
via gate-induced bulk band gap closing and reopening [174, 175].

2.2

Modelling TFETs with honeycomb structures

In quantum materials with honeycomb lattice structure, low energy electronic spectrum displays linear dispersion at the corner of Brillouin zone and can be effectively
described by Dirac equation. Similar to charge and spin, valley and pseudospin
degree of freedoms are also inherently originated from Dirac theory in honeycomb
lattice structures. Coupling between spin, pseudospin and valley degree of freedoms
and their locking with momentum may offer high degree of functional versatility
for topological electronics, spintronics, pseudospintronics, and valleytronics device
concepts based on topological insulator materials with honeycomb lattice structure.
Furthermore, in honeycomb lattice structures, macroscopic topological features
on the edges are indebted to the bulk band topology originated from quantum
mechanical phenomenon of sublattice resolved intrinsic SOI which depends upon
spin, pseudospin, and valley degree of freedoms [4, 5]. It suggests that, as compared to other 2D topological insulators where topological bulk band gap is asso18
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ciated with Bernevig–Hughes–Zhang (BHZ) mass term [7, 96] – such as thin films
of X2 Y3 [X=Bi, Sb; Y=Te, Se] [102–104], type-I HgTe/CdTe [7, 8] and type-II
InAs/GaSb/AlSb [9–11] semiconducting quantum well structures, Na3 Bi thin films
[105, 106], and monolayers of transition metal dichalcogenides [99, 100] – SOI induced band gap in honeycomb lattice has the prospect of tunability via numerous
magnetic and non-magnetic perturbations [154, 155].
We take 2D topological insulator materials with quasi-planer/pseudo-buckled
honeycomb lattice structure as a prototypical system, where buckling is highly desired to realize the topological switching via gate controlled bulk topology [154,
155, 157].

To understand the basic concepts, theoretical models, and the mi-

cro/macroscopic physical properties of Z2 /Chern topological insulating phases in
which existence and protection of spin-momentum locked helical/chiral edge states
are associated with presence/breaking of non-spatial time-reversal symmetry, we
start with a general Hamiltonian with a minimal point group symmetries
H = H0 + Hso + HR + HE + HM
X †
X †
H0 = t
ciα cjα + t0
ciα cjα
hijiα

Hso = iλso/u

hhijiiα

X

vij c†iα szαβ cjβ + iλso/s

hhijiiαβ

HR = −iλIR

X

X

vi vij c†iα szαβ cjβ

hhijiiαβ

(2.1)

c†iα (sαβ × d̂ij )z cjβ

hhijiiαβ

X †
λv X †
HE =
ciα vi ciα + iλER (Ez )
ciα (sαβ × d̂ij )z cjβ
2 iα
hijiαβ
X †
X †
X †
HM = λh
ciα eιvij φ cjα +
ciα (mu .s)ciα +
vi ciα (ms .s)ciα
hhijiiα

iα

iα

Here c†iα (ciα ) is the creation (annihilation) electron operator with spin polarization
α =↑, ↓ on site i, the Pauli matrix sz describes the electron intrinsic spin while
szαβ are the corresponding matrix elements describing the spin polarization α and
β on sites i and j, vi = +1(−1) for sublattice A (B), and vij = dik × dkj = ±1
connects sites i and j on sublattice A (B) via the unique intermediate site k on
sublattice B (A). The nearest-neighbour bond vectors dik and dkj connect the i
(k ) and k (j ) sites on the A and B sublattices. In Kane-Mele convention, where
dik (dkj ) is the unit vector pointing from site k(j) to site i(k), vij = −1 for the
clockwise loop and vij = +1 for the anticlockwise loop traversed by electron while
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connecting next-nearest neighbour sites. In Haldane convention for phase acquired
by electron through next-nearest neighbour tunnelling, where dik (dkj ) is the unit
vector pointing from site i(k) to site k(j), vij = +1 for the clockwise loop while
vij = −1 for the anticlockwise loop.
In H0 , first term is the nearest neighbour hopping with amplitude t while second
term is the Wallace [176] next-nearest neighbour hopping with amplitude t0. In Hso ,
first term is the Kane-Mele [4, 5] uniform intrinsic SOI of strength λso/u while the
second term is the staggered intrinsic SOI of strength λso/s [108–110]. HR is the
intrinsic Rashba SOI [111, 112] of strength λIR which is also known as pseudospin
inversion asymmetry (PIA) SOI. In HE , first and second terms are the Semenofftype [177] staggered sublattice potential λv and the corresponding extrinsic Rashba
SOI [4, 5, 113] associated with externally applied electric field, λR (0) = 0. In HM ,
first term is the Haldane’s term [38] with complex next-nearest neighbour hopping
amplitude while the second and third terms are the magnetic exchange interactions
with orbital-independent (uniform mu ) and orbital-dependent (staggered ms ) magnetization respectively.
In the low-energy limit, pristine honeycomb structure host Dirac band dispersion
while all the SOI terms and other non-magnetic/magnetic terms may be treated like
small perturbations. Due to coupled spin and pseudospin degrees of freedoms, a
minimum of 4 × 4 band model is desired for describing low-energy Dirac physics at
each valley K(K0). In the long wavelength limit, by neglecting both the next-nearest
neighbour terms with real (Wallace term) and complex (Haldane term) hopping
amplitudes, low energy effective Hamiltonian in the vicinity of Dirac points K(K0)
reads
H0 (q) = vF s0 ⊗ (ητ qx σx + qy σy ) + ητ sz ⊗ (∆so/u σz + ∆so/s σ0 )
+ ∆IR (qx sy − qy sx ) ⊗ σz + ∆ER (ητ sy ⊗ σx − sx ⊗ σy )

(2.2)

+ (λv /2)s0 ⊗ σz + sz ⊗ (mu σ0 + ms σz )
where ητ = +(−) is the valley index representing K(K0), vF = 3at/2 is the Fermi
velocity where a is the lattice constant, s and σ are the spin and pseudospin Pauli
√
√
matrices respectively, while ∆so/u(s) = 3 3λso/u(s) , ∆IR = 3 3aλIR /2, and ∆ER =
3λER /2 are the SOI parameters. The exact strength of SOI parameters, highly
desired for the accurate estimation of band gaps and hence the various functionalities
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of TFETs, can be obtained via Slater-Koster microscopic orbital picture and 1st /2nd
order perturbation theory. Since, Wallace term simply adds constant energy at all
sites and hence lifts/lowers the Fermi level while Haldane term is a single (2 × 2)
copy of 4 × 4 Kane-Mele SOI, we ignored both the next-nearest neighbour terms
with real (Wallace term) and complex (Haldane term) hopping amplitudes.
Since symmetry and symmetry breaking phenomena play an important role in
the topological condensed matter physics, it also helps to understand the working
principle and the key parameters featuring the functionalities of TFETs via interplay
between various spin-orbit interaction terms, tunability of bulk band gaps, and controlling the edge state conductance via helical/pseudohelical and chiral/pseudochiral
edge propagating modes as shown in figure 2.2.
Planar honeycomb lattice is the simplest SU(2) geometric structure with point
symmetry group D6h . The nearest neighbour hopping leads to Dirac dispersion with
Dirac points lying at the corners of Brillouin zone. In the nanoribbon geometry
with zigzag edges, intrinsic bulk band topology leads to the existence of energyzero flat bands between the two Brillouin zone corners. Nearest neighbour model
enjoys maximal symmetry group with preserved time reversal symmetry T , inversion
symmetry P, a pseudo time reversal symmetry PT , chiral symmetry C, and articlehole symmetry PH.
The Wallace’s term, next-nearest neighbour hopping with real matrix elements,
respect all symmetries except particle-hole symmetry PH and does not open an
energy gap at K and K0 points. The relevance of Wallace’s term depends upon
whether charge degrees of freedom form a band insulator or a Mott insulating state.
In the former case, non-interacting or weakly interacting limit, Wallace’s term simply
adds constant energy in the spectrum and can be useful for tuning Fermi level.
Since we are interested in the single-particle non-interacting electronic spectrum with
modulation of band gap via electric field, we ignore the Wallace’s term. However,
it becomes more relevant at the transition from band to Mott insulating state and
can play role in TFETs based on strongly interacting condensed matter systems.
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Figure 2.2: From chiral/helical to pseudo-chiral/helical edge states.. (a)
Honeycomb lattice structure showing lattice vectors, nearest neighbour bond vectors, Kane-Mele type uniform/staggered SOI, intrinsic/extrinsic Rashba SOI, and
uniform/staggered sublattice and magnetic potentials. (b) Brillouin zone showing
reciprocal lattice vectors, two Dirac points lying at the corners, and four timereversal invariant momenta (TRIM) or high symmetry points. (c) Quantum Hall
family: if we consider both spin and momentum such that z-component of spin
conserved, quantum Hall trio is formed by quantum integer Hall effect with spindegenerate chiral edge state induced by external magnetic field, quantum anomalous
Hall effect with spinfull chiral edge states induced by intrinsic magnetization, and
quantum spin Hall effect with helical edge states induced by spin-orbit interaction
and protected by time reversal symmetry. (d) Unlike uniform intrinsic atomic spinorbit interaction, staggered intrinsic atomic spin-orbit interaction leads to quantum
anomalous Hall effect and Z2 -trivial insulators with pseudo-chiral and pseudo-helical
edge states respectively. It is important to mention that, edge states shown here are
only spin-polarized inter-valley edge states while spin-less intra-valley edge states,
which can easily be hybridized due to finite-size effect, are ignored.
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On the other hand, Kane-Mele SOI terms modelled through spin dependent nextnearest neighbour hopping with complex matrix elements, λso/u and λso/s , break
the chiral symmetry and disperse the energy-zero flat bands into helical [4, 5] and
pseudohelical [145, 148] fashion respectively. While λso/s breaks transverse mirror
symmetries Mx/y and lifts the spin-degeneracy such that spin-splitting at opposite
valley is opposit, λso/s respects all mirror symmetries and thus the spectrum remains
time-reversal and particle-hole symmetric with two-fold spin degeneracy. Furthermore, while λso/s cannot open band gap on its own, λso/u opens gap at the Dirac
points K(K0) and leads to QSH phase, figure 2.2(c).
In the buckled honeycomb structure, intrinsically broken mirror symmetry Mz ,
the point group symmetries lowers to D3 . It allows next-nearest neighbour hopping
intrinsic Rashba SOI. However, since the bulk band gap in the electronic dispersion of
honeycomb structures is generated at the corners of first Brillouin zone, we ignore the
momentum-dependent intrinsic Rashba SOI in nonmagnetic systems. Furthermore,
due to a finite separation between A and B subllatice planes, electric field induced by
top/bottom gates further breaks the inversion symmetry and the two-fold rotation
symmetry C2z in the plane of honeycomb lattice and reduces the symmetry group
to C3V . First of all, adiabatic reduction in point group symmetry to C3v may drive
QSH insulator to trivial insulating system. Secondly, such reduced symmetry group
allows another important form of SOI, nearest neighbour Rashba SOI which can be
tuned with gate electric field.
Such gate induced spin-mixing Rashba SOI play a critical role in both nonmagnetic and magnetic honeycomb structures. First of all, in nonmagnetic systems
where transverse mirror symmetries are preserved, Rashba SOI play a detrimental role to uniform Kane-Mele SOI and and reduces the nontrivial band band gap
opened by λso/u . On the other hand, when all the mirror symmetries are broken,
combined effect of λso/s and Rashba SOI opens a Z2 trivial band gap but induces
protected pseudohelical edge states, figure 2.2(d).
Finally, in magnetic honeycomb structure, uniform (mu ) and staggered (ms )
magnetic exchange interaction play central role in driving the system to Chern insulating phase via breaking of time reversal symmetry. While the uniform exchange
interaction mu breaks T -symmetry and thus PT , staggered exchange interaction
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ms breaks both T and P separately but leaves pseudo time reversal symmetry
PT -preserved. Considering PT constraint on nontrivial Berry curvature and hence
Chern invariant, combined effect of Rashba SOI and ferromagnetic ordering mu may
lead to Chern insulating phase with chiral edge states in honeycomb structure [55–
57].
Furthermore, when all the mirror symmetries are broken, intrinsic SOI takes the
form of staggered Kaen-Mele SOI λso/s . As a result, combined effect of Rashba
SOI, staggered Kane-Mele SOI, and mu may lead to Chern insulating phase with
pseudochiral edge states in honeycomb structure [145], figure 2.2(d). On the other
hand, when transverse mirror symmetries are preserved but Mz and PT -symmetry
are broken through staggered sublattice potential, honeycomb systems with antiferromagnetic ordering ms can also be driven to Chern insulating phase with chiral
edge states when uniform Kane-Mele SOI is greater than Rashba SOI by an order
of magnitude [142–145], figure 2.2(c).
For energy efficient modelling of TFETs, an interplay between these various
symmetry breaking perturbation is analysed. Apart from their role in existence and
protection of various topological phases, such nonmagnetic and magnetic perturbations may lead to inter- and intra-band transitions via spin splitting though breaking
of certain spatial and non-spatial symmetries. In TFETs where switching of charge,
spin, pseudospin or valley currents is controllable via gate electric field, these perturbation terms can be divided into two categories depending upon their role in the
topological switching and tuning the band gap in ‘on’ and ‘off’ states: (i) perturbations induced/tunable by gate electric field, and (ii) perturbations independent of
gate electric field.
In the first category, especially gate induced Rashba SOI which is detrimental to
intrinsic SOI, can aid/assist electric-field driven topological switching and tune the
band gaps in both ‘on’ and ‘off’ state of TFET. In the second category, perturbations
may be detrimental to intrinsic SOI and hence reduce the SOI induced bulk band gap
in ‘on’ state of TFET but has no role in the ‘off’ state where size of band gap depends
on the strength of gate electric field only. Electric field dependent perturbations are
central to the modelling of TFET as it can reduce both the threshold gate voltage
and subthreshold swing. On the other hand, electric field independent perturbations
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may prove to be important for attaining complete control of critical electric field by
reduce the SOI induced band gap and critical for spin and valley based devices.

2.3

TQFET in nonmagnetic QSH insulators

First of all, we consider a nonmagnetic QSH materials [86–92] with point group symmetry C3v . In the absence of gate electric field, conducting helical edge states act as
‘on’ state of TQFET. Due to buckled honeycomb lattice structure, gate electric field
induced by staggered sublattice potentials drives QSH insulator to trivial insulating
phase acting as ‘off’ state of TQFET. Associated with electric field driven topological switching, critical electric field and subthreshold swing are two important
parameters for simulating the power efficiency of TQFET. It can easily be foreseen
that the critical electric field is directly associated with the nontrivial band gap in
the QSH state while subthreshold swing is dependent upon the sensitivity of band
gap in both QSH and trivial insulating phase.
For a conventional semiconducting device, subthreshold swing of a transistor can
be parameterized in terms of the depletion layer (gate-oxide) capacitance Cd (Cox )
and the thermal voltage kT /q as
Ssw = ln(10)

kT h
Cd i
1+
q
Cox

(2.3)

min
= ln(10)kT /q, is
It shows that the minimum value for subthreshold swing, Ssw

attained by setting Cd → 0 or Cd → ∞. In passing, sometime, the functionalities
of a transistor are classified by “subthreshold slope Sss ” which is defined as the
reciprocal value of subthreshold swing Ssw . In the dual gate geometry, subthreshold
swing of TQFET can be defined in terms of band gap EG and gate electric field Ev
as [154]
Ssw = ln(10)

kT h 1 dEG i−1
q αv dEv

(2.4)

G −1
where αv is proportional to the buckling length and the quantity S ∗ = [ α1v dE
]
dEv

is termed as reduced subthreshold swing. If all other spatial and non-spatial symmetries (especially time-reversal symmetry) are preserved, critical electric field increases linearly with increasing SOI, Ec = 2∆so/u /αv , while the subthreshold swing
of TQFET is restricted to unity, S ∗ = 1. For energy-efficient TQFET with low subthreshold swing, all we need is to search QSH materials with S ∗ < 1. It can be done
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either via optimization of lattice geometry by tuning parameter αv or configuring
QSH materials in which band gap EG is sensitive to the gate electric field Ev .

2.3.1

Topological switching assisted by Rashba effect

The topological switching between QSH and normal insulating phase accomplished
by electric field, can be assisted by mirror symmetry breaking Rashba SOI [154].
Due to direct association with broken C2z symmetry, Rashba SOI assists gate electric
filed while remain detrimental to intrinsic SOI. In the presence of Rashba SOI, the
band gap, critical electric field, and the subthreshold swing reads [154]
EG (λR 6= 0) = 2∆so/u −

αv E z
S ∗ (λR 6= 0)

2∆so/u ∗
S (λR 6= 0)
Ezc (λR 6= 0) =
αv
s
h1
2 i−1
1 
2zξ
S ∗ (λR 6= 0) =
+
+
2
4
3dz sinθVspσ

(2.5)
(2.6)
(2.7)

It shows that Rashba SOI leads to a number of interesting features in TQFET with
tunable critical parameters such as threshold voltage and subthreshold swing. One
can see that Rashba SOI reduces both the critical electric field, Ezc (λR 6= 0) <
Ezc (λR = 0), and the subthreshold swing, S ∗ (λR 6= 0) < S ∗ (λR = 0), of a TQFET.
Furthermore, these critical parameters has no fundamental lower bound and can be
tuned via duckling length dz and buckling angle θ, atomic size z, and Slater-Koster
parameters Vspσ via geometric optimization of honeycomb lattice structures. Such
enhanced functionalities of a TQFET can be understood though sensitivity of bulk
band gap EG via spin-splitting: during gate induced topological switching from QSH
to trivial phase, Rashba SOI reduces nontrivial band gap while enhances trivial band
gap and hence leads to reduced subthreshold swing of TQFET. The Rashba SOI in a
TQFET is known as ‘topological quantum field effect’ which is a purely microscopic
quantum phenomenon associated with intrinsic SOI and bulk band topology and
has no counterpart in conventional semiconductor transistor [154].

2.3.2

Topological switching assisted by finite-size effects

Apart from perturbative effects allowed by either intrinsic lattice symmetries and microscopic quantum phenomena or macroscopic effects such as strain [154], threshold
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gate electric-field can also be controlled by macroscopic engineering of honeycomb
zigzag nanoribbons (ZNRs) by width optimizzation [155]. In finite-size geometry,
quantum confinement and inter-edge coupling are important underlying phenomena
for understanding fundamental concepts and switching phenomenon in edge state
conduction for TQFET. For example, unlike topological switching via topological
phase transition associated with bulk gap closing and re-opening in the wider ZNRs,
topological switching of edge state conductance in narrow ZNRs can be accomplished
without bulk gap closing and re-opening. Surprisingly, finite-size effects in quantum confined narrow ZNRs reduces the critical electric field required for switching
between gapless to gapped edge states even though the bulk band gap is enhanced.
Such counter intuitive results in quantum confined ZNRs are intertwined with
the presence of band gap at valleys and the intrinsic band topology of pristine
p
ZNRs. First of all, momentum-dependent term in the electric dispersion, vF2 q 2 ,
originating from nearest-neighbour hopping and representing Dirac dispersion, vanishes at Brillouin zone corners (q =0) and hence does not contribute in the band
gap of wide ZNRs. However, in low-dimensional quantum confined Dirac materials,
transverse momentum in the confinement direction (say y-axis) becomes discretized
p
and nearest-neighbour hopping also contributes in bulk band gap as vF2 qx2 + vF2 qn2
where qn = 0 is band index for the edge states while qn 6= 0 for the bulk subbands.
In the spin-orbit coupled narrow 2D-Xenes where edge states disperse along the longitudinal direction, both analytical and numerical tight-binding results show that
the bulk band gap increases with decrease in the width of nanoribbons but the edge
states remain gapless [155].
On the other hand, the reduction in critical electric field can be best depicted
by analysing the dynamics of edge state spectrum through geometry optimization.
In the pristine ZNRs, intrinsic topology divides Brillouin zone into two regimes:
nontrivial between two valleys while trivial away from valleys. In the absence of
SOI and other magnetic non-magnetic perturbation, energy-zero edge states (flat
bands) exist between two valleys. By breaking chiral symmetry, intrinsic SOI disperses these energy-zero edge states and leads to helical/chiral edge states which
remain topologically protected against adiabatic non-magnetic/magnetic perturbations. Such inter-valley helical (chiral) edge state remain four-fold Kramer’s degen27
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erate (two-fold degenerate) at the centre of Brillouin zone due to preserved (broken)
PT symmetry, to be termed as edge state Dirac point in following discussion.
In the QSH insulators, gate electric field splits the four-fold edge state Dirac
point and shifts the splitted two-fold Dirac points towards the valleys. When critical
electric field exceed a threshold value, an energy gap opens in the edge state twofold Dirac points and the systems enters into trivial regime. In the wide ZNRs, such
anti-crossing points in the edge state spectrum lie exactly at the valleys K and K0
and hence critical electric field reads Ec = 2∆so /αv . In addition, during topological
switching of edge states, bulk band gap closes and reopens at the same K-points.
However, in narrow ZNRs, anti-crossing points in the edge sate spectrum shift from
the K-points towards the Γ-point as the width of ZNRs is decreases. As a result,
the critical electric field required for switching between gaples to gapped edge states
can be be optimized to much smaller values than the one required in wider ZXNRs.

2.4

TFETs in magnetic topological insulators

Since both QSH and SQAH effect in honeycomb lattice structures are associated
with Kane-Mele type SOI, which preserves all the mirror/inversion symmetries such
that sz component of spin remains conserved, the helical/chiral edge states may
remain completely spin-polarized. Synergies between charge, spin, pseudospin, and
valley currents suggest that 2D magnetic topological insulators are potential materials for devising novel quantum devices for topological electronics, spintronics,
pseudospintronics, and valleytronics. Furthermore, as discussed for nonmagnetic
QSH insulators, finite-size effect may also play central role in modelling TFETs in
antiferromagnetic topological insulators and Chern ferromagnets. Detailed analysis
for various topological and pseudo-topological FETs models discussed here can be
found in chapter 5 and 6.

2.4.1

Antiferromagnetic topological insulators

Buckled honeycomb lattice structure with antiferromagnetic ordering may host several types of topological insulating phases characterized by quartet (C, Cs , Cv , Csv ).
Here C, Cs , Cv , and Csv are Chern, spin-Chern, valley-Chern, and spin-valley-Chern
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invariant describing spin-polarized quantum anomalous Hall (SQAH), quantum spin
Hall (QSH), quantum valley Hall (QVH) and quantum spin-valley Hall (QSVH)
states [142–145]. It implies that magnetic topological insulators, enriched with numerous topological insulating phases, may also provide promising platform for topological switching between various topologically nontrivial/trivial phases and prove to
be potential materials for emerging topological electronic and spintronics technologies. In passing, SQAH effect characterized by doublet (C, Cs )=(1,1/2) and hosting
spin-polarized chiral edge states is different from QS-QAH effect where both helical
and chiral edge states co-exist [143].

Topological quantum FET
Following the argument of bulk band gap tunability via symmetry breaking phenomenon, staggered exchange interaction breaks time-reversal symmetry and hence
play the detrimental role to the intrinsic SOI. When the strength of staggered exchange interaction dominates the intrinsic SOI, honeycomb lattice enters into trivial
magnetic insulating phase with antiferromagnetic gap, a spin density wave (SDW)
phase. When PT -symmetry is broken via gate electric field, the spin-orbit coupled
antiferromagnetic insulator enters into SQAH phase. Such gate-induced topological
phase transition between between SDW phase (C = 0) and SQAH phase (C = ±1)
can be employed as a TQFET. Interestingly, in the presence of staggered exchange
interaction, the critical electric field may be reduced from the threshold limit imposed by SOI, Ec = 2∆so/u /αv . Derived from low-energy effective model, critical
electric field required for topological switching from SDW phase to SQAH phase
reads
Ec ≤

2|∆so/u − ms |
αv

(2.8)

Topological spin FET
Antiferromagnetic topological insulators with honeycomb structure can also be potentially used to realize TSFET where gate-controlled quantum phase transition
between SQAH phases characterized by different Chern numbers, say C = +1 and
C = −1, switches spin-polarization of chiral edge states. In terms of band gap EG ,
spin (ηs ) and valley (ητ ) indices, intrinsic SOI, and staggered exchange interaction,
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it can be found that gate electric field reads
Ev =

ητ EG 2(∆so/u − ms )
−
ηs αv
αv

(2.9)

It shows that, by flipping the polarity of gate electric field, one can switch between
SQAH with Chern number C = +1(−1) and SQAH with Chern number C = −1(+1)
respectively.
Pseudo-topological FETs
Similar to gate induced switching between charge and spin transport through chiral
edge states, switching between spin-valley polarized bulk states can be employed
through gate electric field. That is, similar to spin-switching between two SQAH
phases with different spin-polarization, valley-based charge and spin currents can be
switched between two SDW phases with low-lying valley orbitals of different spinpolarization. Such switching of valley-based Charge and spin transport may find
applications in valleytronics. Interestingly, along with switching of charge, spin,
and valley polarization, pseudospin degree of freedoms automatically switch in antiferromagnetic honeycomb system described by a dichromatic next-nearest neighbour
Hamiltonian. Thus, with inherent gate induced switching of pseudospin, finding a
quantum material with sizeable pseudospin polarization might be interesting and
useful for pseudospintronics [174, 175].

2.4.2

Ferromagnetic Chern insulators

Similar to antiferromagnetic topological insulators, magnetic insulators with intrinsic ferromagnetism may also host SQAH effect. However, unlike gate controlled spin
polarization in antiferromagnetic topological insulators, spin-polarization in ferromagnetic topological insulators is associated with intrinsic magnetization. Since
SQAH insulator can be considered as a single copy of a QSH insulator, the modeling and the working of TQFET configuring SQAH insulator as a channel between
source and drain is exactly same as that for QSH insulator. However, there may be
two fundamental differences in their functionalities: (i) since the low energy bands
belong to single spin sector, there can not be any topological quantum field effect
induced by Rashba SOI as we have discussed for QSH insulators, a disadvantage. (ii)
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On the other hand SQAH may have additional advantage due to robustness against
backscattering and hence protection against deviation from conductance quantization in narrow quantum confined nanoribbons exploiting reduction in critical electric
field via finite-size effect.
Moreover, fully spin-polarized edge states of single spin sector, motivates the
utilization of ferromagnetic Chern insulators for devising TTFET. By configuring,
quantum confined nanoribbon of ferromagnetic topological insulator with armchair
edges as a channel in TTFET may overcome the challenges faced by QSH insulators
such as backscattering and deviation from quantized tunnelling [161]. With relaxed
constraints on the width and length of channel, ferromagnetic topological insulator may lead to high performance of TTFET with large tunnelling current ratio
ION /IOFF .

2.5

Topological vs conventional FETs

The field of Topological FETs is still new as compared to conventional FETs.
Though topological FETs has the luxury of broad transport mechanisms through
charge, spin, pseudospin, and valley currents, we compare TQFET and TSFET
with their conventional counterparts, MOSFET and SFET, based on charge and
spin transport. Other than novel topological switching mechanisms, TFETs may
have several advantages over conventional FETs due to topological and quantum
mechanical functionalities. With a particular focus on the power efficiency in transistor models based on thermionic charge injection, quantum mechanical effects at
the microscopic level and geometric optimization at the macroscopic level are compared for channel materials in a MOSFET and a TQFET. On the other hand,
spin selectivity and spin relaxation mechanisms are discussed for SFET based on
semiconductor heterostructure where a conventional 2D semiconducting channel is
contacted by ferromagnetic metals and TSFET based on a single 2D topological insulator material. Such functional and dimensional analysis may help to understand
TFETs and may provide guidelines for modelling and designing of energy-efficient
switching mechanism for electronics and spintronics devices.
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MOSFET vs TQFET - Subthreshold swing

To understand the power efficiency of a transistor configuring a conventional semiconductor (MOSFET) and a topological insulator (TQFET), we take honeycomb
lattice as a prototypical system and compare the effects of Rashba SOI in the absence and the presence of intrinsic SOI. For simplicity, we assume that both the
time reversal symmetry T and transverse mirror symmetries Mx/y are preserved.
In the absence of magnetic exchange interaction and presence of transverse mirror
symmetries Mx/y , honeycomb system remains Z2 trivial (nontrivial) in the absence
(presence) of uniform Kane-Mele intrinsic SOI.
As a model Hamiltonian for Z2 trivial system with honeycomb lattice structure,
we study the role of Rashba SOI in Semenoff type [177] trivial insulator (λv 6= 0
and λso = 0). In the vicinity of Dirac points K(K0), low energy effective four-band
Bloch Hamiltonian and corresponding energy dispersion reads
H(q) = vF s0 ⊗ (ητ qx σx + qy σy ) + (λv /2)s0 ⊗ σz + (3λR /2)(ητ sy ⊗ σx − sx ⊗ σy ) (2.10)
r
q
E(q) = ηv/c

vF2 |q|2 +9λ2R /2 + (λ2v )/4 − 3ηs |λR | vF2 |q|2 +9λ2R /4

(2.11)

where ηv = −ηc = −1 represents the band index for valance and conduction bands
respectively while ηs = +1(−1) is the spin chirality representing low (high) energy bands. The band dispersion shows that both the trivial band gap opened
by staggered sublattice potential, Eg = λv , and the subthreshold swing, S ∗ =
[(1/αz )dEg /dEz ]−1 = 1, remains independent of Rashba SOI of Rashba SOI. It can
also be seen from band dispersion obtained by direct diagonalization of tight-binding
model, as shown in figure 2.3 (a), Rashba SOI lifts the two-fold spin-degeneracy (except at time reversal invariant momentum) but the energy gap between low energy
bands ηs = +1 remains constant.
It is highly contrasting from Rashba effect in Z2 -nontrivial case where Rashba
SOI reduces the subthreshold swing by reducing (enhancing) the nontrivial (trivial)
bulk band gap and leads to a topological quantum field effect in a topological transistor [154]. Based on a comparative study of Rashba physics in a transistor based
on Z2 -nontrivial and Z2 -trivial materials, it can be seen that ”topological quantum
field effect, modelled via Rashba effect, is a microscopic quantum phenomenon associated with intrinsic SOI and bulk band topology” and has no counterpart in the
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conventional semiconductor transistors.

Figure 2.3: Intrinsic SOI driven intra- and inter-band transitions. Intraand inter-band transitions by varying strength of intrinsic SOI λR =0 (a), 0.02t (b),
0.047t (c), 0.06t (d), 0.067t (e), and 0.09t (f). In topologically trivial honeycomb
lattice with QVH phase (λso = 0 and λv = 0.5t), absolute band gap opened by
gate potential Eg = λv remains independent of Rashba spin splitting and thus there
is no topological quantum field effect (a). In the absence of Rashba SOI (dashed
lines), intrinsic SOI drives QVH to QSH phase via single inter-band transition (c).
In the presence of Rashba SOI (solid lines), intrinsic SOI induces both intra- band
transition (b) and inter-band transition (e) before systems enters into QSH phase
(f). Here solid lines represent Rashba spin splitting with λR = λv /4 while dashed
lines are showing band dispersion with λR = 0.
The origin of topological quantum field effect can be understood through studying the intra- and inter-band transitions by increasing the strength of intrinsic SOI.
√
When λso/u < αv Ez /(6 3S ∗ (λR 6= 0)), honeycomb structure hosts QVH effect. Unlike λso = 0 case (2.3(a)), nonvanishing intrinsic SOI in QVH phase induces an intraband transition between conduction bands (2.3(b)). By further increasing the intrin√
sic SOI, system enters into QSH phase (2.3(f)) when λso/u > αv Ez /(6 3S ∗ (λR 6= 0))
via inter-band transition between low-energy valence and conduction bands (2.3(e)).
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It is interesting to note that, after intra-band band transition in QVH phase (2.3(b)),
Rashba spin-splitting inverts conduction bands and thus topological quantum field
effect is originated. That is, Rashba SOI enhances the nontrivial bulk band gap in
QVH phase by shifting low energy conduction band away from Fermi level, opposite
to the Rashba effect on low energy valence band in QSH phase.

2.5.2

MOSFET vs TQFET - Finite-size geometry

In TQFET configuring topological insulators with honeycomb structures, threshold
voltage decreases with decrease in width even thought the bulk band gap increases
[155]. This overturns the general wisdom of large threshold voltage required for
topological switching via band gap closing and reopening in materials with large
bulk band gap [157, 169]. Moreover, it is highly contrasting from MOSFET where
width-dependence of threshold gate voltage Vth depends upon the isolation technique
used for transistor fabrication [178]: effective threshold voltage in a narrow channel
device increases with decreases in width when the transistor is made using LOCOS
(local oxidation of silicon) process while decreases with decreases in width when the
transistor is made in a shallow-trench-isolation (STI) process. Such size dependence
of threshold voltage on isolation technique in MOSFET shows that optimization of
topological switching via finite-size effects is a purely topological and quantum mechanical phenomenon associated with Z2 -nontrivial QSH materials with honeycomb
lattice structures and has no counterpart in conventional Z2 -trivial semiconductors.
Furthermore, reduction in the threshold voltage becomes important for reducing
the supply voltage (VD ) in a low-voltage switching device if the subthreshold swing
is compressible. That is, power dissipation P ≈ IOF F VD3 [160] can be reduced while
maintaining the device performance (ION ) by simultaneous scaling down of both Vth
and VD and thus keeping the overdrive (∝ (VD - Vth )2 ) constant. In a MOSFET,
incompressible subthreshold swing leads to an exponential increase in IOF F in the
transfer characteristics [160]. In contrast to MOSFET, this is not a problem in a
TQFET where subthreshold swing can be tuned via topological quantum field effect
[154]. Power dissipation can be lowered by reducing threshold voltage via geometric
optimization of quantum confined ribbons of QSH materials while keeping subthreshold swing subunitary via strain engineering, buckling parametrization, tuning
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inter-orbital hopping, and normalization of intrinsic atomic SOI [154]. It shows that
finite-size effects leading to an optimized geometry with energy-efficient switching
may become critical to maintain the Moore’s trajectory of transistor miniaturization, doubling transistors per chip and doubling the processing power every two
years.

2.5.3

SFET vs TSFET - spin selectivity and switching

Unlike conventional Datta-Das SFET [165], where spin switching rely on a gate
tunable Rashba SOI, spin switching in TSFETs can be implemented either by tuning
the energy dependence of the edge state wave functions via top gate bias [163] or
by quantum phase transition between SQAH phases with different edge state spin
polarization via tuning the dual gate induced electric field. Furthermore, other than
these novel topological switching mechanisms, single geometry of TSFET can evade
several challenges faced by heterostructured geometry SFET.
For example, spin selection and spin relaxation are critical elements for the
functioning of the Datta-Das SFET where a conventional 2D semiconducting heterostructure is contacted by ferromagnetic metals. However, owning to a complicated geometric structure and several fundamental obstacles such as electrical spin
injection from a ferromagnetic metallic contact into a diffusive semiconductor [179]
and spin relaxation in a diffusive semiconducting channel, the realization of DattaDas SFET turns out to be difficult. On the other hand, TSFET based on a single
2D topological insulator material can easily evade both of these interfacial effects
and the channel effects. Since a TSFET does not require a metal-semiconductor
heterostructure, thus conductivity mismatch between source (or drain) and channel [179] and other interfacial effects are no longer problematic. Furthermore, wide
topological insulator nanoribbons, with a spatially separated spin-polarized edge
states and thus suppressed SOI, can be employed for spin selection and robust edge
state transport [10, 11, 180].
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Conclusion and outlook

In TQFET with thermionic injection of electronics, topological insulators are amenable
to tunability of threshold gate voltage and subthreshold swing via microscopic quantum phenomena leading to the bulk band topology [154] and optimization of macroscopic geometric/lattice structures [155]. That is, compared to MOSFET, TQFET
based on topological switching of thermionic transport have the prospect of tunability without any fundamental limits on threshold gate voltage and subthreshold
swing [154, 155]. As a result, associated with topological and quantum functionalities of novel edge state transport, breaking of certain non-spatial/spatial symmetries
and considering finite-size effects via geometric optimization, TQFET allows adding
additional new features and can drive to steering “More than Moore” devices with
no counterpart in conventional semiconducting technologies.
Similar to TQFET, finite-size effect also leads to efficient switching of spin current via inter-edge tunnelling in QSH insulators or gate induced switching in antiferromagnetic topological insulators. Furthermore, a TSFET based on a single
2D topological insulator material and employing such novel topological switching
mechanisms for spin current can evade several challenges faced by heterostructured
geometry SFET. Moreover, modelling of TTFET with ferromagnetic Chern insulators shows high performance via large tunnelling current ratio ION /IOFF . In addition
to these topological counterparts of conventional FETs based on thermionic, spin,
and tunnelling currents, topological insulators provide novel switching mechanisms
based on pseudospin and valley currents. Analogous geometric and topological effects on power efficiency and performance may be realized for FETs based on gate
induced switching of pseudospin and valley currents.
It is certainly clear that Topological FETs has several advantages over conventional FETs. However, numerous fundamental research challenges remain on both
theoretical and experimental sides. In TQFET based on thermionic transport, both
threshold voltage and subthreshold swing can be significantly reduced in bismuthene
like heavy elemental monolayers of honeycomb structures but have not yet been fabricated into transistors. On the other hand, theoretical models for both TSFET and
TTFET promise to overcome interfacial effects and allow high performance, but it is
not clear yet what limits the threshold voltage and subthreshold swing of a TSFET
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and TTFET and how these critical parameters depend on the specific mechanism of
switching. In summary, experimental realization of switching edge state conduction
for topological insulator materials fabricated in realistic transistor geometries and
detailed theoretical models and devices simulations are highly desired to guide the
search for new materials and optimize the power efficiency of various topological
FETs.
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Chapter 3
Overcoming Boltzmann’s Tyranny
in a Transistor via Topological
Quantum Field Effect
The subthreshold swing is the fundamental critical parameter determining the operation of a transistor in low power applications such as switches. It determines
the fraction of dissipation due to the gate capacitance used for turning the device
on and off, and in a conventional transistor it is limited by Boltzmann’s tyranny
to kB T ln(10)/q. Here, we demonstrate that the subthreshold swing of a topological transistor, in which conduction is enabled by a topological phase transition via
electric field switching, can be sizably reduced in a non-interacting system by modulating the Rashba spin-orbit interaction via a top gate electric field. By developing
a theoretical framework for quantum spin Hall materials with honeycomb lattices we
explicitly show that the Rashba interaction can reduce the subthreshold swing by
more than 25% compared to Boltzmann’s limit in currently available materials, but
without any fundamental lower bound, a discovery that can guide future materials
design and steer the engineering of topological quantum devices.

3.1

Introduction

A large fraction of power dissipation in the low-energy operation of a conventional
semiconductor transistor occurs due to irreversible charging and discharging of the
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gate capacitor to turn conduction on and off. Its efficiency is characterized by
the subthreshold swing, such that a transistor with a small subthreshold swing
transitions rapidly between its on (high current) and off (low current) states. Yet
in a MOSFET this swing is restricted by the fundamental limit kB T ln(10)/q, or
60 mV per decade at room temperature, frequently termed Boltzmann’s tyranny,
attained when the gate capacitance is infinitely large. This value can be understood
by noting that a gate voltage V raises a barrier qV in the channel of a MOSFET,
while the current is determined by the number of carriers which thermally activate
over the barrier. For qV  kB T the current I ∝ e−kB T /qV , hence the subthreshold
swing S = [d log(I)/dV ]−1 = kB T ln(10)/q.
Strategies to lower the subthreshold swing of next-generation transistors resort
to either tunnelling or electron-electron interactions, whether in the gate capacitor
[181] or in the channel [182, 183]. The non-linear dielectric response of ferroelectric
insulators can be harnessed to design gate insulators with a negative capacitance
[184], which increases the bending of the surface potential as a function of the top
gate potential, yet this regime tends to be energetically unstable [185]. Tunneling FETs [160] rely on charge tunnelling between spatially separated valence and
conduction bands as a source of carrier injection within a pre-determined energy
window, yet tunnelling transport restricts the current in the ON-state to relatively
low values.
In this work we address the generic problem of the energy gap EG to transport
opened by a gate potential UG = qV applied to an electrode and demonstrate that
Boltzmann’s tyranny can be overcome in a non-interacting electron system. We
define a reduced subthreshold swing as S ∗ = [dEG /d(UG )]−1 , such that the full swing
S = S ∗ kB T ln(10)/q, and for a MOSFET in general [dEG /d(UG )]−1 ≥ 1, so S ≥
kB T ln(10)/q. For a gapped system described by a single-particle Hamiltonian in the
presence of terms linear in the applied potential, with sub-unitary proportionality
constants, it has hitherto been assumed that S ∗ ≥ 1. Our work overturns this
conventional wisdom, demonstrating that S ∗ can be sub-unitary and is unbounded
(though positive), implying that S itself can be smaller than the value predicted
by Boltzmann’s tyranny in a general class of devices we refer to as topological
transistors.
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The past decade has shown that the topological properties of several classes of
materials can lead to regimes in which transport is dissipationless. A new blueprint
for transistor design has emerged in which conduction is turned on and off via a
topological phase transition induced by a gate electric field [27, 99, 105, 106, 149,
156–159], that is, conventional carrier inversion is replaced by a topological phase
transition. Whereas charge transport inside a topological transistor can be dissipationless, performance will be limited by the power dissipated in switching the
transistor on and off. In the ideal case of fully dissipationless transport this will
account for all the dissipation in the transistor. In this paper we demonstrate that
this process can be made energy efficient by resorting to the Rashba spin-orbit interaction (SOI) induced by a gate electric field [4, 5, 113]. We refer to this mechanism
as the topological quantum field effect, stressing that it has no counterpart in conventional MOSFETs, and to the transistor itself as a topological quantum field effect
transistor (TQFET). This effect requires both the relativistic quantum mechanical
phenomenon of spin-orbit interaction and proximity to a topological phase transition. Starting from a generic model describing the quantum spin Hall effect (QSHE)
[4, 5], we derive an expression for the subhreshold swing in the presence of Rashba
SOI and apply it to materials with a honeycomb lattice structure [86–92] that are
being actively investigated. We find that the subthreshold swing can be reduced by
more than 25% (S ∗ < 0.75) compared to Boltzmann’s limit in existing topological
devices, and emphasize that it has no fundamental lower bound (though positive)
and could be further improved by targeted materials design.
The reduction of the subthreshold swing of a TQFET via Rashba interaction
is closely associated with the microscopic bulk band topology stemming from the
SOI. Instead of gate induced macroscopic current control, Rashba SOI effectively
enhances the gate-induced topological phase transition by controlling the quantum
dynamics at the microscopic scale, and hence the macroscopic edge state conductance through the bulk-boundary correspondence. Due to its dependence on the gate
electric field, atomic SOI, geometric structure of QSH lattices and the Slater-Koster
inter-orbital hopping parameters [186], the Rashba SOI provides tunable parameters
for controlling the subthreshold swing in a TQFET – rather than relying purely on
the gate capacitance mechanism.
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Figure 3.1: Topological quantum field effect transistor. In the absence of a
gate electric field, a QSH insulator hosts dissipationless helical conducting channels
with a minimum value of the quantized conductance 2e2 /h (ON state of TQFET
(a)). When the gate electric field exceeds a threshold limit, the thin QSH insulator
layer (staggered honeycomb lattice (b)) enters into the trivial regime, in which the
minimum value of the conductance drops to zero (OFF state of TQFET (c)). Such
electric field switching is accompanied by the topological quantum field effect which
enhances the topological phase transition driven by a gate electric field and reduces
the subthreshold swing (a,c). Here, δ represents the shift in nontrivial (a) and trivial
(c) band gap EG due to topological quantum field effect. (d) Geometry of topological
quantum field effect transistor.

3.2

Model of topological quantum FET

A transistor based on topologically nontrivial condensed matter systems hosting the
QSH effect can be engineered via a topological phase transition induced by a gate
electric field as shown in Figure 3.1. Near energy-zero, the edge state conductance of
QSH lattices in a nanoribbon geometry is (i) quantized, (ii) topologically protected,
and (iii) associated with microscopic quantum phenomena in the bulk. The minimum value of the quantized conductance drops from 2e2 /h to zero as the system
transits from the QSH phase (ON) into the trivial regime (OFF) via electric field
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switching.
The QSH has been proposed in graphene [4, 5] and other group-IV and V honeycomb lattice structures [86–92], monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides in the
1T0configuration [99], thin films of 3D topological insulators Bi2 Se3 [102, 103] as
well as the Dirac semimetal Na3 Bi [106]. The experimental demonstration of a very
large nontrivial band gap of 360 meV for Na3 Bi [106] and 800 meV for Bi/SiC [91],
significantly exceeding the thermal energy at room temperature (25 meV), indicates
that QSH materials may be robust platforms for nano-electronic devices at room
temperature. We note, in passing, that a small subthreshold swing requires materials whose gap increases at a fast rate as a function of the top gate voltage, ruling out
bilayer graphene, whose gap is found to increase more slowly than initial theoretical
predictions [187].
Consider a tight-binding model Hamiltonian reproducing the effective low energy
Dirac theory specialized to QSH materials with honeycomb lattice structures [4, 5]
X †
X
H=t
ciα cjα + iλso
vij c†iα szαβ cjβ
hijiα

hhijiiαβ

X †
λv X †
+
ciα (sαβ × d̂ij )z cjβ
ciα vi ciα + iλR (Ez )
2 iα

(3.1)

hiiαβ

Here c†iα (ciα ) is the creation (annihilation) electron operator with spin polarization
α =↑, ↓ on site i, the Pauli matrix sz describes the electron intrinsic spin while
szαβ are the corresponding matrix elements describing the spin polarization α and
β on sites i and j, vi = +1(−1) for sublattice A (B), and vij = dik × dkj = ±1
connects sites i and j on sublattice A (B) via the unique intermediate site k on
sublattice B (A). The nearest-neighbour bond vectors dik and dkj connect the i (k )
and k (j ) sites on the A and B sublattices. The first term is the nearest neighbour
hopping with amplitude t while the second term is the intrinsic atomic Kane-Mele
type SOI of strength λso and modelled through next-nearest neighbour hopping.
The third and fourth terms represent the staggered sublattice potential λv = UG
and the spin-mixing Rashba SOI associated with an externally applied gate electric
field, λR (0) = 0, and modelled through nearest neighbour hopping. Since the band
gap closes at valleys (q = 0) during the topological phase transition induced by
the electric field, we ignore the intrinsic Rashba SOI as it does not affect the QSH
band gap and can be modelled through next-nearest neighbour hopping. In the
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long wavelength limit, with basis ψk = {ak,↑ , bk,↑ , ak,↓ , bk,↓ }, the low energy effective
four-band Bloch Hamiltonian H(q) in the vicinity of Dirac points K(K0) reads
H(q) = vF s0 ⊗ (ητ qx σx + qy σy ) + ητ ∆so sz ⊗ σz

(3.2)

+ (∆v /2)s0 ⊗ σz + ∆R (ητ sy ⊗ σx − sx ⊗ σy )
where ητ = +(−) is the valley index representing K(K0), vF = 3at/2 is the Fermi
velocity where a is the lattice constant, s and σ are the spin and pseudospin Pauli
√
matrices respectively, ∆v = λv and ∆so = 3 3λso and ∆R = 3λR /2 are SOI parameters. As shown in figure 3.1, ∆v = +UG (or ∆v = 2UG ) for sublattice A and
∆v = −UG (or ∆v = 0) for sublattice B in the dual-gate (or top-gate only) version.
The dual gate version is equivalent to a simpler single top gate formulation where
top gate adds positive potential terms only, so the A and B sublattices would be
at UG and 0 respectively, which corresponds to applying +UG /2 and −UG /2 with
a rigid shift of UG = edz Ez . Here −e is the electron charge, Ez is the gate electric
field, and dz is the distance of the ith site from the zero electric potential site.
We first consider a simple case of electric field switching via a topological phase
transition in a topological transistor by assuming that Rashba SOI is negligibly small
∆R ≈ 0 and the spin is a good quantum number. The low-energy single-particle
band dispersion in the vicinity of the Dirac points reads
r
E(q, λR = 0) = ±

vF2 |q|2 + ∆so + ηs ητ ∆v /2

2

(3.3)

where ηs = +(−) stands for the spin up(down) sector and ητ = +(−) represent valley
K(K0). A spin/valley dependent band gap EG (λR = 0) = |2∆so + ηs ητ ∆v | opens at
the corners of the BZ. It shows that the electric field opens/tunes band gaps at both
valleys symmetrically but, due to broken spin-valley degeneracy as manifested in
figure 3.2, the spin gaps are asymmetric and valley dependent. At a critical point,
∆v = ∆cv = 2∆so , the system becomes semi-metallic, with both valleys K(K0) hosting
perfectly spin-polarized spin down (up) gapless phases. Away from the critical
gapless phase, the system remains insulating with a finite band gap EG (λR = 0) 6= 0.
The bulk-boundary correspondence, as shown in figure 3.4, confirms that the band
gap is topologically nontrivial (QSH phase) for 0 < ∆v < 2∆so while becoming
trivial when ∆v > 2∆so .
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Figure 3.2: Electric field switching and Topological quantum field effect.
(a-c) Band dispersion for pristine Xene sheets with Dirac dispersion at valleys K(K0)
(a). Intrinsic SOI λso opens nontrivial band gap and leads to QSH phase (b). In the
purely gate induced normal insulating (NI) phase (λso = 0), where bands remain
two-fold spin-degenerate, Rashba SOI lifts the spin-degeneracy but the trivial band
gap remains insensitive to Rashba effect (c). (d-f ) In the absence of Rashba SOI,
a uniform out-of-plane electric field drives QSH (d) to normal insulating phase (f)
while passing through a critical point (λv = λcv ) where valleys K(K0) are perfectly
spin-polarized hosting spin down (up) gapless states (e). (g-i) With Rashba SOI of
strength λR = λv /4 where λv is same as in the respective panels of (d-f), topological
quantum field effect reduces the nontrivial band gap (g), opens the trivial band gap
at the threshold gate electric field (h), and enhances the trivial band gap (i). The
solid (dashed) lines represent band dispersion in the absence (presence) of Rashba
SOI.

3.3

Topological quantum field effect

In the transistor geometry shown in figure 3.1, gate electric field Ez applied perpendicular to the plane of 2D topological insulator material contacted by source/drain
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breaks mirror symmetry Mz and induces spin-mixing Rashba SOI. When electric
field induced Rashba SOI is also taken into account as a perturbative effect, the
derived expression for the band gap
∆v
EG (λR =
6 0) = 2∆so −
−
2

r

∆2v
+ 4∆2R
4

(3.4)

shows that the critical value of the staggered potential for the QSH-to-trivial insulating topological phase transition ∆cv = 2(∆2so − ∆2R )/∆so is decreased by 2∆2R /∆so .
Both the staggered sublattice potential and accompanied Rashba SOI are linear in
the gate electric field Ez and can be simulated as ∆v = αv Ez and ∆R = αR Ez respectively. Here αv and αR depend upon the lattice geometry and material specific
parameters. The reduced subthreshold swing of topological transistor then can be
written in terms of αv and αR via band gap EG variation with gate electric field
Ez as S ∗ = [(1/αv )dEG /d(Ez )]−1 . In the absence of Rashba SOI, the reduced subthreshold swing S ∗ (λR = 0) is restricted to unity - Boltzmann’s tyranny. However,
in the process of electric field switching, Rashba SOI also influences the topologically trivial/nontrivial band gap and hence the electric field driven topological phase
transition and we denote this effect as the topological quantum field effect. By incorporating the Rashba effect, Boltzmann’s tyranny can be overcome in topological
transistors via quantum field effect as
∗

S (λR 6= 0) =

h1
2

r
+

1  2αR 2 i−1
+
4
αv

(3.5)

It shows that a reduced subthreshold swing of S ∗ < 0.75 can easily be achieved
when αR > αv /3. In order to understand the material realization, reduced subthreshold swing can be quantified via estimation of αR by finding Slater-Koster
inter-orbital hopping parameters. In terms of band theory, mixing between σ and
π bands due to intrinsic atomic SOI and Stark effect leads to a finite Rashba
SOI. Based on the sp microscopic tight-binding model and 2nd order perturbation
theory [86, 188], the explicit expression for Rashba SOI in buckled Xenes reads
∆R = (ezξ/3sinθVspσ )Ez . Here e is the electon charge, z is the Stark matrix element which is proportional to the size of atom at the site i, ξ is the atomic SOI, θ
is the buckling angle, and Vspσ is the Slater-Koster parameter corresponding to the
σ bond formed by the s and p orbitals.
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The impact of topological quantum field effect on the trivial/nontrivial band
gaps, critical value of electric field for ON/OFF switching, and reduced subthreshold
swing S ∗ of the TQFET can be simulated in terms of atomic SOI, lattice parameters,
and Slater-Koster inter-orbital hopping parameters as
s
1
2 
1 
2zξ
EG (λR 6= 0) = 2∆so − edz Ez
+
+
2
4
3dz sinθVspσ
s
h
2 i−1
2∆so 1
1 
2zξ
c
+
+
Ez (λR 6= 0) =
edz 2
4
3dz sinθVspσ
s
2 i−1
h1
1 
2zξ
+
+
S ∗ (λR 6= 0) =
2
4
3dz sinθVspσ

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

From these expressions, it is apparent that a number of interesting features are
captured by the topological quantum field effect. First of all, Rashba SOI plays a central role in the topological phase transition driven by the gate electric field: Rashba
SOI reduces the nontrivial band gap opened by the intrinsic SOI and enhances the
trivial band gap opened by gate electric field. Electric field switching driven by a
topological phase transition and the effect of associated topological quantum field
effect is shown in Figure 3.2. As shown in Figure 3.2(g-i), we vary the Rashba
SOI while keeping the intrinsic SOI fixed. In the non-trivial regime, the conduction
band minima (CBM) at valley K(K0) remain insensitive to the Rashba SOI strength.
However, Rashba SOI reduces the nontrivial band gap by raising the valence band
maxima (VBM) at valley K(K0) along the energy axis. On the other hand, in the
trivial regime, the VBM remain pinned at valley K(K0) but Rashba SOI increases
the trivial band gap by shifting the CBM along the energy axis. The topological
quantum field effect is best depicted at the transition point of the TQFET where
the critical electric field leads to a gapless phase figure 3.2(e) while the Rashba SOI
λR 6= 0 opens a trivial band gap via topological quantum field effect figure 3.2(h). In
short, the Rashba spin splitting of the valence (conduction) bands, especially along
the edges of the BZ K-M-K0, decreases (increases) the band gap in the nontrivial
(trivial) regime and speeds up the electric field switching.
Secondly, in the absence of Rashba SOI, the nontrivial (trivial) band gap decreases (increases) linearly with the electric field and the reduced subthreshold swing
remains constant S ∗ = 1. However, in the presence of Rashba SOI, up to leading
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order in atomic SOI ξ, the reduced subthreshold swing decreases with increasing
Rashba SOI strength and can be smaller than one, S ∗ < 1. In addition, due to
its dependence on the geometric structure of QSH lattices, atomic SOI, and the
Slater-Koster inter-orbital hopping parameters, the topological quantum field effect
provides tunable parameters for controlling the subthreshold swing in a TQFET –
rather than relying purely on the gate capacitance mechanism.

Figure 3.3: Topological quantum field effect on band gap, threshold gate
voltage, and subthreshold swing. The green, blue, and red lines represent the
variation of band gap (a), threshold gate voltage (b), and subthreshold swing (c)
corresponding to atomic SOI and Slater-Koster parameter ratio ξ/Vspσ = 1, 1.5, 2 respectively which encodes the topological quantum field effect. (a) Nontrivial (trivial)
bulk band gap EG decreases (increases) sharply with increasing ξ/Vspσ . Accordingly,
the threshold gate voltage (b) and subthreshold swing (c) decreases with increasing
ξ/Vspσ . Cayn circles (red triangles) represent the subthreshold swing for TQFET
based on antimonene and bismuthene with free atomic (normalized) SOI. Here we
assume that dz ≈ z and sinθ ≈ 1 for quasi-planar/low-buckled honeycomb lattice.
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Thirdly, the reduction of subthreshold swing in TQFET stems from purely microscopic quantum phenomenon and is associated with the intrinsic SOI induced
bulk band topology. For example, FET based on Semenoff type [177] topologically
trivial insulating system where ∆so = 0 as shown in figure 3.2(c), the absolute trivial band gap opened by the gate electric field remains insensitive to the Rashba
SOI which is to be contrasted with a TQFET based on QSH materials. Although
topological quantum field effect in TQFET based on QSH insulators is endebted to
intrinsic SOI ∆so and hence the bulk band topology, the derived expression for the
subthreshold swing seems to remain independent of ∆so . However, the working of
TQFET depends heavily on the nontrivial band gap opened by ∆so : since gate electric field increases linearly with increasing intrinsic SOI, up to a reduction induced
by topological quantum field effect, a large intrinsic SOI also requires a large gate
electric field for topological switching which automatically raises the strength of the
associated Rashba SOI near the energy-zero TQFET operational regime. As shown
by Min et. al., [86] using a microscopic tight-binding model, the strength of ∆R
(∆so ) for graphene is 100 times greater (smaller) than the value found by Kane and
Mele based on symmetry analysis [4, 5]. This effect could be more prominent at
large gate electric fields for heavy elemental group-V Xenes, especially antimonene
and bismuthene with large atomic SOI as shown in Figure 3.3. To realize a topologically nontrivial band gap and electric field switching between the QSH and trivial
insulator, we require ∆so > ∆R . Otherwise, a honeycomb lattice becomes a zero-gap
semiconductor when ∆so = ∆R and a trivial metal for ∆so < ∆R .
The microscopic orbital picture shows that, for a TQFET based on a quasiplanar/low-buckled honeycomb lattice where dz ≈ z and sinθ ≈ 1, both the threshold gate voltage and the subthreshold swing decrease with increasing atomic SOI
and Slater-Koster parameter ratio ξ/Vspσ . As shown in Figure 3.3 below and table
1 in the supporting information [189], 25% reduction in Boltzmann’s limit of subthreshold swing (S ∗ < 0.75) can readily be achieved when ξ/Vspσ = 1. These constraints can be realized realistically in quasi-planar/low-buckled bismuthene sheets
with band gap lying at K/K’ valleys. Furthermore, in functionalized bismuth monolayers BiX [190] and Bi2 XY [191] where X/Y = H, F, Cl and Br, subthreshold
swing can be decreased by approximately 50% (S ∗ ≈ 0.5) when ξ/Vspσ ≈ 2 due to
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normalized atomic SOI [189].
More importantly, the derived expression for suthreshold swing emphasizes that
it has no fundamental lower bound and could be further improved by targeted materials design. For example, subthreshold swing can be further reduced by enhancing
another ratio z/dz sinθ which purely depends on the nature of orbitals and geometric structure of 2D QSH lattices. One obvious path to further reduce subthreshold
swing is to enhance Stark matrix element < Φn,l,ml |zi |Φn,l±1,ml > at site i by increasing transition between s and pz orbitals via externally applied strain or substrate
effect. Another possibility is to reduce factor dz sinθ via optimization of geometric/buckling structure. Moreover, the geometric structure of 2D QSH lattices can
also be employed to tune other related parameters for electric field switching. For
example, the first-order Kane-Mele type intrinsic SOI [88] depends strongly on the
buckling parameter θ and vanishes for planar honeycomb θ = 900 . Such a geometric
dependence of the intrinsic SOI also affects the topologically nontrivial band gap
opened by second-order Kane-Mele type intrinsic SOI and hence the critical electric
field for ON/OFF switching.
It shows that our framework developed for TQFET with reduced subthreshold
swing (S ∗ < 0.75) and high ON/OFF ratio (105 ∼ 1010 ) with large band gap in
the OFF state (>10 kT or 250 meV) for functioning at room temperature desires a
quasi-planar/low-buckled honeycomb structure with bulk band gap generated away
from the centre of Brillouin zone Γ. Further details about the nature of low-lying
p-orbitals and the Kane-Mele type intrinsic SOI and Rashba SOI, lattice geometry,
location of Dirac points or the bulk band gap in the first Brillouin zone, strength of
intrinsic atomic SOI, Slater-Koster inter-orbital hopping parameters, and calculated
values of subthreshold swing for various Xene structures are discussed later. Moreover, by following a simple Landauer approach, transport signatures controlled by
the gate voltage and associated Rashba SOI, as shown in figure 3.4(g-i), are further
discussed in next section.
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Figure 3.4: Edge state dispersion and conductance quantization for semiinfinite honeycomb strip with zigzag edges. (a-c) Electric field switching via
topological phase phase transition showing helical edge states as available conducting
channels in the ON state (a), critical gapless phase (b) and the trivial insulator or
OFF state (c). (d-f ) Topological quantum field effect in the ”ON” state reduces the
band gap by shifting the valence band along energy energy axis (d). On the other
hand, at the critical point (e) and in the ”OFF” state (f), topological quantum field
effect enhances the trivial band gap where the maximum of valence band remains
pinned but the minimum of conduction band is lifted along energy axis. (g-i)
Quantized conductance in terms of the number of modes M (E) available at a given
energy for TQFET in the QSH phase (g), at the critical point λv = λcv (h) and in
the OFF state (i). While conduction band minimum remains pinned in ON state(g),
(h) and (i) also show the shift of conduction band minimum in OFF state, along
Fermi energy, induced by topological quantum field effect. In the ON (OFF) state,
conductance jumps from 2e2 /h (0) to 6e2 /h (2e2 /h) at the tip of conduction/valence
bands lying at the energy Ec (Ev ) while the electric field switching (b, e, h) is based
upon manipulating the minimal conductance between 2e2 /h and 0 and topological
quantum field effect enhances this process. Here we set t = 1 eV and the spin
chirality of edge states is same as shown for the tips of connecting Dirac cones.
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Transport signatures via gate-controlled band
topology

Following a simple Landauer approach, the minimal quantized conductance can be
obtained by finding the solution of the low energy effective tight-binding Hamiltonian
for QSH honeycomb nanoribbons with zigzag edges. Close to equilibrium, µ1 = µ2 =
EF where µ1(2) is the chemical potential at the left (right) contact and EF is the
Fermi energy which is controllable via doping, the conductance of a honeycomb
nanoribbon with zigzag edges is calculated as a function of EF . Figure 3.4 displays
the conductance quantization at gate electric field Ez = 0, Ez = Ezc , and Ez >
Ezc which correspond to ”ON”, ”transition point”, and ”OFF” state of TQFET
respectively.
In the QSH regime, at half filling, topologically protected edge states connecting opposite valleys cross the energy-zero at the time-reversal invariant momentum.
With increasing EF , the Fermi level crosses new bands and opens new channels for
conductance. That is, as shown in figure 3.4(b), the low-energy modes representing edge states (n = 0) are valley non-degenerate while all the high-energy modes
representing bulk states (n = 1, 2, 3, . . .) are twofold valley-degenerate. As
a result, the number of transverse modes available at energy E can be expressed
as M (E) = 2n + 1. In addition, all the modes available for conductance retain a
twofold spin degeneracy. Since each mode (for each spin and valley degree of freedom) acts as a channel that contributes to the conductance by e2 /h, the low-bias
and low-temperature quantized conductance in the ”ON” state of a TQFET can be
expressed as Gon = (2e2 /h)(2n + 1)T̃ . Here T̃ is the corresponding transmission
probability per mode which goes to unity in ballistic QSH regime. As shown in
figure 3.4(g), the conductance plateau for Gon /(2e2 /h) appears at the ”odd” integer
values.
To estimate the conductance in the OFF state we adopt the Landauer approach
again, assuming the channel to be connected to semiconducting leads so that the
gap to transport is EG . In the trivial insulating regime, as shown in Figure 3.4(h,i),
the near zero-energy minimum conducting channels vanishes due to dominating
staggered potential term. Additionally, in the presence of SOI, the electric field also
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lifts the spin degeneracy such that the total number of conducting modes available
at low energy are M (E) = 2n. As a result,the zero-temperature conductance in
the trivial regime can be approximated as Gof f = (2e2 /h)nT̃ . Note that, unlike
spin-degenerate spectrum in QSH phase, the factor of 2 in conductance Gof f is
due to valley degrees of freedom and the corresponding conductance plateau for
Gof f /(2e2 /h) appears at integer values n=0,1,2,3. . . as shown in Figure 3.4(h,i).
Since we are interested here in manipulating the minimal conductance quantum, as
the working of a TQFET deals with the shift from conductance quantum 2e2 /h to
0, the opted Landauer approach in trivial phase is also a reasonable approximation
as long as the system is at half filling and the Fermi-level lies within the band gap
EG of the nanoscale TQFET.
By using the Landauer formula, where the total electron transmission probability
M (E)T̃ at energy E is convoluted with the energy derivative of the Fermi function
df (E)/dE, the conductance Gof f of the OFF state is also plotted as a function of
the Fermi energy at finite temperature. As shown in Figure 3.4(h,i), the conductance plateaus becomes smoother for T > 0. As expected, we also noted that the
topological quantum field effect shifts the conductance plateau of Gof f along the
energy axis as shown in Figure 3.4(h,i): It is consistent with the band evolution for
both infinite Xene sheet as shown in 3.2 and semi-infinite Xene sheet as shown in
3.4: In summary, in the OFF state, the topological quantum field effect enhances
the trivial band gap where the maximum of the valence band remains pinned but
the minimum of the conduction band is lifted along the energy axis.

3.5

Material realization

In general, both group-IV [86–89] and group-V [90–92] Xenes are QSH insulators
and can serve the purpose of channel in topological FET. However, as shown in
table 3.1, weak Rashba SOI in group-IV Xenes has negligibly small effect on the
sub-threshold swing. On the other hand, group-V Xenes with large atomic SOI
such as bismuthene [90–92] or functionalized bismuth monolayers BiX [190] and
Bi2 XY [191] where X/Y = H, F, Cl and Br, are promising materials for realizing
topological quantum field effect in the proposed transistor geometry.
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It has been shown that all the various group-V monolayer structures such as freestanding (As, Sb, Bi) monolayers, (As, Sb, Bi) monolayers on SiC substrate, and
functionalized bismuth monolayers BiX and Bi2 XY are large gap QSH insulators.
However, our framework developed for TQFET with reduced suthreshold swing
(S ∗ < 0.75) and high ON/OFF ratio (105 ∼ 1010 ) with large band gap in the
OFF state (>10 kT or 250 meV) for functioning at room temperature desires a
quasi-planar/low-buckled honeycomb structure with bulk band gap generated away
from the centre of Brillouin zone Γ. While buckling is required to realize electric
field switching via topological quantum field effect, band gap at the corners of the
Brillouin zone K(K0) are highly desired for large bulk-band splitting via topological
quantum field effect: Rashba SOI efficiently tunes the band gap by splitting the
top/bottom of the valence/conduction bands lying at K(K0) but has no effect on the
band gap opened at the time-reversal invariant momenta.
Bulk band gap in all the group-IV Xene structures, planar graphene and buckled
silicene, germanene, and stanene, lies at the valleys K(K0). However, the location of
Dirac points and the band gap in group-V Xenes depends upon the geometric structure, substrate effect, and their functionalization. For example, the Dirac points and
the band gap lie at high symmetry Γ-point in free-standing (As, Sb, Bi) monolayers
with buckled honeycomb structures. However, (As, Sb, Bi)/SiC stabilizes in a planar honeycomb structure and hosts Dirac points and the band gap at the corners of
the Brillouin zone [91, 92]. On the other hand, functionalized bismuth monolayers
BiX and Bi2 XY are ideal candidates where low-buckling is induced by X/Y atoms
while the Dirac points or the bulk band gap lies at the valleys K(K0).
More importantly, different Xenes structures are featured by their low-lying orbital and hence the intrinsic/extrinsic SOI. The low-energy effective Hamiltonian
(2), derived from symmetry analysis here, is similar to the one derived from microscopic tight-binding model and 2nd order perturbation theory for group-IV [86–89]
and group-IV elemental honeycomb lattices [90–92]. It shows that the low-energy
Dirac physic and the strength of various SOI types depends heavily upon the type
of low lying p-orbitals which form Dirac point at the Fermi level, the nature of
hybridization between s and p orbitals, the geometry of lattice structure, and the
location of the Dirac point in the first Brillouin zone. For example, for graphene
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with planar honeycomb lattice and sp2 hybridization, Dirac dispersion at the Fermi
level is formed by pz orbitals. On the other hand, silicene shows mixed sp2 − sp3
character [192] for quasi-planar/low-buckled structure or purely sp3 character [87]
with large buckling where the Dirac dispersion at the Fermi level is generated by
the low-lying px and py orbitals. More interestingly, while free-standing (As, Sb,
Bi) monolayers possess buckled structures with graphene-like sp2 hybridized bands,
(As, Sb, Bi)/SiC systems stabilize in a planar honeycomb lattice where the lowenergy Dirac physics is dominated by px and py orbitals along with s orbital [91,
92]. On the other hand, functionalized bismuth monolayers BiX [190] and Bi2 XY
[191] stabilize with quasi-planer/low-buckled structure and host px and py orbitals
generated Dirac dispersion.
Accordingly, both the Kane-Mele type intrinsic SOI and extrinsic Rashba SOI
heavily depend upon the nature of the low-lying p-orbitals, the geometric structure of
the lattice, and Slater-Koster microscopic tight-binding parameters for inter-orbital
hopping. For example, in case of a planar honeycomb lattice (θ = 900 ), only the
second order intrinsic SOI survives while the first order intrinsic SOI vanishes ∆1so =
0. As a result, for a particular Xene, the strength of intrinsic SOI which induces
topologically nontrivial bulk band gap will be much smaller for planar (∆so = ∆2so )
than buckled honeycomb structure ((∆so = ∆1so + ∆2so )).
In summary, unlike seminal Kane-Mele type SOI models based on pz -orbitals
with a much weaker SOI and planer structures, the proposed theoretical TQFET
model relies on the advantages of the strong on-site SOI from px and py orbitals,
the maximum Rashba spin splitting at the location (valleys) of topological bulk
band gap, and hence offers effective gate control for the energy-efficient switching.
Table 3.1 summarizes the strength of atomic SOI, Slater-Koster parameter Vspσ and
sub-threshold swing in the presence of Rashba SOI for group-IV and V Xenes.
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ξ(eV )
Free atom

Normalized Experimental†

Vspσ

S ?‡

(eV)

∆R 6= 0

Graphene

0.006a

0.009k

-

5.580f 0.999[0.999]

Silicene

0.028b

0.044c

(-)0.044cd

2.54g

0.999[0.999]

Germanene

0.2b

0.29c

(0.2)0.29cd

2.36g

0.996[0.993]

Stanene

0.6b

0.8c

(0.48)0.77cd

1.953h 0.961[0.934]

Arsenene

0.29b (0.36e )

0.421c

-

1.275i 0.978[0.955]

Antimonene

0.6e (0.8b )

0.973c

-

1.170i 0.904[0.802]

Bismuthene

1.5e

2.25

-

1.3ij

0.707[0.568]

Table 3.1: Strength of atomic SOI ξ, Slater-Koster parameter Vspσ and sub-threshold
swing S ∗ for TQFET based on group-IV and V Xenes. Here we assume that dz ≈ z
and sinθ ≈ 1 for quasi-planar/low-buckled honeycomb lattice. Similar to other
group-IV and V elements, a normalization factor of 3/2 is also multiplied to bismuthene free atomic SOI.
a:Reference [86]

b:Reference [193]

c:Reference [194]

d:Reference [195]

e:Reference [196, 197]
f:Reference [198]

g:Reference [199]

h:Reference [200]

i:Reference [201]

j:Reference [202]
k:Reference [203]
†

Entries in parentheses represent the experimental values for neutral atomic SOI.

For experimental data, see reference [194, 195] and references cited there in.
‡

Entries in brackets represent the sub-threshold swing for normalized SOI.
Finally, the free atomic SOI ξ = 1.25 for bimuthene sheets can be further en-

hanced in functionalized bismuth monolayers BiX and Bi2 XY. Originally it was
shown by Braunstein and Kane [193] that the spin-orbit splitting in free Ge atoms
is 0.2 eV while that in the solid it is 0.29 eV [195]. Similarly, Chadi et.al., showed
that a renormalization factor of 3/2 works well for other group-IV and V structures
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[194]. Hence we considered both the free atomic ξ0 = 1.5eV and normalized SOI
ξN = 3ξ0 /2 = 2.25eV for bismuthene as listed in 3.1. Such a large renormalization
can be understood as follows: The SOI term (~/4m2 c2 )(∇V × p).σ reduces to the
well-known form ξ(r)l.s where ξ(r) = (~2 /4m2 c2 )(∂V /∂r) when V is approximated
to be spherically symmetric. In terms of Wannier functions wks (r − d) centred about
each lattice point whose vector coordinates are denoted by d, the SOI matrix elements are approximated as [204]

hψs (k)|

~
(∇V (r − d) × p).σ|ψt (k0)i = δkk0 hwks (r)|ξ(r)l.s|wkt (r)i
4m2 c2

(3.9)

where wavefunctions ψs (k) are superposition of Wannier functions and V (r − d)
is the potential with a centre of symmetry at each lattice point. In tight-binding
methods, ξ(r) is approximated as the strength of SOI under various constraints such
that (i) The Wannier functions centred about different lattice points are orthogonal
and hence localized in the Wigner-Seitz cell; (ii) V (r − d) centred about different
lattice points possess spherical symmetry and is the same in each Wigner-Seitz cell
and vanishes outside. However, the Wannier functions are not fully orthogonal and
the potential V does not have full spherical symmetry because of the surrounding
atoms in a solid. Hence, the spilling over of Wannier functions into the nearest cells
and the lower symmetry of V lead to a substantial modification/renormalization.
The SOI renormalization is highly dependent on the various ionic configurations
of group-IV and V elements in diamond and zinc-blende compounds [193, 194]. Due
to the partial ionic character of chemical bonding, the spin-orbit splitting of cation
p-states in the compounds of group-IV and V elements depends upon the time spent
by an electron around cation and anion sites. So the SOI of the cation p-states in
the group IV and V compounds, if displaying a similar QSH phase and a QSH to
trivial insulator transition, can be further enhanced for quantum devices. The SOI
dependence upon various ionic configurations for Sb ions is shown in Ref. [193].
Following these lines, even for purely group-IV and V elemental honeycomb lattices,
the atomic functions/orbitals near the top of valence bands need not be purely plike but can have admixtures of higher angular momentum (d -like) states. That is,
the renormalized SOI of cation p-states can be increased by either (i) promoting s
and p electrons to higher states, or (ii) completely removing s and p electrons as in
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the ion. It can be achieved either through shining light or though gate controlled
tuning of the energy of electronic states whose eigenvectors are non-vanishing at the
singularities of the potential V (r − d).

3.6

Conclusion

In summary, by employing topological quantum field effect associated with intrinsic
SOI and the band topology of QSH materials with quasi-planar/low-buckled honeycomb structure, subthreshold swing of TQFET can be decreased by more than
25% compared to Boltzmann’s limit in currently available materials. We noted
that, in stark contrast to the gate capacitance mechanism in conventional semiconductor transistors where subthreshold swing is bounded by Boltzmann’s tyranny,
the topological quantum field effect provides tunable parameters for controlling the
electric field switching and subthreshold swing. The threshold gate electric field
and subthreshold swing can be controlled via geometric structure of QSH materials
such as lattice distortion via strain and substrate effect, by tuning of Slater-Koster
inter-orbital hopping parameters and Stark matrix elements, and by optimizing the
Rashba SOI, atomic SOI, and buckling parameters. It shows that, unlike conventional semiconductor transistors, a TQFET does not have sharp lower bound on
its subthreshold swing and hence no topological tyranny. The topological quantum
field effect, an alternate mechanism for reducing the subthreshold swing, provides
a promising platform for further research and developing energy-efficient quantum
devices based on topological quantum materials.
Subject to the underlying quantum and topological functionalities discussed here,
the proposed framework can be employed for magnetic topological insulators [205,
206] and study the implications of exchange interaction on gate-controlled switching between different topological insulating states [156, 207]. As we identified that
functionalized bismuth monolayers with quasi-planar/low-buckled structure and the
strong on-site SOI from px and py orbitals are a promising material for realizing
low-energy TQFET with reduced subthreshold swing, recently corroborated firstprinciples calculations show that the gate-controlled topological quantum transition
between different topological states can be realized in functionalized bismuth mono57
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layers with magnetic disorder [207]. In addition to the transport signatures of gatecontrolled band topology in Z2 , Chern, and quantum spin-valley Hall insulators,
there is another implication that could be relevant to the present study: considering optical signatures such as the helicity reversal for probing gate-controlled band
ordering in atomically thin quantum materials [208].
In passing, the topological quantum field effect can be employed for simulating
substrate effects in experimental condensed matter physics. Theoretically modelling
of Rashba SOI induced by interaction between sample and substrate is more difficult
as compared to one due to gate electric field. TQFET incorporating the topological
quantum field effect can be employed as a device for estimating/modelling substrate
induced Rashba SOI: first measure the subthreshold swing for free-hanging 2D sheet
and then perform the measurement again while incorporating the substrate effects.
The strength of the substrate-induced Rashba SOI can be simulated via reduction
in the subthreshold swing of the TQFET.
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Optimizing Topological Switching
in Confined 2D-Xene Nanoribbons
via Finite-Size Effects - Low
Voltage Quantum Devices
In a blueprint for topological quantum electronics, edge state transport in a topological
insulator material can be controlled by employing a gate-induced topological quantum phase transition. One of the main challenges with such switching mechanism is
the requirement of unrealistically large critical electric-field to overcome topological
band gap. Here, by studying width dependence of electronic properties via a tightbinding model, we demonstrate that finite-size effects can be used to optimize both the
spin-orbit interaction induced barrier in the bulk and the gate-controlled quantized
conductance on the edges of zigzag-Xene nanoribbons. While finite-size effects have
been widely studied in 2D-Xenes, less attention has been devoted to finite-size effects
on the gate-induced topological switching in spin-orbit coupled 2D-Xene nanoribbons.
We explicitly show that the critical electric-field required for switching between gapless and gapped edge states reduces as the width decreases, without any fundamental
lower bound. This size dependence of the threshold voltage stems from a unique feature of zigzag-Xene nanoribbons: width and momentum dependent tunability of the
gate-induced coupling between overlapping spin-filtered chiral states on the two edges.
Furthermore, when the width of zigzag-Xene nanoribbons is smaller than a critical
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limit, topological switching between edge states can be attained without bulk band
gap closing and reopening. This is primarily due to the quantum confinement effect
on the bulk band spectrum which increases nontrivial bulk band gap with decrease
in width. Such reduction in threshold voltage accompanied by enhancement in bulk
band gap overturns the conventional wisdom of utilizing wide channel and narrow
gap semiconductors for reducing threshold voltage in standard field effect transistor
analysis and paves the way towards next-generation low-voltage topological quantum
devices.

4.1

Introduction

Two-dimensional topological insulators are promising materials for topological quantum electronics devices where edge state transport can be controlled by a gateinduced electric field [81]. In general, edge state transport is controlled either by
a perpendicular electric field, which drives a topological phase transition via bulk
band gap closing and reopening [27, 99, 105, 106, 154, 156–159] or via inter-edge
tunnelling between gapped edge states, assisted by a transverse electric field [161].
In the latter case, though a very weak transverse electric field is sufficient to induce
inter-edge tunneling, edge state conductance quantization may remain a challenge
constraining the geometry of topological insulator ribbons [161]. On the other hand,
in the former case, the strength of the gate electric field required for topological
switching depends upon the strength of quantum mechanical perturbations, such as
the spin-orbit interaction (SOI) and Bernevig–Hughes–Zhang (BHZ) mass term [7,
96], which reflect the bulk band topology and therefore lead to a quantized edge
state conductance. In this class, numerous theoretical proposals for 2D topological
insulator materials have been put forward, which exhibit electrically-driven topological quantum phase transitions, such as staggered sublattice potentials [154, 156,
157], mirror symmetry breaking [27], and the Stark effect [99, 105, 106, 158, 159].
For both the study of fundamental phenomena in the laboratory and the device applications, it is crucial to investigate the fundamental topological features
and edge state transport in finite-size geometries in various topological insulators.
Apart from the relativistic quantum mechanical phenomenon of SOI which plays a
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central role in characterizing the bulk band topology, finite-size geometry incorporates two additional critical phenomena: quantum confinement effects and inter-edge
coupling between spin-filtered chiral edge states. Finite-size effects have been studied for various topological insulator systems via the thickness dependence of surface
electronic dispersion in thin films of 3D topological insulators [102, 103, 209] and
Dirac semimetals [105, 106] and the width dependence of edge state electronic dispersion in 2D topological insulator materials such as HgTe [210], TMDC-1T0 [211],
and 2D-Xenes [212–217].
Among 2D topological insulator materials, quantum spin Hall (QSH) insulators
with honeycomb lattice structures terminated on zigzag edges are a special class
where spin-filtered chiral modes are intertwined with the intrinsic band topology
of pristine honeycomb lattice structure. After seminal work by Kane-Mele [4, 5]
on graphene, it has been shown that other 2D-Xene nanoribbons (Si,Ge,Sn, and
P,As,Sb,Bi) with honeycomb lattices are also QSH insulators [86–92]. In zigzag Xene
nanoribbons (ZXNRs), the intrinsic band topology, characterized by a non-vanishing
winding number, leads to energy-zero flat bands in the nontrivial regime of the first
Brillouin zone. The sublattice resolved intrinsic SOI, modelled through next-nearest
hopping [4, 5], disperses these localized modes into spin-filtered chiral edge states.
Unlike various 2D topological insulator materials, in which edge state crossing and
anti-crossing points coexist, and in which hybridization due to inter-edge overlapping
opens an energy gap and leads to a gapped edge state spectrum, spin-filtered chiral
edge states in ZXNRs remain gapless and protected against backward scattering even
with finite inter-edge overlapping in ultra-narrow ribbons, i.e., a 2D QSH material
turns into 1D topological metal. Such robustness is the consequence of different
momentum space locations for edge state crossings (at TRIM k = π) and anticrossings (around valleys k = K/K 0).
While finite-size effects have been widely studied in 2D-Xenes [212–217], effects
of quantum confinement and momentum-dependent inter-edge overlapping on the
gate-induced topological switching in spin-orbit coupled ZXNRs hosting QSH phase
have received comparatively less attention. Here we demonstrate that both the
SOI induced barrier in the bulk and the gate-controlled quantized conductance on
the edges can be optimized via finite-size effects. By studying width dependence
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of electronic properties in ZXNRs via tight-binding model, it is inferred that the
momentum space location of the anti-crossing points, the magnitude of the overlap
integral between spin-filtered edge states on the two sides, and the threshold gate
voltage are intertwined and are directly associated with the width of ZXNRs. These
fundamental features enable optimal control of edge state transport via spin-filtered
chiral modes.
We demonstrate explicitly that such an optimization is indebted to a series of
non-trivial quantum mechanical phenomena associated with the geometric structure of ZXNRs. Firstly, the edge state wave functions at the crossing point are
independent of the edge termination and hence remain insensitive to electric fields.
On the other hand, edge state wave functions and the gate-induced coupling between overlapping edge states across anti-crossing points are strongly dependent on
the particular edge termination and hence can be tuned via a gate electric field.
Secondly, with a decrease in width, the momentum space location of the edge state
anti-crossing points move away from the valleys k = K/K 0 towards the TRIM k = π.
Furthermore, at particular momenta around the anti-crossing points, the magnitude
of the inter-edge overlap increases with decreasing width. As a result, gate-induced
coupling between spin-filtered chiral edge states is enhanced as the ZXNR width is
reduced. It shows that finite-size effects on the edge spectrum play a central role in
optimizing the gate-controlled edge state transport, such that width-dependent and
momentum-dependent tunability of the inter-edge coupling reduces the critical gate
electric field.
On the other hand, quantum confinement enhances the topological bulk band
gap and hence the energy spacing between the bulk subbands and the edge states,
which in turn leads to topological switching between gapless and gapped edge states
without bulk band gap closing. It is important to note that the threshold reduction
could in principle be achieved with a built-in electric field due to static charges.
However, for a fixed SOI in ZXNRs, a simple enhancement of the built-in electric field also reduces the topological band gap in the QSH phase, which may be
detrimental to quantized edge state conductance. In this regard, size-dependent
and momentum-dependent tunability of gate-induced inter-edge coupling is a novel
mechanism that reduces the critical gate electric field even as the topological bulk
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band gap is enhanced by quantum confinement. Both of these finite-size phenomena,
central to the control of edge state transport, are completely missing in wide ZXNRs:
there gate-induced coupling is only possible at the valleys, and the topological phase
transition is accompanied by bulk band gap closing and reopening.

Figure 4.1: Optimization of electronic properties in quantum confined
ZXNRs. (a) A ZXNR with lattice parameters. (b) Transistor geometry configuring quantum confined ZXNRs. Here thick arrows shows edge state transmission
from source to drain in the ‘on’ state while thin arrows represent backscattering in
the ‘off’ state. (c) Width dependence of threshold gate voltage and bulk band gap.
With decrease in the width of ZXNRs, threshold voltage decreases while nontrivial
bulk band gap increases. (d) Quantized edge state conductance and the critical
gate electric field for N = 10, 15, and 25. Here, Rashba SOI is ignored for simplicity.
When Rashba SOI is incorporated, topological quantum field effect further reduces
the threshold voltage and bulk band gap.

These features make quantum confined spin-orbit coupled ZXNRs special for
topological quantum devices, enabling optimal gate-controlled transport through
edge state channels via finite-size effects on the electronic properties. Reduction in
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threshold gate voltage accompanied by enhancement in the bulk band gap overturns
the conventional wisdom of utilizing wide channel and narrow gap semiconductors
for reducing threshold gate voltage in standard field effect transistor analysis, other
than negative capacitance mechanism [218]. Furthermore, the advantage of utilizing
ultra-narrow ZXNRs is two-fold: (i) availability of large edge state conducting modes
for enhanced signal-to-noise ratio via multiple edge state channels, and (ii) optimized
geometry for topological electronic devices where an array of ZXNRs, set apart by
trivial insulating layers/wires along vertical/lateral direction, is sandwiched between
top and bottom gates separated by top and bottom dielectrics.

4.2

Finite-size effects on topological switching

Figure 4.1 (a) shows a ZXNR, composed of N zigzag lines where the primitive lattice
√
vectors are represented by a1 = a0 (1, 0) and a2 = a0 (1/2, 3/2), dz represents the
buckling length, while the vertical dashed rectangle (composing dimer line of A and
B sublattice sites) represents the unit cell for ZXNR. The length of unit cell (dimer
√
line) represents the width Wz = 3Nd a0 /4 of ZXNR where Nd = 2N represents
the number of sites in the dimer line. The length of ZXNR, Lz = Dlz where D
represents the number of dimer lines and lz is the width of dimer line, can be
written as a function of Nz , number of sites in the zigzag line, as Lz = Nz a0 /2.
With energy-zero modes in pristine case and the spin-filtered chiral edge states in
the spin-orbit coupled case, ZXNRs are promising materials with a display of unique
physical characteristics associated with the intrinsic band topology and the finitesize effects on gate-induced topological switching. To simulate this, the dependence
of electronic properties on the width of ZXNRs can be characterized by the following
tight-binding model Hamiltonian [4, 5]
H=t

X
hijiα

c†iα cjα + iλso

X

vij c†iα szαβ cjβ

hhijiiαβ

X †
λv X †
+
ciα vi ciα + iλR (Ez )
ciα (sαβ × d̂ij )z cjβ ,
2 iα

(4.1)

hijiαβ

where first term is the nearest neighbour hopping generating Dirac dispersion in
the vicinity of valleys K(K0) while the second term is the intrinsic Kane-Mele type
√
SOI (λso = ∆so /3 3) which opens nontrivial QSH bulk band gap [4, 5] and induces
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topologically protected spin-filtered chiral edge states. The third term represents the
staggered sublattice potential induced by gate electric field (Ev = λv /αv where αv is
the buckling dependent parameter) which drives QSH phase into trivial insulating
phase - termed here as topological switching. The fourth term is the spin-mixing
Rashba SOI associated with the gate electric field [4, 5, 113].
Here c†iα (ciα ) is the creation (annihilation) electron operator with spin polarization α =↑, ↓ on site i, the Pauli matrix sz describes the electron intrinsic spin while
szαβ are the corresponding matrix elements describing the spin polarization α and β
on sites i and j, vi = +1(−1) for sublattice A (B), and vij = dik ×dkj = ±1 connects
sites i and j on sublattice A (B) via the unique intermediate site k on sublattice B
(A). The nearest-neighbour bond vectors dik and dkj connect the i (k ) and k (j )
sites on the A and B sublattices.
To begin with, by numerically diagonalizing the tight-binding model, we study
the finite-size effects on the pristine and spin-orbit coupled ZXNRs by varying the
width of ZXNRs. In pristine case, as shown in figure 4.2 (a), intrinsic topology of
honeycomb lattice structure leads to strongly localized energy-zero flat edge states
between valleys K and K0, ∆kx = K − K 0 = 2π/3a0 , a nontrivial regime of first
Brillouin zone characterized by non-vanishing winding number. Intrinsic SOI drives
pristine ZXNRs into the QSH phase and disperses these energy-zero flat edge states
into spin-filtered chiral edge modes, as shown in figure 4.2 (b). Due to the presence of
both time-reversal and inversion symmetry, edge states are Kramers pairs, forming
a four-fold degenerate Dirac point at the edge state crossing point, TRIM, kx = π.
Figure 4.2 (c) shows that when a gate electric field is applied, Kramers partners split
along the energy axis while the two-fold degenerate Dirac points in the spin down
and spin up sectors move towards the corners of the nontrivial regime, valleys K and
K0 respectively. As a result, due to spin-valley locking, ZXNRs show spin-polarized
semi-metallic behaviour at a critical point where λv = λcv . When the strength of the
staggered sublattice potential exceeds a threshold limit, the Dirac points in both
spin sectors are gapped out at the anti-crossing points and the system enters into
trivial regime.
The bulk and edge state electronic band dispersion, obtained via numerical diagonalization of the tight-binding model, show a number of counter-intuitive features
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depending upon the width of ZXNRs, which may prove to be interesting for both
fundamental and the novel device applications in topological electronics.

Figure 4.2: Finite-size effect assisted topological switching in quantum
confined ZXNRs. (a-c) Width dependence of one-dimensional electronic band
dispersion for pristine ZXNRs hosting localized energy-zero edge states (a), spinorbit coupled ZXNRs hosting QSH phase (b), and the gate induced critical point
in spin-orbit coupled ZXNRs(c). In wide ZXNRs (N = 100) anti-crossing point lies
at the valley (kx = 2π/3) and the critical gate electric field reads Ec = 2∆so /αv .
In narrow quantum confined ZXNRs (N = 10, 5), anti-crossing point moves from
valley towards TRIM kx = π and the critical gate electric field reduces from the SOI
driven barrier, Ec < 2∆so /αv . Moreover, around anti-crossing points, the energy
spacing between edge states and the bulk subbands increases with decrease in width
of ZXNRs. Such an increase in the bulk band gap shows that topological switching
is not accompanied by bulk band gap closing and reopening in quantum confined
ZXNRs. (d) Width dependence of momentum space location of anti-crossing point.
Here we set a0 = t = 1 and λR = 0.
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From 2D QSH insulator to 1D topological metal

The trademark of spin-orbit coupled ZXNRs, namely spin-filtered QSH chiral edge
states in 2D sheets, remains protected even when the system becomes effectively 1D
and the QSH effect is no longer well defined. That is, as shown in figure 4.2(b),
(i) the spin-filtered chiral edge states remain gapless even for ultra-narrow ribbons
and (ii) the bulk band gap increases with decrease in width. It implies that as
one makes the ZXNR narrower, it retains its topological character, i.e. has well
defined 1D metallic modes associated with the edges, each with spin-momentum
locking, and the bulk band gap grows. This non-intuitive result in ZXNRs seems
interesting and differentiates ZXNRs from all other 2D topological insulators. In
general, the effect of quantum confinement in other 2D topological insulators is to
push the system towards a large-gap conventional insulator. However, in the spinorbit coupled ZXNRs, the topological edge states remain stable as one goes to narrow
ribbons - one retains the large bulk band gap and hence a large energy separation
between the edge states and the bulk bands. So a narrow ZXNR remains a robust
1D topological metal characterized by a non-vanishing winding number associated
with the intrinsic band topology.
This observation can be understood from fundamental quantum mechanical considerations in narrow ZXNRs: sublattice-resolved intrinsic SOI, quantum confinement, and the longitudinal momentum-dependent inter-edge coupling. First of all,
both the nontrivial bulk band gap and the dispersing spin-filtered chiral edge states
are indebted to the sublattice-resolved intrinsic SOI, i.e., next-nearest hopping localizes the bulk electrons while the electrons traversing along the edges remain effectively free. This SOI induced mechanism remains true, irrespective of the ZXNR
width. In addition, even in the 1D limit, as discussed below, the protection of
spin-filtered chiral edge modes is guaranteed by the vanishing inter-edge coupling at
TRIM kx = π. On the other hand, the enhancement of topological bulk band gap is
because of quantum confinement effect on the bulk band spectrum. As shown in figure 4.1(c), in the absence of gate potential, while bulk band varies as EG/B = |2∆so |
in the wide ZXNRs, bulk band gap varies as EG/B = |2∆so + Eqc | in narrow ZXNRs.
Here the energy gap Eqc in the subband structure, induced by quantum confinement,
is inversely proportional to the ZXNR width [212–217].
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Low-Voltage topological switching without bulk band
gap closing

Similarly to the PT -symmetric case, PT -symmetry breaking via gate electric field
also displays interesting features in narrow ZXNRs. As shown in figure 4.2 (c),
(i) the critical gate electric field required for switching between gapless to gapped
spin-filtered chiral edge states decreases with decrease in the width, depicted in
figure 4.1 (c), and (ii) the topological switching between gapless and gapped edge
state spectrum of narrow ZXNRs is not accompanied by bulk band gap closing and
reopening.
First of all, with decreasing ZXNR width, the gate induced anti-crossing points
in the edge state spectrum move away from the valleys towards TRIM. Since the
momentum space location of anti-crossing points is directly associated with the
threshold gate voltage, this voltage decreases as the anti-crossing points move closer
to the TRIM. In wide ZXNRs (N=100), the spin-filtered Dirac points are gapped
out exactly at the valleys K/K0 and the SOI induced barrier for critical electric
field reads Ec = 2∆so /αv . On the other hand, in narrow quantum confined ZXNRs
(N=10,5), the edge state are gapped out before reaching to the valleys K/K0. As
a result, the critical electric field reduces significantly from the SOI driven barrier
Ec < 2∆so /αv with decrease in the width. This trend suggests that critical electric
field has no lower bound and any nonzero electric field can open an energy gap in
the edge state spectrum of ultra-narrow ZXNRs. As discussed later, the decrease
in the critical gate electric field is the consequence of non-vanishing overlap integral
between spin-filtered edge states associated with momentum lying away from TRIM
kx = π.
In addition, the evolution of the bulk bands during topological switching from
gapless to gapped edge state spectrum looks quite different for wide and narrow
ribbons. In wide ZXNRs, during the edge state evolution, the bulk band gap closes
at the valleys and the HOMO-LUMO (highest occupied molecular orbital and lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital) of the bulk band spectrum (carrying same spin as the
edge states in a particular valley) become valley degenerate with the edge states,
and the bulk band gap reopens when Ec > 2∆so /αv . It implies that the topological
switching via electric field is accompanied by a quantum phase transition between
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Z2 -nontrivial and Z2 -trivial insulating phases where the bulk band gap closes and
reopens at the valleys. On the hand, in narrow ZXNRs, transitioning between
gapless to gapped edge state spectrum occurs without bulk band gap closing and
reopening. The closing and re-opening of bulk band gap is not necessary in narrow
ZXNRs, as the 1D system is no longer a 2D topological insulator with a well-defined
Z2 index. Hence no band gap closing and re-opening is needed to switch the topology.
Such finite-size driven topological switching of edge state conductance, without bulk band gap closing and reopening, is an entirely different concept from the
previously studied quantum phase transition of the bulk band topology induced
by symmetry breaking [219–223]. Since the symmetry class of ZXNRs remains
unchanged, irrespective of width, the quantum critical point for transitioning between Z2 -nontrivial to Z2 -trivial should remain the same, constrained by the SOI
induced barrier. However, apart from SOI terms, quantum confinement induces an
extra contribution to the bulk band gap of narrow ZXNRs. Since gate electric field
cannot manipulate the band gap due to quantum confinement but the only one induced by SOI, it leads to topological switching of the edge state conductance via
spin-filtered chiral modes without bulk band gap closing. The critical electric field
reads EcT S < EcQP T = 2∆so/αv , where the superscript ”TS” and ”QPT” represent
topological switching and quantum phase transition respectively. It shows that the
switching without bulk gap closing/reopening is a sheer consequence of the quantum
confinement effect on the bulk band spectrum of narrow ZXNRs and can be verified
from the calculated band dispersion (2).
Accompanying finite-size effects on the edge state spectrum and quantum confinement effects on the bulk band spectrum, another critical phenomenon occurs,
associated with the bulk band spectrum: the Rashba effect. For a specific width
of ZXNRs, Rashba SOI further lowers the critical gate electric field via topological
quantum field effect on the bulk band spectrum [154]. For quantum confined spinorbit coupled ZXNRs, low-energy single-particle electronic dispersion in the vicinity
of the Dirac points reads
s
E(kx ) = ±
where vF =

√

vF2 kx2

+

vF2 kn2

1
√
+ 6 3λso − αv Ev
−
2

r

1  2αR 2 
+
4
αv

2

(4.2)

3a0 t/2 is the Fermi velocity, αv is the buckling dependent parame69
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ter, αR is a Rashba SOI parameter, and kn is the quantized transverse momentum
along confinement direction. Such finite-size dependent quantization of transverse
momentum divides the electronic band dispersion into infinite set of discrete subabands indexed by quantum number n = 1,2,3.... Specific to our interest in this study,
the band dispersion shows that quantum confinement effect induces an additional
factor, vF2 kn2 , which enhances the bulk band gap. Discretized transverse momentum
kn is related with longitudinal momentum kx as
kx =

4.2.3

kn
tan(kn Wz )

(4.3)

Role of intrinsic topology in pristine ZXNRs

The flat bands in the edge state spectrum of pristine ZXNRs are not generated
from the intrinsic electronic spectrum of 2D-sheets but are rather indebted to the
intrinsic band topology associated with the edge state wave functions. The electronic
dispersion of pristine ZXNRs shows that a critical longitudinal momentum kx = kxc
divides the momentum space regime for the extended (trivial) and the localized
(nontrivial) edge state associated with gapped dispersing and gapless flat bands
respectively. Moreover, the nontrivial regime of first Brillouin zone hosting flat
bands dwindles with decreases in the width of ZXNRs. That is, with decreasing
width of the ZXNR, the location of the critical longitudinal momentum kx = kxc
moves towards the TRIM kx = π. As a result the critical longitudinal momentum
reads kx = kxc > K for narrow ZXNRs, in contrast to kx = K in wide ZXNRs.
Such finite-size effects on the pristine ZXNRs are intertwined with finite-size effects on the gate-induced topological switching in spin-orbit coupled ZXNRs. It is
interesting to note that the momentum space location of gate-induced anti-crossing
points in spin-orbit coupled ZXNRs is exactly same as the critical longitudinal momentum kx = kxc in pristine ZXNRs. At this point the four-fold degenerate energyzero flat bands in pristine ZXNRs are intrinsically gapped out by finite-size effects
while the gate-induced two-fold degenerate spin-filtered Dirac points in spin-orbit
coupled ZXNRs are gapped out by the dominating gate electric field. It implies
that the reduction of critical gate electric field in the spin-orbit coupled ZXNRs is
intrinsically associated with the finite-size effects on the nontrivial character of pristine ZXNRs rather than mere manipulation of intrinsic SOI. More specifically, the
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impact of intrinsic band topology of pristine ZXNRs on the electronic properties of
spin-orbit coupled ZXNRs can be summarized as follows: in the nontrivial regime,
while the critical momentum space location kxc depends on the width of ZXNR, the
strength of critical gate electric field Ec depends upon both the strength of SOI and
the width of ZXNRs. This effect is further demonstrated by studying the real space
wave functions for edge states, as shown below, that the reduction in the critical gate
electric field is associated with gate-induced longitudinal momentum-dependence of
inter-edge coupling in the vicinity of kxc .

4.3

Width/Momentum dependence of edge states

In order to understand how the longitudinal momentum-dependence of inter-edge
coupling guarantees the protection of conducting edge states and assists electric
field driven topological switching, we investigate the real-space wave functions for
the edge states near the Fermi energy of a spin-orbit coupled ZXNR terminated
at A and B subllatice sites respectively. As shown in figure 4.2, the spin-filtered
chiral edge states are characterized by a range of longitudinal momentum kx ∈
(2π/3a0 , 4π/3a0 ), defining a nontrivial regime of first Brillouin zone. In the vicinity
of valleys kx ≈ 2π/3a0 and kx ≈ 4π/3a0 , as depicted in figure 4.3(a-c), the real-space
squared wave function decay exponentially along the confined direction and have
finite overlapping. With decrease in width, though the amplitude near the edges
increases, overlapping between edge states at the two sides of ZXNRs also increases.
As one moves away from valleys towards TRIM kx = π, due to large probability
distribution near the edges, amplitude of squared wave functions increases while the
decay length decreases. For example, as shown in figure 4.3(d-f), nearly orthogonal
squared wave functions indicate that the penetration depth of exponentially decaying
edge states becomes much smaller than those around valleys K/K0. Associated with
longitudinal momentum around the TRIM kx = π, as shown in figure 4.3(g-i),
spin-filtered chiral edge states distributed near the edges appear to be completely
orthogonal and hence the inter-edge overlap integral remain zero even for ultra
narrow ZXNRs.
Accuracy of numerical tight-binding results, describing the longitudinal momen71
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tum dependence of edge states in quantum confined ZXNRs, can be probed by
obtaining the explicit expressions of the wave functions for the spin-filtered chiral
edge states via analytically solving tight-binding model [224]. Based on the nature of wave functions, edge state spectrum in ZXNRs can be divided into three
regimes of momentum space: (i) In region I, in the vicinity of TRIM kx ≈ π
where edge spectrum forms four-fold degenerate Dirac point in the absence of
gate electric field, the wave functions are damped oscillatory. (ii) In region II,
kx ∈ [2π/3a0 , π) ∪ (π, 4π/3a0 ] lying between the Dirac points, the wave functions at
the edges decay exponentially along the confined direction. (iii) In region III, away
from Dirac point 2π/3a0 > kx > 4π/3a0 , the wave functions are oscillatory in nature
and represent the localized 1D edge states due to admixing with bulk subbands. It
implies that the spin-filtered chiral edge states are formed by a combination of wave
functions in the region I and II and the nature of these wave functions changes from
exponentially decaying to damped oscillatory as kx moves from region II to region
I. Analytical tight-binding results in region I and II are shown in the insets of figure
4.3.
This analysis leads to three important outcomes: (i) classification of edge states
longitudinal momentum kx shows that the edge states in ZXNRs are similar to
those in a conventional quantum Hall strip where translational symmetry is preserved along the strip. The spin-filtered chiral edge states along the two sides of
ZXNRs are associated with different kx and do not hybridize with each other even
when there is a finite overlap along the confined direction in region II [225, 226].
On the other hand, in region I where the energy and momentum of edge states
around the crossing point kx = π is nearly equal and they can possibly couple to
open an energy gap, their wave functions do not overlap in a finite space. It implies that, in the absence of gate electric field, spin-filtered chiral edge states do not
hybridize/couple even in ultra narrow ZXNRs. (ii) Resemblance of damped oscillatory behavior around kx = π to the one in spin-orbit coupled armchair 2D-Xenes
nanoribbons (AXNR) [227] suggests that the dynamical evolution of edge states
remain independent of particular edge termination in region I. On the other hand,
the exponentially decaying wave functions in region II are directly associated with
the particular edge termination on A and B sublattice sites and hence can be tuned
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via gate induced staggered sublattice potentials. (iii) In region II, increase in overlap between inter-edge states with decreases in width indicates the enhancement of
gate-induced inter-edge coupling in narrow ZXNRs. That is, with decrease in width,
gate-induced anti-crossing points move away from valleys and hence the threshold
voltages decreases.

Figure 4.3: Longitudinal momentum and width dependence of real-space
squared wave functions for the spin-filtered chiral edge states. Real-space
squared wave function for the spin-filtered chiral edge states near the Fermi energy
of a ZXNRs with longitudinal momentum lying at Dirac/valley points kx = 2π/3a0
(a-c), away from Dirac points in the nontrivial regime (d-f ), and in the vicinity of
TRIM kx ≈ π/a0 (g-i). The insets, dashed curves which are consistent with analytical tight-binding model calculations, show that edge states are damped oscillatory
in region I (g-i) while the edge states decay exponentially for momentum away from
TRIM, in region II (a-f). For a fixed N, decay length of edge state decreases as kx
moves from valleys towards the TRIM (from top to bottom). While there is no interedge overlapping in region I, finite inter-edge overlapping in region II increases with
decrease in width (a-c). Here SOI parameters are taken as λso /t = 0.05 and λR = 0
in the absence of gate potential λv = 0. The horizontal axis is the confinement
direction, along y-axis of the zigzag 2D-Xenes nanoribbon here.
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Figure 4.4:
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Longitudinal momentum and width dependence of gate-

induced inter-edge coupling. For a fixed width N=50, effect of gate electric
field on real-space squared wave function for the spin-filtered chiral edge states associated with longitudinal momentum kx lying in region II (a-f ) and region I, in the
vicinity of TRIM kx ≈ π/a0 (g-i). In the vicinity of Dirac/valley point kx = 2π/3a0
(a-c), critical gate electric field localizes both the spin-down and spin-up sectors by
turning exponentially decaying edge states into sinusoidal form. Such gate-induced
enhancement in the penetration depth of chiral edge states and the gate-induced
inter-edge coupling leads to an energy gap in the edge state spectrum when gate
electric field exceeds critical limit. As one moves away from Dirac point, kx ≈ 5π/6a0
(d-f), similar evolution occurs in spin-down sector but the spin-up sector remains
always exponentially decaying and traversing. In region I (g-i), in the vicinity of
TRIM kx = π/a0 , penetration depth of edge states remains insensitive to gate electric field effect and both the spin up and the spin down chiral edge states remains
traversing along the edges even for quite large gate electric field. Here SOI parameters are taken as λso /t = 0.05 and λR = 0. The horizontal axis is the confinement
direction, along y-axis of the nanoribbon here.
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Width/Momentum dependence of inter-edge
coupling

To further investigate the dependence of gate electric field effect on the longitudinal
momentum kx , we study the gate electric field modulation of edge states wave functions associated with various longitudinal momentum. As shown in figure 4.4 (g-i),
our numerical calculations show that the damped oscillatory edge states in region
I remains insensitive to the gate electric field, i.e., penetration depth remains same
and both the spin up and down edge states remain damped oscillatory and traversing along the edges even for very large gate electric field. On the other hand, as
shown in figure 4.4 (a-f), exponentially decaying edge states in region II are highly
sensitive to the gate electric field effects. First of all, In the vicinity of momentum
kx ≈ 5π/6a0 as shown in figure 4.4 (d-f), gate electric field hybridizes spin-down
edge states while amplitude of spin-up edge states decreases with increasing electric
field but they remain uncoupled. It implies that, spin up edge states remain exponentially decaying and traversing while spin down edge states become sinusoidal and
gapped in this regime of longitudinal momentum, consistent with tight-binding electronic dispersion. As one moves towards the valley kx ≈ 2π/3a0 as shown in figure
4.4(a-c), it can be clearly seen that gate electric field induces coupling between overlapping exponentially decaying wave functions in both spin up and down sectors and
localizes them. The period of these exponentially turned sinusoidal wave functions
decreases with increase in gate voltage. Similar gate controlled edge state dynamics
appears on the other valley, kx ≈ 4π/3a0 , but the spin character is interchanged due
to electric field induced spin-valley locking.
Based on the edge state stat dynamics, we came to a following conclusion: In
the absence of gate electric field, non-vanishing overlap between edge sates in region
II do not hybridize/couple to open energy gap as they lie at different longitudinal
momenta. However, mainly due to spin-valley locking, gate electric field splits fourfold degenerate Dirac point in region I and moves the spin-polarized two-fold Dirac
points towards region II. The finite inter-edge overlapping in region II allows gate
electric field to induce coupling between spin-filtered inter-edge states. Within the
accuracy of electronic dispersion and edge state wave functions found via numer75
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ical tight-binding approximations, since the inter-edge overlapping increases with
decrease in width as shown in figure 4.3 (a-f), gate electric field utilizes such enhancement of penetration depth and hence the inter-edge overlapping in the region
II to lower the critical gate electric field required for topological switching between
gapless to gapped edge states.
These numerical tight-binding calculations are consistent with analytical results:
while the dynamical evolution of edge states remain independent of particular edge
termination in region I, exponentially decaying wave functions in region II are directly associated with the particular edge termination on A and B sublattice sites
and hence their penetration depth can be tuned via gate induced staggered sublattice potentials. The consistency of both numerical and analytical tight-binding
results indicates that the finite-size effect assistance in the topological switching
is the artefact of this gate-induced momentum-dependent coupling between wave
functions along the edges.

4.5

Effect of e-e Coulomb interactions

Furthermore, though the electron-electron Coulomb interactions become inevitable
in quantum confined ZXNRs, spin-filtered chiral edge conducting channels may remain gapless even when both intra- and inter-edge Coulomb interactions are present.
For example, contrary to pristine ZXNRs where Coulomb interactions leads to energy gap by lifting the four-fold degeneracy of energy-zero flat bands in the edge
state spectrum [228–230], it has been explicitly shown that QSH phase in spin-orbit
coupled ZXNRs remain stabilized against intra-edge Coulomb interactions [231].
Moreover, the mass term produced by backward scattering, which may be originated from the mixing of right and left moving chiral modes carrying same spin
polarization and located at opposite edges of finite-size ZXNRs, can be suppressed
in the large SOI limit and hence the spin-filtered chiral edge states may also remain protected against unscreened inter-edge Coulomb interactions [224]. It can be
justified by a simple argument based on the interplay between strength of intrinsic
SOI and the screening length of Coulomb interactions: since the decay length of
spin-filtered chiral edge states in ZXNRs is inversely proportional to the intrinsic
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SOI, the overlaps between oppositely moving spin-filtered chiral modes are suppressed with increasing SOI. It shows that, in the large SOI limit, even ultra-narrow
ZXNRs can be described by tight-binding model where both intra- and inter-edge
Coulomb interactions are effectively absent. Thus, even in the presence of Coulomb
interactions, large SOI limit renders gapless spin-filtered chiral edge states since the
reduced inter-edge overlap diminishes the backward scattering terms.
Based on the similar argument, our findings provide another ground: In the QSH
phase, spin-filtered chiral states associated with longitudinal momentum kx = π in
region I remain protected against backward scattering due to vanishing inter-edge
overlap. On the other hand, in the presence of gate electric field, unscreened interedge Coulomb interactions may also assist the topological switching by inducing
energy gap due to finite inter-edge coupling between edge states associated with
longitudinal momentum kx lying in region II of Brillouin zone, similar to finitesize effect. In passing, unlike finite-size effect which is characterised by critical
longitudinal momentum kxc and remains same in both pristine and spin-orbit coupled
ZXNRs, effect of Coulomb interactions in pristine ZXNRs is completely different
from spin-orbit coupled ZXNRs.

4.6

Low-voltage topological quantum devices

Analogy between rich momentum-dependent behaviour of edge states and the gatecontrolled inter-edge coupling in the spin-orbit coupled ZXNRs leads to following
two phenomena which are critical for topological quantum devices: (i) In the absence of gate electric field and hence Rashba SOI, spin-filtered chiral edge edge states
with four-fold degenerate Dirac point at TRIM kx = π remain gapless even for ultranarrow ZXNRs. Vanishing inter-edge coupling across the crossing point guarantees
that the spin-filtered chiral edge states (enabling dissipationless and quantized conductance) remain topologically protected against backscattering and hence the deviation from conductance quantization - a figure of merit in QSH materials. (ii) Since
the gate electric field splits four-fold Dirac point at TRIM and moves spin-filtered
two-fold Dirac points towards valleys, gate-induced coupling due to finite overlap
between spin-filtered inter-edge states across anti-crossing points assist in opening
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energy gap in the spin-filtered chiral edge states and lowers the critical gate electric
field. This artefact of finite-size effect, dwindled nontrivial regime of Brillouin zone
without affecting bulk band topology and reduced critical gate electric field without
affecting the quantized edge state conductance in QSH phase, provide ideal platform
for devising energy-efficient low-voltage topological quantum devices.
The reduction in threshold voltage with decrease in channel width, even though
the topological bulk band gap increases, overturns a general wisdom of utilizing
wide channel and narrow gap semiconductors for reducing threshold gate voltage in
standard field effect transistor analysis. For example, in topological quantum FET
where topological switching is implemented via bulk band gap closing and reopening, materials with large bulk band gap require an unrealistically large threshold
voltage [157, 169]. Moreover, it is highly contrasting from MOSFET where widthdependence of threshold gate voltage Vth depends upon the isolation technique used
for transistor fabrication [178]: effective threshold voltage in a narrow channel device increases with decreases in width when the transistor is made using LOCOS
(local oxidation of silicon) process while decreases with decreases in width when the
transistor is made in a shallow-trench-isolation (STI) process. Such size dependence
of threshold voltage on isolation technique in MOSFET shows that optimization of
topological switching via finite-size effects is a purely topological and quantum mechanical phenomenon associated with Z2 -nontrivial QSH materials with honeycomb
lattice structures and has no counterpart in conventional Z2 -trivial semiconductors.
Furthermore, reduction in the threshold voltage becomes important for reducing
the supply voltage (VD ) in a low-voltage switching device if the subthreshold swing
is compressible. That is, power dissipation [160] P ≈ IOF F VD3 can be reduced while
maintaining the device performance (ION ) by simultaneous scaling down of both Vth
and VD and thus keeping the overdrive (∝ (VD - Vth )2 ) constant. In a MOSFET,
incompressible subthreshold swing leads to an exponential increase in IOF F in the
transfer characteristics [160]. In contrast to MOSFET, this is not a problem in a
TQFET where subthreshold swing can be tuned via topological quantum field effect
[154]. Power dissipation can be lowered by reducing threshold voltage via geometric
optimization of quantum confined ribbons of QSH materials while keeping subthreshold swing subunitary via strain engineering, buckling parametrization, tuning
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inter-orbital hopping, and normalization of intrinsic atomic SOI [154]. It shows that
finite-size effects leading to an optimized geometry with energy-efficient switching
may become critical to maintain the Moore’s trajectory of transistor miniaturization,
doubling transistors per chip and doubling the processing power per two years.

4.7

Conclusion

It is demonstrated that, in a finite-size geometry, ZXNRs display unique physical
characteristics associated with intrinsic band topology and the finite-size effects such
as longitudinal momentum dependent inter-edge overlapping between spin-filtered
chiral edge states and the quantum confinement effect on the bulk band spectrum.
While the damped oscillatory modes around the edge state crossing momenta remain completely orthogonal and guarantee protected spin-filtered chiral edge states
even in the ultra-narrow ribbons, enhanced gate-induced inter-edge coupling between exponentially decaying edge states around the anti-crossing points reduces
gate electric field required for topological switching between gapless to gapped edge
states. In addition, quantum confinement effect enhances the SOI induced band gap
in the nontrivial phase and leads to topological switching without bulk band gap
closing. Furthermore, similar to wide ZXNRs, Rashba effect enhances the band gap
in the trivial phase. Hence, a large nontrivial bulk band gap by quantum confinement effect to decouple the conducting edge states from bulk subbands and a large
trivial band gap by Rashba effect to overcome thermal excitation makes quantum
confined ZXNRs ideal for engineering energy-efficient topological quantum devices.
Furthermore, similar to the gate voltage, finite-size effects can also be employed
to tune the exchange interaction in 2D magnetic topological insulators [142–147,
205–207]. For example, critical regime in an antiferromagnetic topological insulators
can be optimized to design a topological spin transistor via gate induced topological
switching of edge state spin transport. This study may also be generalized to study
other topological phases such as topological superconductors [71, 232]. In finitesize geometry, Majorana bound states localized along the edges of 2D topological
superconductors [233] can be decoupled from bulk states for robust information
processing.
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Chapter 5
Optimized Electrical Switching of
Charge and Spin currents in
Antiferromagnetic Topological
Insulators
Two-dimensional antiferromagnetic topological insulators, with buckled honeycomb
lattice structure, are promising materials hosting a numerous topological insulating
phases originated from interplay between spin-orbit interaction, topology, magnetism,
and sublattice asymmetry. Inherent to Dirac theory, synergies between charge, spin,
pseudospin, and valley degree of freedoms show that antiferromagnetic topological
insulators are promising materials for designing a novel topological field effect transistor with high degree of functional versatility. By configuring two-dimensional
antiferromagnetic topological insulator with buckled honeycomb structure as a channel between source and drain, a split-gate geometry can be employed as a topological
switch for charge, spin, pseudospin, and valley currents via gate controlled bulk
band topology. Furthermore, conduction can be enabled by novel edge state transport or the electronic transport can be lent from more standard pathway of symmetry based tuning of bulk electronics states. In addition, electrical switching can be
made energy efficient via geometry optimization of quantum confined nanoribbons
of two-dimensional antiferromagnetic topological insulators. More importantly, we
can switch between topological field effect transistors based on charge, spin, pseu80
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dospin, valley based transport through geometry optimization of quantum confined
nanoribbons via finite-size effect.

5.1

Introduction

Two-dimensional (2D) topological insulators, hosting dissipationless and quantized
edge state conduction via electron’s charge and spin degrees of freedoms, leads to
the emerging fields of topological electronics [81], spintronics [82], pseudospintronics
[82], and valleytronics [168, 171, 173]. For instance, in connection with MOSFET,
it has been proposed that electron’s charge transport along the edges of a single
sheet of 2D topological insulators can be employed as a channel between source and
drain of a topological quantum field effect transistor (TQFET) [27, 99, 105, 106,
149, 154, 156–159]. In addition, controlling electron’s spin transport at the interface,
junction or constriction of a topological insulator provide an excellent platform for
engineering topological spin field effect transistor (TSFET) [162–164, 166, 167].
In current literature, the switching mechanism of charge and spin currents in
TQFET and TSFET is fundamentally different. A blueprint for TQFET is based
on switching of edge state charge current via gate induced topological phase transition between nontrivial and trivial phases. On the hand, switching between edge sate
spin-currents in TSFET is based either on the Rashba induced spin-flip precession
phenomenon or the inter-edge tunneling/interference between oppositely polarized
spin states at the opposite edges of a topological insulator. For example, TSFET
modelled via HgTe [166], Na3 Bi thin films [167], and analogous dual topological insulator [167] is based on Rashba SOI induced spin precession along the edge state
channels. The working principle of such TSFET, except utilizing topologically protected edge state conduction, is similar to Datta-Das [165] conventional Spin-FET
where spin degrees of freedom are controlled by Rashba spin-orbit interaction (SOI)
induced spin-precession. Similarly, in TSFET modelled via HgTe semiconducting
quantum well structures [162–164], the on/off switching of spin current is associated
with the spin-flip tunnelling/interference between opposite spin states traversing on
the opposite edges of topological insulators.
Here, by employing antiferromagnet topological insulators with buckled hon81
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eycomb lattice as a channel between source and drain, we demonstrate that both
TQFET and TSFET can be modelled via blueprint gate-controlled bulk band topology for switching the edge state charge and spin current respectively. It is known
that antiferromagnetic topological insulators can host a numerous topologically trivial and nontrivial insulating phases such as charge density wave (CDW), spin density
wave (SDW), quantum spin Hall (QSH), quantum anomalous Hall (QAH), quantum
valley Hall (QVH), and spin quantum anomalous Hall (SQAH) phase. [142–147].
Among these various insulating phases, SQAH insulating phase is a special class
where chiral edge state are fully spin polarized and the counterpropagating spin
states on the opposite edges belong to the same spin sector.
Around the phase boundary of topologically nontrivial and topologically trivial
phases, edge state charge current can be switched via gate induced topological phase
transition. On the other hand, apart from topological switching between SQAH
phase and trivial insulating phase, it is also possible to switch between different
spin polarization of edge states by changing the bulk band topology via gate electric
field [147]. However, by spin polarization switching via band topology, the biggest
challenge for modelling efficient spintronics devices is to attain the narrow working
regime, a critical point for transitioning between SQAH phases of opposite spin
polarization, 5.3.
By employing the finite-size effect in quantum confined nanoribbons, it is demonstrated that the strength of intrinsic SOI (λso ) and intrinsic antiferromagnetic exchange interaction (λm ) can be optimized such that an infinitesimally small gate
voltage (λv ) can induce switching between SQAH phases of opposite spin polarization. Similar to the size-dependent optimization of threshold gate voltage in
2D-Xene nanoribbons [155], strength of antiferromagnetic exchange interaction can
√
be tuned by choosing a critical width of nanoribbon Wc such that (λm = 3 3λso ),
a critical point between QSH and SDW phase. Via analytical and numerical tightbinding approximations and the effective low-energy Dirac theory, we explicitly show
that an interplay between magnetic exchange interaction, spin-orbit interaction, bulk
band topology, and the geometry optimization of quantum confined nanoribbons of
antiferromagnetic topological insulators can be successfully employed to design a
robust TSFET.
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Figure 5.1: Topological field effect transistor in antiferromagnetic topological insulators. (a,b) Schematic diagram of a conventional Datta-Das spin field
effect transistor in parallel (P) (a) and conventional ferromagnetic metal spin-valve
in antiparallel (AP) configuration (b). (c) A topological (pseudo)spin-valve in AP
configuration. (d) Schematic illustration of a topological (pseudo)spin-valve transistor where central gate is shown in AP configuration. At the interface, spin up
(down) electrons either reflect backwards or flip their spin and traverse through
central regime as a leakage current. However, the leakage current is supposed to
be very small as the probability of spin-flip current at two junctions should be very
small. (e) For topological switching of charge/pseudospin current, this device is
operated by setting central gate in P configuration. (f ) Topological switching of
spin/pseudospin current is implemented by switching the polarity of the central
gate. For the switching of electron’s real spin, this device is desired to operate
in the ∆so ≈ λm regime of phase diagram. (g) Topological switching of valleybased charge, spin and pseudospin polarization. The switching in topological valley
field effect transistor is implemented by switching the polarity of the central gate.
Spin-valley filtering is shown for electrons here, the hole transport with same spin
and valley polarization will be characterized by transversal currents in the opposite
direction When doping is switched from n- to p-type.
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Proposed TSFET has several advantages over all the previously theorized models
for TSFETs. For example, Rashba SOI induced spin precession or inter-edge spinflip tunnelling impose strict constraints on the geometry of QSH channel such as
(i) point-like contacts or the constriction length shorter than the Fermi wavelength,
short width for tunnelling to meet the transverse decay length of edge states, channel
length longer than longitudinal decaying length for allowing spin precession. Such
strict geometric constraints on the topological channel of QSH insulators may offer
vulnerability to backscattering and deviation from conductance quantization. On
the other hand, proposed model for TSFETs in AFM topological insulators is a
novel device concept where switching between spin-currents is based on topological
phases transition between two SQAH state with oppositely spin-polarized chiral edge
states which are characterized by Chern invariant C = +1 (spin-up) and C = −1
(spin-down) respectively. That is, the underlying working principle of proposed
TSFET is based on controlling the electron’s spin transport via switching of bulk
band topology rather than manipulation of existing edge states. Based on the fundamental microscopic topological and quantum mechanical functionalities leading
to spin-momentum locked edge states, proposed TSFET offers high degree of resistance to backscattering and deviation from conductance quantization by avoiding
the constrainsts on Fermi wavelength and longitudinal/transverse decaying length
of chiral edge states.
Furthermore, charge and spin degrees of freedom are inherently intertwined with
pseudospin and valley degrees of freedom in antiferromagnetic topological insulators.
As a result, by utilizing the synergies between these various degrees of freedoms, the
switching mechanisms for charge and spin transport can be extended for device applications in pseudospintronics [82] and valleytronics [168]. For example, apart from
modelling quantum devices on novel valley-filtered edge state transport as reported
in both monolayer [171] and bilayer graphene [56, 172], valley-filtering and valleypolarization can be generated and detected via a new but much standard pathway
of controlling electron/hole transport through bulk crystal symmetries [173]. Here
we note that, similar to spin-switching between two SQAH phases with different
spin-polarization, valley-based charge and spin currents can be switched between
two SDW phases with low-lying valley orbitals of different spin-polarization. Inter84
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estingly, along with switching of charge, spin, and valley polarization, pseudospin
degree of freedoms automatically switch in antiferromagnetic honeycomb system
described by a dichromatic next-nearest neighbour Hamiltonian. Thus, with inherent gate induced switching of pseudospin, finding a quantum material with sizeable
pseudospin polarization might be interesting and useful for pseudospintronics [174,
175]. For convenience, we refer topological switching in pseudospin and valley polarization as topological pseudospin field effect transistor (TPFET) and topological
valley field effect transistor (TVFET) respectively when conductance is enabled via
edge states or pseudo-TPFET and pseudo-TVFET respectively when conductance
is enabled via bulk states.

5.2

2D antiferromagnetic topological insulators

Antiferromagnetic topological insulators are an important class of topological condensed matter physics where edge state conductance is robust against magnetic
impurities, highly contrasting from time-reversal symmetric QSH insulators where
magnetic impurities results in backscattering. Moreover, the ballistic length of edge
channels in QAH insulators [234] is reported to be larger than QSH insulators [11,
235]. It can be understood naively by looking at the nature of edge states modes:
while backscattering in quite long QSH counterpropagating helical edge channels
seems inevitable, it remains absent in a QAH unidirectional chiral edge channel. In
addition, unlike time-reversal symmetric Z2 topological insulators, magnetic insulators – owing to the interplay between intrinsic magnetism, spin-orbit interaction,
and bulk band topology – may host a number of topological insulating phases characterized by quartet (C, Cs , Cv , Csv ) [142–144]. Here C, Cs , Cv , and Csv are Chern,
spin-Chern, valley-Chern, and spin-valley-Chern invariant describing spin-polarized
quantum anomalous Hall (SQAH), quantum spin Hall (QSH), quantum valley Hall
(QVH) and quantum spin-valley Hall (QSVH) states. It implies that magnetic topological insulators, enriched with numerous topological insulating phases, may also
provide promising platform for topological switching between various topologically
nontrivial/trivial phases and prove to be potential materials for emerging topological
electronic and spintronics technologies.
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In the absence of mirror/inversion symmetry breaking SOI terms such that sz
component of spin is a good quantum number, spin-orbit coupled topological insulators with buckled honeycomb lattice structure and antiferromagnetic ordering can
be modelled via tight-binding Hamiltonian
H = −t

X

c†iα cjα + iλso

hijiα

X

vij c†iα szαβ cjβ + λv

X

c†iα vi ciα + λm

iα

hhijiiαβ

X

c†iα ui ciα (5.1)

iα

Here c†iα (ciα ) is the creation (annihilation) electron operator with spin polarization
α =↑, ↓ on site i, the Pauli matrix sz describes the electron intrinsic spin while szαβ
are the corresponding matrix elements describing the spin polarization α and β on
sites i and j. Here first term is the nearest neighbour hopping while second term is
the intrinsic Kane-Mele type SOI [4, 5] where vij = dik × dkj = ±1 connects sites
i and j on sublattice A (B) via the unique intermediate site k on sublattice B (A).
The nearest-neighbour bond vectors dik and dkj connect the i (k ) and k (j ) sites on
the A and B sublattices. Third and fourth terms represent the staggered sublattice
potential induced by electric field and staggered magnetic potential induced by antiferromagnetic ordering. Here sign of parameters vi = ±1 and ui = ±1 depends upon
the polarity of gates inducing on-site energy mismatch and the spin-orientation of
localized moments on A and B sublattice respectively.
For an infinite sheet of honeycomb lattice, Fourier transformation leads to a fourband Bloch Hamiltonian H(k) in momentum space with basis ψk = (ak↑ , bk↑ , ak↓ , bk↓ )
in the spin/sublattice space


h (k) + δ+
ht (k)
0
0
 λ



∗
 ht (k)

−hλ (k) − δ+
0
0

H(k) = 



0
0
−hλ (k) − δ−
ht (k) 


∗
0
0
ht (k)
hλ (k) + δ−
Here hλ (k) = 2λso

P3

i=1

sin(k.vi ), ht (k) = −t

P3

i=1

(5.2)

e−ik.di , and δ± = λm ± λv where

di and vi represent the nn and nnn bond vectors. Due to coupled spin and pseudospin degrees of freedoms, a minimum of 4 × 4 band model is desired for describing
low-energy Dirac physics in the vicinity of valleys K(K0). In the long wavelength
limit, the low energy effective model and the single-particle band dispersion in the
vicinity of Dirac points reads
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H(q) = vF s0 ⊗ (ητ qx σx + qy σy ) + ∆so ητ sz ⊗ σz + (λv s0 + λm sz ) ⊗ σz
r
E(q) = ηv/c

vF2 |q|2 + ∆so + ητ δηs

(5.3)

2

(5.4)

where index ηv = −ηc = −1 represents valence/conduction bands, ητ = +(−) is
the valley index, and the index ηs = +1(−1) represents up (down) projection of
electron’s real spin sz . Here vF = 3at/2 is the Fermi velocity where a is the lattice
constant, s and σ are the spin and pseudospin Pauli matrices respectively, while
√
∆so = 3 3λso is the SOI parameter.
Note that, in planar honeycomb lattice with antiferromagnetic ordering, H(λv =
0), both the time reversal symmetry T and the inversion symmetry P are broken but
the PT symmetry remains preserved. As a result, in the absence of staggered sublattice potential, Hamiltonian H(λv = 0) and the ground state Bloch wave functions
ψnkα(β) satisfy [H(λv = 0), PT ] = 0 and PT ψnkα(β) = ψnkβ(α) . Here n is the subband
index and α(β) are the spin indices on A(B) sublattices. Invariance of the Hamiltonian under PT implies that both α- and β-spin states remains doubly degenerate.
Note that, while the time reversal symmetry operator T acts on electron’s real spin
sz , inversion symmetry operator P is associated with pseudospin degrees of freedoms
and hence interchanges sites of opposite sublattices/edges in zigzag nanoribbons. It
implies that the band degeneracy is protected by a pseudo-time-reversal symmetry
O ≡ PT , a product of T and P.
Any perturbation breaking O symmetry, lifts the spin-degeneracy. For example,
ferromagnetic exchange and gate electric field which break T and P respectively,
lifts the band degeneracy by acting as as Zeeman exchange interaction on the spin
and pseudospin degrees of freedom respectively. Moreover, due to O symmetry
constraints on the Berry curvature, broken O symmetry is also desired for nonzero
Chern invariant. In pseudospin sector, Chern insulating phase can be realized via
gate/substrate induced electric field. However, the Z2 invariant modulated via spinChern number remains non-zero even if O symmetry is preserved, provided SOI is
large enough. As shown in the phase diagram, when the strength of antiferromagnetic exchange interaction is less that SOI, the system exhibits two types of QSH
phase (i) time-reversal invariant QSH when λm = 0 and (ii) time-reversal breaking
√
but PT -symmetric QSH phase [236, 237] when λm 6= 0 and λm < 3 3λso .
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Figure 5.2: Topological phase transition in antiferromagnetic topological
insulators. (a) Electric field and magnetic exchange driven topological phase transition. In the absence of magnetic exchange, electric field drives QSH phase into
CDW phase. In the absence of electric field, antiferromagnetic exchange drives
QSH to SDW phase. Due to preserved PT symmetry, four-fold spin-degenerate
Dirac point formed by edge state Kramer’s partners always remain at the Fermi
level while the system transitions from QSH to SDW phase. When PT symmetry is broken by electric field, Dirac point splits into two-fold spin-polarized halves
which move towards opposite valleys. (b) In the presence of both antiferromagnetic
exchange and electric field, PT symmetry is broken and system enters into SQAH
with C = ±1 depending upon the relative orientation of spin-polarization and the
on-site energies of A and B sublattice sites. In either case, since sz component of
spin is conserved, the edge states belong to a single spin sector and remain completely polarized. When electric field exceed a threshold value imposed by SOI and
antiferromagnetic exchange interaction, system enters into CDW phase again. (c)
At a critical point between QSH and SDW phase, λm = ∆so , system enters into
SQAH phase with C = −1 when va/b = +1/−1 and SQAH phase with C = +1 when
va/b = −1/+1 for any non-zero gate electric field Ev .

The electronic dispersion encodes a numerous fascinating feature driven by various perturbations and the interplay between them. First of all, as shown in the phase
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diagram, there are four types of insulating phases: CDW phase or Semnoff’s type
normal insulator [177] with band gap of 2λv induced by spin-independent staggered
sublattice potential, SDW phase or magnetic insulator with antiferromagnetic gap
of 2λm lead by spin-dependent staggered magnetic potentials, topologically nontrivial Z2 -insulator driven by intrinsic SOI λso ; a time-reversal invariant Z2 -insulator
√
with band gap of 6 3λso [4, 5] or a time-reversal breaking but PT -symmetric Z2 insulator [236, 237], and SQAH insulator [142–147] indebted to interplay between
λv , λm , and λso . The band gap for SQAH phase and all other insulating phases, up
to the constraints discussed below, can be quantified via expression
EG = 2 ∆so + ητ δηs

(5.5)

√
As shown in the phase diagram, the phase boundaries |δ+/− |= 3 3λso derived from
low energy Dirac theory differentiate the various insulating phases: the system ex√
hibits QSH phase when |δ+/− |< 3 3λso , SQAH phase characterized by doublet
√
√
(C, Cs )=(-1,1/2) when |δ+ |< 3 3λso and |δ− |> 3 3λso , or SQAH phase character√
√
ized by doublet (C, Cs )=(1,1/2) when |δ− |< 3 3λso and |δ+ |> 3 3λso , antiferromag√
√
netic insulator when |δ+/− |> 3 3λso and λm > λv ± 3 3λso , and normal insulator
√
√
when |δ+/− |> 3 3λso and λv > λm ± 3 3λso .
It is interesting to visualize SQAH regime from two different perspectives: (i) In
the absence of SOI, when strength of staggered exchange interaction is comparable to
that of staggered sublattice potential, λv ≡ λm , the system lies along critical phase
boundary and electronic dispersion maps to the one for spin-gapless semiconductor
(SGS) phase [116, 117] where one of the spin sector is trivially gapped while the
other spin sector shows Dirac dispersion. Activation of SOI as a small perturbation,
√
√
such that |δ−/+ |< 3 3λso and |δ+/− |> 3 3λso , drives system to SQAH phase. (ii)
In the absence of staggered exchange interaction, system behaves as time-reversal
√
√
symmetric QSH material when λv < 3 3λso or normal insulator when λv > 3 3λso .
Similarly, in the absence of staggered sublattice potential, system behaves as time√
reversal breaking but PT -symmetric QSH material when λm < 3 3λso or magnetic
√
insulator with antiferromagnetic gap when λm > 3 3λso . However, when both
staggered exchange interaction and staggered sublattice potential are considered, the
√
spin-orbit-coupled lattice leads to SQAH phase when |δ−/+ |< 3 3λso and |δ+/− |>
√
3 3λso .
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Figure 5.3: Modelling TQFET and TSFET in antiferromagnetic topological
insulators. (a) Phase diagram showing various insulating phases. Here dashed
line show that the working regime of TQFET and TSFET can be optimized via
finite-size effect. (b) ZNR with primitive lattice vectors a1 and a2 , width Wz , and
length Lz . Here dashed rectangle shows unit cell comprising dimer line of width
lz . (c) Variation of gate electric field due to finite-size effect for TQFET based on
quantum phase transition from antiferromagnetic insulating phase to SQAH phase.
(d) Switching of completely polarized edge state spin-current in TSFET due to
quantum phase transition from SQAH phase with C = +(−1) to the SQAH phase
with C = −(+1). (e) Switching of completely polarized edge state spin-current in
TSFET due to quantum phase transition when system is below (λm < ∆so ) or above
(λm > ∆so ) the critical point λm ≈ ∆so .

5.3

Topological field effect transistor

The synergies between charge, spin, pseudospin, and valley currents show that antiferromagnetic topological insulators are promising materials for designing a novel
topological field effect transistor (TFET) with high degree of functional versatility. By configuring two-dimensional magnetic topological insulator with buckled
honeycomb structure and antiferromagnetic ordering as a channel between source
and drain, topological field effect transistor can be employed for switching between
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charge, spin, pseudospin, and valley polarization via gate controlled bulk band topology. Furthermore, the electronic transport can be lent from novel edge state conductance or more standard pathway of symmetry based tuning of bulk electronics
states.
Based on the results obtained from tight-binding model, as depicted in phase
diagram, figure 5.3, we discuss the working of TQFET, TSFET, and TVFET with
(pseudo)spin-valve transistor geometry as shown in figure 5.1(d). In each model, we
would like to highlight that the switching of pseudospin polarization is originated
intrinsically, thus, leading to TPFET. In TQFET and TSFET, interband pseudospin
polarization is switched between electron and hole bands via band gap closing and
reopening. On the other hand, in TVFET, intraband pseudospin polarization is
switched between either electron bands or hole bands for n-doped or hole-doped
systems respectively.
For a material at hand, the working regime for various TFET models can be
selected based on the strength of intrinsic SOI ∆so and staggered magnetic exchange interaction λm . Case-I: When λm >> ∆so , the gate electric field leads to
topological switching between trivial SDW phase and nontrivial SQAH insulator.
Such TQFET based on the switching between gapped to gappless chiral edge states
can be implemented with parallel configuration of central gate in (pseudo)spin-valve
transistor geometry as shown in figure 5.1(e). Case-II: When λm ≈ ∆so the gate
electric field leads to topological switching between SQAH insulator with Chern
number C = +1(−1) and SQAH insulator with Chern number C = −1(+1). Such
TSFET based on the switching between gappless chiral edge states with different
spin polarization can be implemented with antiparallel configuration of central gate
in (pseudo)spin-valve transistor geometry as shown in figure 5.1(f). Case-III: When
λm >> ∆so , the gate electric field may lead to switching between trivial SDW phase
with low-energy bands of different spin-polarization. Such TVFET based on the
switching between valley-based charge and spin polarization can be implemented
with antiparallel configuration of central gate in (pseudo)spin-valve transistor geometry as shown in figure 5.1(g). It shows that, apart from switching of edge state
conductance, TVFET can be designed based on the new but standard electron/hole
doped SDW phase with gapped edge state spectrum. More importantly, we can
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switch between topological field effect transistors based on charge, spin, pseudospin,
valley based transport through geometry optimization of quantum confined nanoribbons via finite-size effect.

Figure 5.4: Optimization of staggered sublattice potential and exchange
interaction via finite-size effects. (a-d) Width dependence of one-dimensional
electronic band dispersion for pristine ribbon hosting localized energy-zero edge
states (a), spin-orbit coupled ribbons hosting QSH phase (b), and critical staggered
sublattice potential (c) and critical staggered exchange interaction (d) in spin-orbit
coupled ribbons. (e) With decrease is width, the momentum space location of anticrossing point moves towards the centre of Brillouin zone. (f ) With decrease is
width, the critical value of staggered sublattice potential and staggered exchange
interaction decrease while the energy spacing between edge states and the bulk subbands increases. Such an increase in the bulk band gap shows that topological
switching is not accompanied by bulk band gap closing and reopening in quantum
confined ribbons. (g) A zigzag constriction of honeycomb lattice structure terminated on A and B sublattice sites. Here we set a0 = t = 1.
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Topological quantum FET

In the absence of magnetic exchange interactions, gate electric field leads to the
topological switching between time-reversal invariant QSH and normal insulating
via quantum phase transition. The critical electric field is limited by SOI Ec =
∆so /αv . The same is true for SQAH insulating phase in ferromagentic SGS with
buckled honeycomb lattice structure. However, in the antiferromagnetic topological
insulators, the antiferromagnetic exchange interaction can lower the critical electric
field. As derived from the electronic dispersion, threshold limit on the critical electric
field is imposed by both SOI and antiferromagnetic exchange interaction and reads
Ec ≤

|λm − ∆so |
αv

(5.6)

As discussed above and shown in the phase diagram, figure 5.3 (a), the channel of
TQFET is antiferromagnetic insulator when λm > ∆so . The edge state conductance
between source and drain is zero when λv < |λm − ∆so |, a trivial SDW phase. When
gate electric field is turned on, it drives system into SQAH insulators when λv >
|λm − ∆so | and turns the edge state conductance between source and drain to e2 /h,
on-state of TQFET. As shown in the phase diagram with λm > ∆so regime, critical
electric field required for switching between SDW phase and SQAH phase reduces
with decreases in the strength of staggered exchange interaction. Furthermore, the
critical electric field can be further lowered via finite-size effect, without any lower
bound, by optimizing the width of nanoribbon employed as a channel between source
and drain [155].

5.3.2

Topological spin FET

By employing the synergies between charge and spin currents in SQAH insulating
phase, a TSFET can be modelled via gate controlled switching between different
spin states on the one-dimensional edges of antiferromagentic topological insulators,
figure 5.1(f). By considering both the charge and the spin degree of freedoms, gate
induced electric field Ev reads
Ev =

ητ EG
∆so − λm
−
ηs 2αv
αv

(5.7)

where sign of ητ /ηs = ±1 depends upon the relative orientation of localized spinpolarization and polarity of staggered sublattice potential on A and B sublattices.
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As shown in figure 5.2(c), for fixed orientation of localized spin-polarization on
subltttice A and B and λm ≈ ∆so , system enters into SQAH phase with C = −1 when
va/b = +1/−1 and SQAH phase with C = +1 when va/b = −1/+1 for any non-zero
electric field Ev . It implies that, when va/b = −1/+1 (va/b = +1/−1), only spin-up
(spin-down) electrons with the Fermi energy lying inside the bulk gap (e.g., E = EF )
can enter into the left (right) edge of antiferromagnetic topological insulator strip
and can occupy the spin-up (spin-down) edge state channel to propagate from source
to drain. In such a case, the quantized conductance on the left (right) edge of strip
reads e2 /h.
As a result, in (pseudos)spin-valve transistor geometry as shown in figure 5.1(d),
edge state channel allows e2 /h for spin-up electrons in parallel configuration (on)
while spin-flip scattering at the interfaces introduces a large resistance in the antiparallel configuration (off). Though the switching mechanism is fundamentally
different, working of TSFET is similar to conventional Datta-Das [165] spin FET
where source and drain are ferromagnets or half-metals and only majority carriers can migrate ballistically (on) while minority carriers are constraint by strong
backscattering at the channel-drain interface (off).
It is important to note that, ideal TSFET desires a stringent constraint on the
strength of intrinsic SOI and staggered exchange interaction, λm ≈ ∆so . When λm 6=
∆so , the system crosses either SDW phase (when λm > ∆so ) or QSH phase (when
λm < ∆so ) before switching between SQAH with C = +1(−1) and SQAH with C =
−1(+1). In the λm > ∆so regime, the edge state conductance completely vanishes
until electric field Ev reaches a threshold value required for entering into SQAH
phase Ec = (|λm − ∆so |)/αv . In the λm < ∆so regime, both spin-up (majority) and
spin-down (minority) carriers can occupy the channel before Ev reaches a threshold
value Ec . It shows that, the difference |λm − ∆so | introduces an off-set regime, a
segment of SDW phase or QSH phase, and shift the threshold location away from
|λm ≈ ∆so | point. Note that, in the λm > ∆so regime, TSFET maps on TQFET as
discussed in the previous section.
Though it is hard to realize such a critical phase in physical systems, the limit
λm ≈ ∆so can be attained via geometry optimization of channel between source and
drain [155]. As shown in figure 5.4, critical values of staggered sublattice poten94
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tial and staggered exchange interaction, required for switching QSH to CDW and
SDW phase respectively, can be optimized with decreasing width of nanoribbon.
The vanishing critical field (Ec ≈ 0) for switching between SQAH with different
spin-polarization when λm = ∆so , implies the quantum confined ribbons of antiferromagnetic topological insulators offer a low-voltage TSFET. In passing, such limit
can be sought through suitable antiferromagnetic insulator proximity coupled to
nonmagnetic honeycomb lattice structures.

5.4

Spin-valley FET

in CW and SDW phase, valley-filtered charge and spin current can be switched via
gate electric field leading to device applications in valleytronics. Originally proposed
by Xiao et.al., [238], coupling between the valley degree of freedom and antiferromagnetic order in spin-orbit coupled honeycomb lattice leads to anomalous spin
Hall effect with spin-current originated from single valley. Unlike τ -selective circular dichroism (CD) in spinless honeycomb systems with broken inversion symmetry
P, such as gapped monolayer graphene [173, 239] and monolayer MoS2 [240–243],
optical selectivity in pseudo-time-reversal PT -symmetric antiferromagnetic honeycomb lattice depends on both valley and spin [238]. That is, the system shows
s.τ -selective CD and both the orbital magnetic moment [173] and the degree of circular polarization [239, 240] depends on a coupled spin–valley degree of freedom of
electrons [238], s.τ : M(k± ) = 2sτ µ∗B and η(s, τ ) = 2sτ .
In the absence of spin–valley coupling, ∆so ≈ 0 or ∆so << λm , the two valleys
remain nearly generate and the spin current from all (s.τ ) = (±1/2, ±1) selective CD
leads to zero transverse charge and spin currents, a valley Hall effect. However, in
the presence of spin–valley coupling, ∆so 6= 0, the energy gap at two valleys become
different. Thus, with a different level of valley-doping, spin currents from single
valley with (s.τ ) = (±1/2, −1) contribute to the transversal transport under in-plane
electric field and thus lead to the anomalous spin Hall effect with vanishing charge
current but net transversal spin current. In addition to PT -symmetric intrinsic
SOI, it has been theorized that various mirror symmetry breaking perturbation
terms may lead to multiple Hall effects with spin-valley polarized charge currents
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by asymmetric spin-splitting around different valleys [191, 244–247].

Figure 5.5: Spin and valley polarized currents in honeycomb lattice with
antiferromagnetic order. Spin and valley-polarized currents originated with staggered sublattice potential (a), staggered exchange interaction (b), both staggered
sublattice potential and staggered exchange interaction (c,d). In (a), SOI introduces spin such that oppositely spin-polarized currents in different valleys flow to
the different transverse edges. In (b), SOI induces asymmetric energy gap at two
valleys and spin current in a single valley leads to anomalous spin Hall effect. In
(c) and (d), with different polarity of electric field, both valleys can identify same
spin current but flowing to the opposite transverse edges leading to zero net spin
and charge currents. Both spin and charge currents can be revived and switched
efficiently in the presence of intrinsic SOI. Bottom panel shows the effects of intrinsic
SOI and the spin and valley currents shown are generated from low-energy electron
bands only. Spin-valley filtering is shown for electrons here, the hole transport with
same spin and valley polarization will be characterized by transversal currents in the
opposite direction When doping is switched from n- to p-type. Here, E represents
the in-plane electric field.

In the presence of both P-symmetry breaking staggered sublattice potential and
PT -symmetry preserving staggered magnetic potentials, spin-splitting leads to fully
spin-polarized systems with low-energy bands at both valleys carrying same spinpolarization. The spin-polarization depends upon the relative polarity of staggered
sublattice and staggered exchange interaction on two sublattice sites. In the absence
of SOI, both valleys can identify same spin current but flowing to the opposite
transverse edges, thus, leading to zero net spin and charge currents. However, SOI
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induces asymmetry in the energy gap at two valleys such that charge and spin
current in one of the valleys is suppressed. As a result, valley-based spin and charge
currents can be revived and switched efficiently in the presence of intrinsic SOI. By
switching the polarity of central gate, spin-valley filtering can be attained via spinvalley polarized intraband transitions. Schematic representations for spin-valley
locked currents in various regimes of phase diagram 5.3 are shown in figure 5.5.

5.5

Conclusion

The proposed models of TQFET and TSFET based on gate-controlled quantum
phase transition and the polarization of edge state conducting channels via bulk band
topology shows that antiferromagnetic topological insulators are potential materials
for devising concepts in topological electronics and topological spintronics. Unlike
previously proposed models for topological spin field effect transistor where switching
between spin currents is either based on the Rashba induced spin-flip precession or
the inter-edge tunneling/interference between opposite spin states at the opposite
edges of quantum spin Hall insulators, the working principle of proposed model
is based on the gate-controlled spin selectivity for edge state chiral channels by
utilizing spin-momentum locking via topological quantum phase transition. As a
result, proposed model does not impose any constraint on the Fermi wavelength
and the width/length of the channel and hence can easily circumvent the edge state
conductance quantization problem. In addition, with strong staggered exchange
interaction, antiferromagnetic topological insulators can be employed for TVFET
with efficient switching between opposite (pseudo)spin polarizations at the same
valley in SDW phase. Furthermore, synergies between charge, spin, pseudospin, and
valley degree of freedoms in antiferromagnetic topological insulators with honeycomb
lattice structure imply that proposed models for TQFET, TSFET, and TVFET can
be employed as TPFET inherently.
For simplicity, we ignored the spin mixing Rashba SOI [4, 5, 113], however,
the results and the working of proposed topological field effects transistors remain
unaffected if the strength of Rashba SOI is smaller than intrinsic Kane-Mele SOI
[4, 5] by an order of magnitude. If we consider Rashba SOI as a small perturbation
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originated due to gate electric field, both the bulk band topology and the critical
feature of spin-momentum locking remains intact. The only difference at the edge
state channels will be the deviation of spin-polarization from sz projection but the
spin-chirality of edge states in SQAH phases remain spin-momentum locked. As a
result, with no effect on the charge transport, the working of spin transport will also
be unaffected with suitable orientation of magnetization in ferromagnetic contacts
where required.
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Quantum Confined Nanoribbons
of Chern Ferromagnets - A
Promising Platform for Low
Energy Quantum Devices
Chern ferromagnets or spin-orbit coupled spin-gapless semiconductors are novel
topological condensed matter systems with intrinsic two-dimensional magnetism characterized by Chern invariant of bulk electronic states and completely polarized spin
current via chiral edge states. After a brief perspective on possible realization of
spin-polarized quantum anomalous Hall effect in ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic Chern magnet with honeycomb structure, switching of edge state conductance
is demonstrated for Chern ferromagnets in confined geometry. In zigzag nanoribbons with gapless edge states, a low-voltage topological field transistor is modelled
where transport is enabled through thermionic injection of electrons and switching is
performed via quantum phase transition. In armchair nanoribbons with gapped edge
states, a topological tunnelling field effect transistor is modelled where current switching process relies on quantized conductance via inter-edge tunnelling. Due to robustness against backscattering and topological protection from deviation in quantized
conductance, quantum confined Chern ferromagnets may prove promising materials
for the realization of topological field effect transistors with low threshold voltage for
switching thermionic current and large ION /IOFF ratio for tunnelling current.
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Introduction

In topological condensed matter physics, Chern ferromagnets are promising materials for the realization of quantum anomalous Hall (QAH) effect [38] – a member of
quantum Hall trio [150] featured with gapped bulk band dispersion but gapless chiral
edge propagating modes with dissipationless and quantized conductance. Pristine
Chern ferromagnets hosting spinful Dirac dispersion can be termed as spin-gapless
semiconductors (SGS) [116, 117]. Spin-orbit interaction (SOI), or more precisely
Haldane like next-nearest neighbour tunnelling with complex matrix elements [38],
opens a nontrivial bulk band gap in SGS and leads to spin-polarized QAH (SQAH)
effect with spinful chiral edge states.
In the past decade, it has been shown that dissipationless edge state electronic
transport of two-dimensional topological insulators can be employed as a channel
between source and drain of a topological field effect transistor (TFET) [149]. In a
blueprint for a TFET design with thermionic injection of electrons, conventional carrier inversion is replaced by a topological quantum phase transition [27, 99, 105, 106,
154, 156–159]. That is, edge state conduction of topological insulators is switched
via gate controlled bulk band topology. Furthermore, a TFET has been theorized
where switching process is based on transverse electric field assisted tunnelling between edge states of topological insulators [161]. Here, we call former model as
topological quantum field effect transistor (TQFET) while the latter as a topological tunnelling field effect transistor (TTFET).
Since SQAH insulators act like a single copy of quantum spin Hall (QSH) insulator and hence may produce perfectly spin-polarised current via chiral edge states
where spin orientation is determined by magnetisation direction, Chern ferromagnets may offer analogous topological switching as discussed for QSH materials [156,
159, 161]. In addition, due to intrinsic ferromagnetism characterized by Chern invariant of bulk electronic states, chiral edge states are more robust than helical edge
states in QSH insulators. That is, backscattering induced by magnetic impurities
and thus deviation from quantized edge state conduction seems inevitable in the
helical edge channels of QSH insulators with narrow width and long length. However, unidirectional chiral edge states may allow dissipationless conductance over
long distances and thus may relax the geometric constraints on a transistor channel.
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Furthermore, a recent study shows that edge state transport in honeycomb structures is more robust than other condensed matter systems with inverted band dispersion [155]. That is, due to intrinsic band topology of honeycomb nanroribbons
terminated over zigzag edges, chiral edge states remain gapless even for ultra-narrow
ribbons with large inter-edge overlapping and enhanced electron-electron Coulomb
interactions. Robustness against backscattering, resilience against deviation from
edge state conductance quantization, and protection against finite-size effects in
quantum confined nanoribbons show that Chern ferromagnet with honeycomb structures may prove to be promising for energy-efficient nanoscale switching devices.
Here we demonstrate that the functionalities of both out-of-plane electric field
driven TQFET and transverse electric field assisted TTFET can be enhanced in
Chern ferromagnets with honeycomb lattice. TQFET is modelled in zigzag nanoribbons (ZNRs) where transport is enabled by thermionic injection of electrons through
gapless edge states and switching is performed via quantum phase transition. TTFET
is modelled in armchair nanoribbons (ANRs) with gapped edge states where current
switching process relies on quantized conductance via inter-edge tunnelling. By employing both low-energy Dirac theory and tight-binding models, it is demonstrated
that geometric optimization and width dependence of electronic properties in honeycomb nanoribbons give excellent control over edge state electronic transport and
efficient switching in quantum confined Chern ferromagnets. Proposed switching
mechanisms display (i) a complete control of threshold voltage required for switching of thermionic current in TQFET can be attained by reducing the width of ZNRs,
and (ii) a quantized inter-edge tunnelling in TTFETs leading to large ION /IOFF ratio.

6.2

Zigzag and armchair nanoribbons

Figure 6.1 shows the nanoribbons of Chern feromagnets with honeycomb lattice
structure. The primitive lattice vectors are represented by a1 = a0 (1, 0) and a2 =
√
a0 (1/2, 3/2) where a0 is the lattice constant, dz represents the buckling length,
while the vertical (horizontal) dashed rectangle composing a dimer line of A and
B sublattice sites (composing two zigzag lines) represents the unit cell for ZNRs
(ANRs). For ZNRs, composed of N zigzag lines and D dimmer lines, the length of
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the dimer line (unit cell) represents the width Wz =

√

3Nd a0 /4 of ZNRs where Nd

represents the number of sites in a dimer line. The length of ZNR, Lz = Wa = Dlz
where lz is the width of each dimer line, can be written as a function of Nz , number
of sites in the zigzag line, as Lz = Wa = Nz a0 /2. By using similar parameters, the
width (length) of ANRs is represented as Wa (Wz ) respectively.
In the SQAH phase, with chiral edge states traverse along x-axis (y-axis) for
ZNRs (ANRs), wave functions of the edge states exist in the space 0 < y < Wz
(0 < x < Wa ), and the transverse momentum along y-axis (x-axis) gets quantized
due to finite-size effects. In the electronic dispersion of ZNRs confined along y-axis,
two Dirac points lie at the corner of 1D Brillouin zone and the chiral edge states
disperse between these two corners while crossing through the centre of Brillouin
zone (kx = π). On the other hand, in the electronic dispersion of ANRs confined
along x-axis, these two Dirac points are projected onto the time-reversal invariant
momentum of the 1D Brillouin zone (ky = 0).

Figure 6.1: Zigzag and armchair nanoribbons of Chern ferromagnets.
Zigzag (a) and armchair (b) nanoribbons with primitive lattice vectors a1 and
a2 . Here Wz (Wa ) represent the width of ZNRs (ANRs), lz (la ) represents the width
of unit cell (dashed rectangle) for ZNRs (ANRs), and Lz (La ) represents the length
of ZNRs (ANRs) which can be expressed in terms of unit cell width lz (la ).
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Review: Spin quantum anomalous Hall effect

Quantum anomalous Hall effect, a member of quantum Hall trio featured with
gapped bulk band dispersion and chiral edge propagating modes, is indebted to
strong intrinsic magnetization and large spin-orbit interaction. In principle, QAH
effect can be realized with ferromagnetic, ferrimagnetic and antiferromagnetic exchange interaction such that Berry curvature remain non-vanishing and even function of k. Accordingly, depending upon the nature of exchange interaction, QAH effect can be realized with uniform/staggered intrinsic SOI, intrinsic/extrinsic Rashba
SOI, and Dresselhaus SOI. More importantly, a strong interplay between SOI and
exchange interaction can drive QSH materials, trivial insulators, and gapless semiconductors/semimetals into QAH phase.
Depending upon the nature of exchange interaction and SOI and the bulk band
electronic dispersion, several theoretical models have been proposed for the realization of quantum anomalous Hall effect in various materials. For example, QAH
has been predicted in a numerous condensed matter systems such as magnetic
doped semiconducting quantum well structures [40, 41], magnetic doped thin films
of topological insulator materials X2 Y3 [X=Bi,Sb, Y=Se,Te] [42–51] , ferromagnetically doped topological crystalline insulators [52–54], hybrid class of materials where
monolayers of Van der Waals materials are doped with transition metal adatoms such
as graphene [55–57] with 5d-adatoms [58] and random adsorption of 3d/5d-adatoms
[59], and MoS2 monolayer with 3d-adatoms [60]. Similar to magnetic adatoms on
non-magnetic Dirac materials [55–60], enhanced SOI for QAH effect can be realized
by depositing atomic layers of heavy elements on the surface of a magnetic insulator
(MnX; X=S, Se, Te) [115].
Rather than proximity/impurity induced ferromagnetism, QAH effect can be
realized in condensed matter systems with intrinsic ferromagnetism such as ferromagnetic metals [39], functional Sn and Ge honeycomb structures where controlled
surface functionalization, rather than magnetic doping, leads to ferromagnetic order
formed in one sublattice of the honeycomb structure [61], and intrinsic magnetic
topological insulators MnBi2 Te4 [62]. In addition, spin-polarized QAH (SQAH) effect, where counter-propagating edge states carry same spin polarization, can be
realized in spin-gapless semiconductors (SGS) [116, 117] where one of the spin sec103
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tor is trivially gapped while the other spin sector shows Dirac dispersion and leads to
nontrivial Chern band gap indebted to next-nearest-neighbouring tunnelling. With
a signature of spinful Dirac dispersion in the pristine case with intrinsic ferromagnetism, a number of two-dimensionally thin materials has been predicted to host
SQAH effect. For example, monolayers of transition metal (TM) compounds such
as TM-halides [118–123], TM-oxides [124–126], TM-organic framework [127–129]
and TM-compounds with d-electron kagome lattices [130–137]. The recent discovery of intrinsic ferromagnetism in two-dimensionally thin TM-compounds [138–141],
can open a new avenue for the experimental realization of SQAH effect in magnetic
materials where both ferromagnetism and SOI are intrinsically present.
Thus far, the major focus was devoted to searching QAH materials with ferromagnetic exchange interaction.

However, in addition to intrinsic or proxim-

ity/impurity induced ferromagnetism, time-reversal symmetry can also be broken
via ferrimagnetic and antiferromagnetic exchange interaction. Suitable candidate
materials for the realization of SQAH effect with antiferromagnetic exchange interaction could be 2D Xenes proximitized with antiferromagnetic insulators [142–145],
monolayers of Van der Waals semiconducting Ising antiferromagnets such manganese
chalcogenophosphates (MnPX3 , X = S, Se) [146], bilayer transition metal perovskite
AMO3 with G-type antiferromagnetic ordering and confined in a quantum well structure AM0O3 /AMO3 /AM0O3 grown in [1 1 1] direction [147], and intrinsic magnetic
topological insulators MnBi2 Te4 [62] with antiferromagnetic ordering. Along with
ferromagnetically doped topological insulators, Cr [43, 46–48] and V [49] doped
(Bi,Sb)2 Te3 thin films, QAH effect has been materialized in intrinsic antiferromagnetic topological insulators MnBi2 Te4 [62].
Here, by employing analytical and numerical tight-binding approximations and
the low energy effective Dirac theory for 2D-Xenes and related magnetic topological Chern insulators with honeycomb lattice structure, we demonstrate that, in
principle, both the SGS phase and the SQAH effect can be realized in Chern magnets whether magnetic ordering is ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic. As shown in
figure 6.2, the low-energy effective electronic dispersion near the vicinity of Dirac
points and the inter-valley chiral edge states obtained from bulk-boundary correspondence, are exactly same for spinless Haldane model with φ = π/2, Chern insu104
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lator with ferromagnetic honeycomb lattice structure, and downfolded low-energy
effective two-band model obtained from four-band model of Chern insulators with
antiferromagnetic honeycomb lattice structure.

Figure 6.2: Chern phase in honeycomb lattice with nonmagnetic (a), ferromagnetic (b), and antiferromagnetic (c) structure. With nn hopping,
nonmagnetic (ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic) ground state host Dirac dispersion with spinless (spinful) two-fold Dirac points at the corners of Brillion zone.
Ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic structures represent spin-gapless semiconducting phase where only one of the spin sectors represents Dirac dispersion while the
other spin sector is gapped. In the presence of nnn tunnelling, both nonmagnetic
(a) and magnetic (b,c) structures leads to Chern phase with spinless and spinful
chiral edges states respectively termed as QAH and SQAH effect respectively. The
Dirac and massive Dirac dispersions in the vicinity of valleys are obtained by setting
λso = 0.05t eV, ms = 0.02t eV and λa = −λa = −0.2t eV in tight-binding model for
antiferromagnetic honeycomb lattice structure.

6.3.1

Haldane model for Chern insulators

In two-dimensions (2D), graphene is a seminal material where transport behaviour
can reveal quantum Hall [248–251], quantum anomalous Hall [38, 39, 55–60], and
quantum spin Hall [4, 5] effect subject to constraints imposed by spatial and non105
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spatial symmetries. These phenomenal quantum manifestations of graphene are
trademark for both electronics [252] and spintronics [85] applications. For instance,
based on the quantum Hall physics [249, 250], it has been shown experimentally
that p-n junction of gate induced p-type and n-type graphene layers leads to Ohmic
contact. Moreover, in connection with conventional metal-semiconductor Schottky
[253] junction (or barrier diode), graphene/semiconductor heterojunction behaves
as novel Schottky diode with tunable Schottky barrier height and displays excellent
rectifying characteristics [254].
In 1988, Haldane proposed a seminal tight-binding model for graphene where
next-nearest neighbour (nnn) hopping with complex matrix elements breaks time
reversal symmetry (TRS) and induces a mass term which leads to QAH effect without Landau levels [38]
H=t

X
hiji

c†i cj + mH

X

eivij φ c†i cj + mS

hhijii

X

c†i vi ci

(6.1)

i

Here c†iα (ciα ) is the creation (annihilation) electron operator on site i, t is the nearestneighbour (nn) hoping, mH is the Haldane parameter where φ is the phase attained
by electron via nnn hopping with vij = +1(−1) for traversing anti-clockwise (clockwise) loops, and mS vij = +mS (−mS ) for A(B) sublattices is the Semenoff [177]
parameter which induces staggered sublattice potential. If φ = 0, this model reduces to the Wallace model [176] where the second term shows nnn hopping with
real matrix elements and does not open a band gap but simply shifts the Fermi
level, breaks particle-hole symmetry, and leads to a trivial metal. When mH = 0,
the model represents Semenoff type [177] trivial insulator with a gap of 2mS .
For an infinite sheet of honeycomb lattice, the Haldane model transforms to a
two-band Bloch Hamiltonian in momentum space with basis ψk = (ak , bk )


h+ (k) + mS
ht (k)

H(k) = 
h∗t (k)
h− (k) − mS
Here h± (k) = 2mH

P3

i=1

cos(k.vi ± φ) and ht (k) = −t

P3

i=1

(6.2)

e−ik.di where di and

vi are nn and nnn bond vectors. In the long wavelength limit, low energy effective
model and single-particle band dispersion in the vicinity of Dirac points reads
√
H(q) = vF (ητ kx σx + ky σy ) + 3 3ητ mH sin(φ)σz + mS σz
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r
E(q) = 3mH cos φ + ηv/c

√
vF2 |q|2 + mS + 3 3ητ mH sin φ

2

(6.4)

where vF = 3at/2 is the Fermi velocity, index ηv = −ηc = −1 represents valence/conduction bands, and the index ητ = +1(−1) represents K(K0) valley. In
the absence of both Haldane and Semenoff terms, the nn term shows spinless Dirac
dispersion with two-fold bulk band degeneracy at the valleys K/K0. When inversion
symmetry is present, mS = 0, the Haldane term opens a symmetric topologically
√
nontrivial Dirac gap of Eg = 6 3mH sin φ which leads to chiral edge states. However, with broken inversion symmetry, mS 6= 0, the band gap is different at different
valleys: while the band gap increases with increasing mS at valley K, the band
√
gap decreases at valley K0, closes when mS = 3 3mH sin φ, and the system enters
√
into trivial regime by when mS > 3 3mH sin φ. Bulk band gap evolution and corresponding energy dispersion for semi-infinite nanoribbon displaying chiral edge states
are shown in figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3: Haldane model for QAH effect: (a-c) QAH effect induced by nextnearest neighbour tunnelling (a), gapless phase violating fermion doubling theorem
(b) and trivial insulator (c). (d-f) Band dispersion for semi-infinite honeycomb
sheet with zigzag edges. (g-i) Phase diagram, schematic for nnn hopping, and Berry
curvature distribution for Haldane model leading to nonzero Chern invariant C.
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Chern magnets - ferromagnetic honeycomb lattice

Similar to the fascinating features of graphene [255–257], SGS with honeycomb
lattice structure formed by ferromagnetically ordered magnetic atoms also offer excellent platform for electronics/spintronics devices due to high carrier mobility, large
electric current carrying capacity, and high thermal conductivity. In addition, due to
ferromagnetic magnetic ground state with lifted spin-degeneracy and hosting spinful Dirac dispersion, the modes available for transport around the Fermi energy are
comprising single spin sector in SGS. For instance, type-I SGS hosts the spinful Dirac
dispersion – one of the spin sector is gapless while the other spin sector is gapped.
On the other hand, band dispersion of type-II SGS is featured with oppositely polarized spin-filtered electron and hole parabolic bands. With these fundamentally
unique characteristics of band dispersion and utilization of spin degrees of freedoms,
a heterojunction of type-II SGS with half-metallic ferromagnets can serve the purpose of both magnetic tunnel diode [258] and Ohmic spin diode [259] where working
principle is based on electron’s spin transport.
In addition, via first principle calculations, it has been predicted that SGS
of type-I can provide promising platform for QAHE. For instance, monolayers of
transition-metal trihalides such as MCl3 (M:V and Os) [118], RuX3 (X: Br, Cl,
I) [118, 119], MnBr3 [120], NiCl3 [121], transition-metal oxides V2 O3 [124], Nb2 O3
[125]¸ BaFe2 (PO4 )2 [126] and transition-metal-organic frameworks such as Mn2 C18 H12
[127], Co(C21 N3 H15 ) [128], TM(C18 H12 N6 )2 [129] are typical ferromagnetic semiconducting materials where transition metal ions form honeycomb lattice structure and
host Chern phase with C = ±1. On the same footing, single layer Cs2 Mn3 F12 of
Cs2 LiMn3 F12 [130], Fe3 Sn2 [131], TbMn6 Sn6 [132], and CoSn [133] are prototypical examples of ferromagnetic SGS where transition metal ions form kagome lattice
structure and the low-energy bands generate spinful Dirac dispersion. Since the flat
band lies well above/below the Fermi level, valleys K and K0host two-fold degenerate Dirac point. As a result, similar to honeycomb structure, nnn tunnelling opens
nontrivial band gap and leads to Chern phase with C = ±1.
SQAH effect in Chern magnets with ferromagnetic honeycomb lattice structures
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can be modelled via tight-binding Hamiltonian
H=t

X
hiji

c†i cj + iλso

X

vij c†i cj + mS

X

c†i vi ci

(6.5)

i

hhijii

Here first term is the nn hopping representing signature of SGS: two-fold band
crossings at K and K’ represents spinful Dirac points in honeycomb lattice. Second
term is the nnn tunnelling which can be attained through (i) Haldane term for nnn
tunnelling with complex hopping matrix elements [38] by setting Aharonov–Bohm
phase as φ → π/2 such that mH eivij φ → ivij λso or (ii) Kane-Mele SOI [4, 5] by setting
electron spin polarization sz = 1, ivij sz λso → ivij λso . Similar to two-band Haldane
model or a single copy of four-band Kane-Mele model, the spinful nnn tunnelling
leads to spin quantum anomalous Hall (SQAH) effect with spinful-chiral edge states.
The third term simulates Semenoff type [177] staggered sublattice potential mS
induced by gate electric field. Here c†iα (ciα ) is the creation (annihilation) electron
operator, vi = +1(−1) for sublattice A (B), and vij = +1(−1) for nnn hopping
traversing anti-clockwise (clockwise) loops.
Since model Hamiltonian for SGS nanoribbon is directly related to both Haldane
and Kane-Mele model, the origin of bulk band topology and the existence/protection
of chiral edge state is exactly same as that discussed for Haldane and Kane-Mele
model. Moreover, with buckled honeycomb lattice structure, SGS can be employed
for electric field induced switching and hence the TQFET. In this regard, with large
SOI due to transition metal ions and intrinsic buckling, SGS can be closer to heavyelement Xenes with additional advantages of spinful edge states channels.
For an infinite sheet of honeycomb lattice, Fourier transformation leads to a
two-band Bloch Hamiltonian in momentum space with basis ψk = (ak , bk )


hλ (k) + mS
ht (k)

H(k) = 
h∗t (k)
−hλ (k) − mS
Here hλ (k) = 2λso

P3

i=1

sin(k.vi ) and ht (k) = −t

P3

i=1

(6.6)

e−ik.di where di and vi are

nn and nnn bond vectors. In the long wavelength limit, low energy effective model
and single-particle band dispersion in the vicinity of Dirac points reads
√
H(q) = vF (ητ kx σx + ky σy ) + 3 3ητ λso σz + mS σz
r
2
√
E(q) = ηv/c vF2 |q|2 + mS + 3 3ητ λso
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where vF = 3at/2 is Fermi velocity, the index ηv = −ηc = −1 represents valence/conduction bands, and the index ητ = +1(−1) represents K(K0) valley. In
the absence of both nnn tunnelling and Semenoff terms, the nn term represents
SGS phase. When inversion symmetry is present, mS = 0, the nnn tunnelling
√
opens a symmetric topologically nontrivial Dirac gap of Eg = 6 3λso which leads
to Chern phase with spinful chiral edge states. However, with broken inversion
symmetry, mS 6= 0, band gap is different at different valleys: while the band gap
increases with increasing mS at valley K, the band gap decreases at valley K0, closes
√
√
when mS = 3 3λso , and the system enters into trivial regime when mS > 3 3λso .
The bulk band evolution and the corresponding energy dispersion for semi-infinite
nanoribbon displaying chiral edge states are shown in figure 6.4. It is interesting to
note that, the evolution of 2D and 1D electronic dispersion, Berry curvature distribution, and hence the nontrivial Chern characterization is similar to that discussed
for the Haldane model with φ = π/2.

Figure 6.4: SQAH effect in Chern ferromagnets: (a-c) SQAH effect (a), gapless
phase violating fermion doubling theorem (b) and trivial insulator (c). (d-f) Band
dispersion for semi-infinite honeycomb sheet with zigzag edges. (g-i) Phase diagram
and Berry curvature distribution for SQAH model in Chern ferromagnets.
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Chern magnets - antiferromagnetic honeycomb lattice

QAH effect is an interplay of SOI, magnetization, and symmetry breaking phenomenon. While SOI is desired to open a topologically nontrivial band gap, intrinsic
magnetization need to break the time-reversal symmetry T as well as PT -symmetry
to ensure non-zero Chern number associated with Bloch wave functions of filled
bands. Hence, subject to the broken PT -symmetry constraint, topological Chern
magnetism can be orbital-dependent as well as orbital-independent. For example,
ferromagnetic exchange interaction breaks both T -symmetry and PT -symmetry
simultaneously and thus leads to nonzero Chern invariant. On the other hand, ferrimagnetic and antiferromagnetic exchange interaction break both T -symmetry and
P-symmetry simultaneously while PT -symmetry remains preserved. However, the
nontrivial Berry curvature and non-vanishing Chern invariant can be guaranteed in
ferrimagnetic and antiferromagnetic systems by introducing PT -symmetry breaking
staggered sublattice potentials.
This symmetry oriented analysis leads to various interesting consequences: (i)
Contrary to the realization of SQAH with intrinsic ferromagnetism, SQAH phase
can be realized via intrinsic staggered exchange interaction and staggered sublattice potential in antiferromagnetic materials. A prototypical system is a G-type
antiferromagnetic structure for bilayer AMO3 perovskite confined in quantum well
structure AM0O3 /AMO3 /AM0O3 grown in [1 1 1] direction where staggered sublattice potentials can be induced by polar discontinuity. (ii) Apart from intrinsic
magnetism, lattice symmetries are also at the forefront in categorizing various type
of SOI to realize QAH effect. For example, Kane-Mele type uniform intrinsic atomic
SOI preserves time reversal and all the mirror/inversion symmetries and thus antiferromagnetic exchnage interaction is desired to realize QAH effect. On the other
hand, Rashba SOI is associated with broken mirror/inversion symmetries and hence
ferromagnetic exchange interaction is sufficient to realize QAH effect. (iii) It suggest
that sz spin component of chiral edge states associated with Kane-Mele (Rashba)
SOI and antiferromagnetic (ferromagnetic) exchange interaction may remain conserved (non-conserved).
With conserved sz spin component, tight-binding model for antiferromagnetic
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Chern insulators with buckled honeycomb lattice structure can be written as
H = −t

X

c†iα cjα + iλso

hijiα

X

vij c†iα szαβ cjβ +

X

c†iα (ms ui + mS vi )ciα

(6.9)

iα

hhijiiαβ

Here c†iα (ciα ) is the creation (annihilation) electron operator with spin polarization
α =↑, ↓ on site i, the Pauli matrix sz describes the electron intrinsic spin while szαβ
are the corresponding matrix elements describing the spin polarization α and β on
sites i and j, ui = ±1 and vi = ±1 for A and B sublattices, and vij = dik × dkj = ±1
connects sites i and j on sublattice A (B) via the unique intermediate site k on
sublattice B (A). The nearest-neighbour bond vectors dik and dkj connect the i
(k ) and k (j ) sites on the A and B sublattices. Here first term is the nearest
neighbour hopping, second term is the intrinsic Kane-Mele type SOI, while third
term incorporates both the Semenoff type staggered sublattice potential mS and
the staggered magnetic potential ms .
For an infinite sheet of honeycomb lattice, Fourier transformation leads to a
two-band Bloch Hamiltonian in momentum space with basis ψk = (ak↑ , bk↑ , ak↓ , bk↓ )


hλ (k) + m+
ht (k)
0
0





 h∗t (k)
−hλ (k) − m+
0
0


(6.10)
H(k) = 


0
0
−hλ (k) − m−
ht (k) 


hλ (k) + m−
0
0
h∗t (k)
Here hλ (k) = 2λso

P3

i=1

sin(k.vi ), ht (k) = −t

P3

i=1

e−ik.di , and m± = ms ± mS

where di and vi represent the nn and nnn bond vectors. In the long wavelength
limit, the low energy effective model and the single-particle band dispersion in the
vicinity of Dirac points reads
√
H(q) = vF s0 ⊗ (ητ qx σx + qy σy ) + 3 3ητ λso sz ⊗ σz + (λv s0 + ms sz ) ⊗ σz
r
2
√
E(q) = ηv/c vF2 |q|2 + 3 3λso + ητ δηs

(6.11)
(6.12)

where ητ = +(−) is the valley index representing K(K0), the index ηv = −ηc = −1
represents valence/conduction bands, and the index ηs = +1(−1) represents up
(down) ) projection of spin sz . Here vF = 3at/2 is the Fermi velocity where a is the
lattice constant, s and σ are the spin and pseudospin Pauli matrices respectively.
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Figure 6.5: SQAH effect in Chern antiferromagnets: (a) Spin-degenerate
Dirac dispersion hosted by pristine honeycomb lattice. (b-d) Trivial band gap
opened by staggered sublattice potential induced by gate electric field (b), spinsplitting due to staggered magnetic potential leading to spin-gapless phase (spindown channel) at the critical point where mS = ms (c), and SQAH effect (C = −1)
induced by next-nearest neighbour tunnelling (d). (e-g) Trivial antiferromagnetic
band gap opened by staggered magnetic potential (e), spin-splitting due to staggered
sublattice potential induced by gate electric field leading to spin-gapless phase (spinup channel) at the critical point where mS = ms (c), and SQAH effect (C = +1)
induced by next-nearest neighbour tunnelling (d). Note that, the difference in spinpolarization and sign of Chern number in (b-d) and (e-g) is associated with different
signs for gate potentials. (h,i) Phase diagram showing normal and antiferromagnetic insulating regimes separated by critical spin-gapless phases (h). Next-nearest
neighbour tunnelling, by inducing nontrivial band gaps in SGS phase, leads to SQAH
regimes with Chern number (C = ±1).
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It is interesting to not that, the tight-binding model reduces to seminal KaneMele model and to SGS for sz = 1, when staggered electric and magnetic staggered
potentials cancele each other’s effect, ms ± mS → 0. Among four types of insulating
phases as shown in the phase diagram, antiferromagnetic Chern insulators may
also host both SGS and SQAH effect. In connection with SGS, the phase diagram
can be understood as follows: in the absence of SOI, Semnoff’s type staggered
sublattice potential leads to a normal insulator with band gap of 2mS while the
staggered magnetic potentials leads to an antiferromagnetic insulator with band gap
of 2ms . Since on-site energies of A and B sublattices can be tuned via gate electric
field, we can switch between these topologically trivial insulators. Interestingly,
when strength of staggered sublattice potential is comparable to that of staggered
magnetic potential, mS ≡ ms , the system lies along critical phase boundary and
electronic dispersion maps to the one for SGS where spin polarization depends upon
the relative sign of mS (or vi ) and ms (or ui ).
Similar to spin-orbit coupled SGS or ferromagnetic Chern insulatos, SOI opens
band gaps at the vortex of spin-polarized Dirac and leads to SQAH phase. Interestingly, Such SQAH phase in antiferromagnetic Chern insulators is not restricted to
the critical SGS phase. However, more generally, activation of SOI as a small pertur√
bation leads to SQAH phase subject to the following constraints: |m−/+ |< 3 3λso
√
and |m+/− |> 3 3λso . It shows that, the window of SQAH phase in the phase
diagram can be expanded to a much broader regime in antiferromagnetic Chern
insulators with large intrinsic Kane-Mele type SOI, which preserves sz component
of spin and induces topologically nontrivial bulk band gaps.

6.4

Modelling TFETs in Chern ferromagnets

Analogous to QSH materials, electric field induced topological switching between
nontrivial and trivial insulating phases can also be achieved in Chern ferromagnets
with buckled honeycomb structure and zigzag edges. In addition, due to completely polarized spin currents via chiral edge states of SQAH effect, Chern ferromagnets may be potential materials for modelling TTFET in Chern ferromagnets
with armchair edges. Due to a close connection with SGS, we denote zigzag and
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armchair nanoribbons of Chern ferromagnets as SGS-ZNRs and SGS-ANRs respectively. Furthermore, it is explicitly shown that how finite-size effects may lead to
low-voltage switching and TQFET and high performance in TTFET associated with
large ION /IOFF ratio.

6.4.1

TQFET with spin-orbit coupled SGS-ZNRs

As shown in the figure 6.6(b), we configured SGS-ZNRs where gapless chiral edge
states are traversing along x-axis while the electronic states remain confined along
y-axis. As a result, along the confinement direction, the transverse momentum qy
gets quantized (qy → qp ) and divides the electronic spectrum into infinite set of
discrete subabands indexed by quantum number p = 1,2,3..... In spin-orbit coupled
SGS-ZNRs, p1 subbands represents the edge states while pi≥2 represent the bulk
subbands. In the quantum confined spin-orbit coupled SGS-ZNRs, the electronic
dispersion of low-energy electrons reads
r
E(qx ) = ±

vF2 qx2 + vF2 qp2 + ητ ∆so + mS

2

(6.13)

The electronic dispersion shows that, in addition to SOI and staggered sublattice
potential, quantized transverse momentum induces an additional contribution in
the bulk band gap, vF2 qp2 . As shown recently [155], quantum confinement enhances
the energy gap in bulk subband but the edge states remain gapless. As a result,
in the absence of gate electric field, the edge state conductance remains quantized
and robustness against backscattering even in ultra-narrow SGS-ZNRs, figure 6.6(d).
However, the critical electric field required for switching between gapless and gapped
chiral edge states decreases with decrease in width of SGS-ZNR, figure 6.6(c). For
example, in wide SGS-ZNRs where qp → qy , SOI induced barrier in the bulk band
gap EG/B = 2∆so leads to the critical electric field Ec = ∆so /αv where mS = Ec αv
and αv depends upon the buckling. However, for narrow SGS-ZNRs, quantum
confinement increases the bulk band gap EG/B > 2∆so but the critical electric field
decreases with decrease in width, Ec < ∆so /αv . The reduction (enhancement) in the
critical electric field (bulk band gap) with decrease in width shows that a complete
control of threshold in a TQFET based on SGS-ZNRs can be attained without
compromising dissipationless edge state transport.
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Figure 6.6: Topological quantum field effect transistor configuring ZNR
of Chern ferromagnet: (a) Chern ferromagnet with buckled honeycomb lattice
structure and (b) the geometry of topological quantum field effect transistor, configuring quantum confined ZNR composed of N zigzag lines as a channel between
source and drain, with a minimum value of the quantized conductance e2 /h (ON
state) via chiral edge conducting states. When the gate electric field exceeds a
threshold limit, the ZNR enters into the trivial regime, in which the minimum value
of the edge conductance drops to zero (OFF state). (c) The topological switching
via electric field effect is assisted by the finite-size effect which lowers the critical
gate electric field as the with of ZNRs decreases even though the bulk band gap increases with decreasing the width of ZNRs. (d) Quantized edge state conductance
and the critical gate voltage for N = 10,15,and 25.

6.4.2

TTFET with spin-orbit coupled SGS-ANRs

Transverse electric field assisted TTFET was originally proposed by Xu et al for
HgTe semiconducting quantum well structures [161]. However, in HgTe quantum
well structure, following two challenges are inevitable: (i) backscattering and deviation from quantized conductance in the helical channels of QSH phase, and (ii)
lake of spontaneous magnetization for inducing QAH phase and deviation from spin
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conservation due to structural inversion asymmetry (SIA) and bulk inversion asymmetry (BIA). Both of these challenges may be evaded in Chern ferromagnets hosting
SQAH phase with spin-polarized chiral edge states. Note that, in the transistor geometry of TTFET as shown in figure 6.7(c), the signal-to-noise ratio remains same
for both QSH and SQAH as the only channel available for edge state conductance
belong to single spin sector while the other remain inactive due to spin-momentum
locking in topological insulators.
In quantum confined spin-orbit coupled SGS-ANRs with chiral edge states traversing along y-axis, energy gap in the bulk subbands and the edge state spectrum reads
[216]
r
EB/G (qy ) = ±

~2 vF2 qy2 + ~2 vF2 qp2i + ∆so

EE/G = 2∆so e−2Wa ∆so /~vF
Here qp =

√2
3a



pi π
Nz +1

−

2π
3



2

(6.14)
(6.15)

where Nz is the number of sites in the zigzag chain and

Pi=1,2,... is the subband index representing edge states (Pi=1 ) and the bulk subbands
(Pi≥2 ), Wa is the width of SGS-ANR, and ~vF /∆so = ξa is the penetration depth of
chiral edge states on the armchair edges.
First of all, as shown in figure 6.7(a), the edge states of quantum confined spinorbit coupled SGS-ANRs are gapless for Na = 3m + 2 while gapped for Na 6=
3m + 2 where m is an integer. For Na = 3m + 2, the subband index for edge
states and the first valance/conduction bulk subbands reads p1 = 2m + 2 and p2 =
2m + 3 respectively. The energy gap EG/E decreases exponentially with decrease
in the width. Secondly, as shown in figure 6.7(b), both tight-binding results and
effective Dirac theory shows that the energy gap EG/B between first bulk valance
and conduction subbands (with Pi=2 ) increases anti-proportionally with decrease in
the width. It implies that, similar to SGS-ZNRs, we can control the bulk band gap
via finite-size effects. In addition, especially associated with SGS-ANRs, we can also
attain complete control on the edge state conductance and the edge state energy
gap by choosing appropriate width Wa .
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Figure 6.7: TTFET configuring ANR of Chern ferromagnet: (a) Oscillatory
edge state energy gap (EG/E ) between Chiral edge state of SQAH phase in ANRs
as a function of N. The inset shows the real space schematic of SGS-ANR of width
Wa with gapless (Nz = 3m + 2) and gapped (Nz 6= 3m + 2) chiral edge state lying
at boundaries ±x0 . (b) Variation of bulk energy gap (EG/B ) as a function of integer
m. The inset shows the transverse electric field E = Ey induced linear electrostatic
potential U (y) = E(Θ(y) − Θ(y − wz )) in the channel of TTFET. Here Θ is the
step function, E is the energy of the incident carriers, and y ∈ [0, wz ] is the width
of energy barrier where energy of the incident electrons lies inside the edge state
energy gap EG/E . (c) Geometry pf transverse electric field assisted TTFET where
switching is implemented via inter-edge tunnelling, ‘off’ when inter-edge tunnelling is
minimum and ‘on’ when inter-edge tunnelling is maximum. Other than constraints
on the geometry and underlying symmetries, switching phenomenon remains same
for ferromagntic Chern insulator hosting SQAH effect or nonmagnetic topological
insulator hosting QSH effect. (d) Conductance quantization vs transverse electric
field shows a transition between qunatized charge conductance where vertical bars
indicate that tunnelling conductance is maximally quantized when incident electron
energy lies within energy gap EG/E and the transverse electric field is large enough
to cross the energy gap EG/E for switching.
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By configuring SGS-ANRs with Na 6= 3m + 2 between source and drain, as
shown in figure 6.7(c), the tunneling probability between inter-edge chiral modes in
the absence (off state) and presence (on state) of the transverse electric field read
Tx (Ey = 0) = Ry =

4δ 2 (E − ~vF ky )2 sin2 (ky Wz )
4δ 2 (E − ~vF ky )2 sin2 (ky Wz ) + [(E − ~vF ky )2 − δ 2 ]2

Tx (Ey 6= 0) = 1 − Ty = 1 −

E 2 − δ2
E 2 cosh2 [δWz /(~vF )]

(6.16)

(6.17)

where Ry and Ty are longitudinal reflection and transmission probabilities respectively, E is the energy of incident electrons, δ = E(G/E) /2 is the coupling between
√
inter-edge states, Wz is the length of channel, and ky = E 2 − δ 2 /(~vF ) is the
longitudinal momentum along the armchair edges. The estimated tunneling probabilities in the off and on states of a transistor can be understood as follows: suppose
length of the channel is divided into two regimes (i) where edge states are gapped
y ∈ [0, wz ], and (ii) where edge states are gapless, y < 0 and y > wz . Then, the
tunneling probability in the off-state can be estimated via the reflection of edge
states in the gapless regime from the gapped regime, i.e., Tx (Ey = 0) = Ry = |r|2 .
On the other hand, the tunneling probability in the on-state can be estimated via
the longitudinal transmission probability, i.e., Tx (Ey 6= 0) = |r|2 = 1 − Ty where
Ty = |t|2 .
The ratio of Tx (Ey 6= 0) and Tx (Ey = 0), determining the conductance in the ‘on’
and the ‘off’ state, is the fundamental critical parameter for estimating the on/off
ratio of the TTFET and, hence, Tx (Ey 6= 0)/Tx (Ey = 0) >> 1 is highly desired for
high performance. From the expressions of Tx (Ey 6= 0), it can be seen that maximally
quantized tunnelling in the on-state requires δWz /(~vF ) >> 1. On the other hand,
Tx (Ey = 0) oscillates along the length Wz and leads to the maximal tunnelling
conductance G/(e2 /h) when ky Wz = (n + 1/2)π and hence Tx (Ey = 0)|Wz = δ 2 /E 2
when Wz = (n + 1/2)π/ky . It shows that the tunneling conductance in the off-state
can be minimized only when δ << E. The requirement of minimum finite-size
induced band gap δ << E in the off-state implies that a long length of channel,
Wz >> ~vF /δ, is highly desired to ensure maximally quantized tunnelling in the
on-state.
These two constraints shed light on the optimized geometry of the channel between source and drain and the location of Fermi level EF . Since the working
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principle of TTFET is based on the non-zero finite-size induced energy gap, a finite probability of tunnelling is admissible in principle when EF lies inside the gap.
Moreover, though with a small probability, a small probability of tunnelling can
occur even if EF lies out-side the gap as far as the finite-size induced energy gap
is nonzero. It implies that, the transverse electric field is the fundamental critical parameter to modulate the tunneling probability for switching in TTFET via
quantized tunnelling conductance.
Due to the transverse electric field along the channel, E = Ey , the induced linear
electrostatic potential drops between top and bottom of the channel and can be
formulated as U (y) = E(Θ(y) − Θ(y − wz )) where Θ is the step function, E is the
energy of the incident carriers, and y ∈ [0, wz ] is the width of channel segment where
EF lies inside the gap EG/E = 2δ. For a minimum finite-size gap, the strength of
transverse electric field and the width of the barrier are coupled antiproportionally
as Ey = 2δ/wz . Secondly, if the energy at the center of the gap is denoted by E0 , the
minimum potential difference between the top and the bottom of the channel should
be EF − E0 such that EF can cross the gap. It implies that, the minimal transverse
electric field required for switching between ‘on” (EF lies inside gap) and ‘off” (EF
lies outside gap) state must exceed (EF − E0 )/Wz . Since lowering of gate electric
field is everything in a transistor to lower the energy dissipation in switching the
device ‘on’ and ‘off’, Ey = 2δ/wz and Ey > (EF − E0 )/Wz implies that a big Wz and
hence big wz are highly desired for a TTFET with quantized conductance in ‘on’
state, minimal conductance in the ‘off’ state, and hence large on/off conductance
ratio. Width dependence of edge state electronic properties in SGS-ANRs, 6.7(a)
shows that both these constraints and hence the high performace of TTFET with
large ION /IOFF can be successfully realized in Chern ferromagnets.

6.5

Conclusion

The tunability of energy gaps and robustness of edge states transport makes topological insulators with honeycomb structures promising materials for configuring as
channel between source and drain of TFETs. The analysis discussed for Chern ferromagnets and TTFET can easily be generalized to ferromagnetic Chern insulators
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with kagome lattice structures. In summary, the flexibility of geometry optimization, existence of SQAH effect with protected/quantized edge state conductance
via spin-polarized chiral edge states, and the stability of intrinsic ferromagnetism
in particular, are the key indicator for employing Chern ferromagnets or spin-orbit
coupled SGS for devising energy-efficient low-voltage TQFET and and hight performance TTFET.
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Various models for topological field effect transistors (TFETs) are studied with a
focus on the finite-size effect and the Rashba SOI effect in the non-interacting topological insulators with honeycomb lattice structure. Both of these effects, play a
vital role in tuning the band gap in the electronic dispersion and hence the critical parameters modulating the power efficiency and performance of TFETs such
as threshold gate voltage, subthreshold swing and high ION /IOFF ratio. By using
analytical and numerical tight-binding models based on symmetry analysis, low energy effective Dirac theory in the vicinity of Dirac points, Slater-Koster microscopic
tight-binding orbital models, and first/second-order perturbation theory, it is noted
that (i) operational gate-voltage required for switching between ‘ON’ and ‘OFF’
state can be reduced significantly in a TQFET, (ii) subthreshold swing of a TQFET
can be reduced by more than 25% of the limit imposed by Boltzmann tyranny, (iii)
low-voltage TSFET and spin-valley FET can be designed with 2D antiferromagnetic
insulators, and (iV) performance of TTFET can be enhanced via high ION /IOFF ratio
in Chern ferromagnets hosting SQAH phase. Such rich quantum functionalities allowed by microscopic quantum phenomena, lattice symmetry breaking phenomena,
and macroscopically engineered finite-size effects makes topological insulators with
honeycomb lattice structure promising materials for both fundamental interest and
novel technological perspectives. Proposed models for TFETs can steer the designing of novel device concepts in topological electronics and topological spintronics.
At the nanoscale, especially when incorporating quantum confinement effect, the
consideration of electron-electron interactions, which may drive even nonmagnetic
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impurities into magnetic ones, seems inevitable. The fundamental perspectives and
the device concepts of two-dimensional topological insulators with honeycomb lattice
structures can be extended to the strongly correlated condensed matter systems. For
example, the Kane-Mele model for quantum spin Hall systems has been extended
to Kane-Mele-Hubbard model [260–267]. Similarly, Haldane model for quantum
anomalous Hall systems has been generalized by incorporating on-site and nearestneighbour electron-electron correlations [268–273]. In addition, Kane-Mele-Hubbard
model on the honeycomb lattice with symmetry group SU (2)spin × SU (2)orbitals ×
U (1) can easily be extended to Kane-Mele-Hubbard model on Lieb/dice lattice [274]
with symmetry group SU (2)spin × SU (3)orbitals × U (1). While each (pseudo)spin1/2 Dirac node in honeycomb lattice contributes Chern number C = 1/2, each
(pseudo)spin-1 Dirac node in Lieb/dice lattice contributes Chern number C = 1
[275–277]. As a result, the minimal intrinsic topological charge in (pseudo)spin-1
Lieb/dice lattice is C = 2, twice as compared to that in (pseudo)spin-1/2 honeycomb
lattice. These SU (3) spin-orbit coupled systems, with intrinsic flat bands originated
by their geometric structure and novel flat band magnetism [274, 278–285], may also
be employed for next-generation device concepts with large signal-to-noise ration in
both topological electronics and topological spintronics.
Other than 2D-Xenes, transition metal perovskite can provide a platform for the
realization of both SU (2) and SU (3) spin-orbit coupled honeycomb and dice structures showing rich magnetic structures, flat bands, and electron-electron interaction
driven topological phases. For example, in confined transition metal perovskite bilayers with quantum well structures along [1 1 1] direction, A0M0O3 /AMO3 /A0M0O3
where A (= La, Pr, Nd, Sm, . . . , Lu) are trivalent rare-earth ions, transition metal
ions (M) form a buckled honeycomb structure. Similar quantum well structure of
trilayer transition metal perovskites leads to dice lattice structure and hence the
(pseudo)spin-1 Dirac dispersion where (pseudo)spin-1/2 Dirac dispersion is accompanied by additional flat bands.
Furthermore, apart from 2D-Xenes and transition metal perovskite bilayers, the
low-energy 4 × 4 effective Dirac models derived for honeycomb lattice structure
may also describe the low-energy physics of many other systems with similar lattice
structure. As a result, this study can easily be extended to various other condensed
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matter systems, for example, monolayers of transition metal (TM) compounds such
as TM-halides [118–123], TM-oxides [124–126], TM-organic framework [127–129]
and TM-compounds with d-electron kagome lattices [130–137]. Other than the realization of QSH phase in 2D materials, recent discovery of intrinsic ferromagnetism
in two-dimensionally thin TM-compounds [138–141], can open a new avenue for the
experimental realization of SQAH effect in magnetic materials where both ferromagnetism and SOI are intrinsically present.
Among these various materials, condensed matter systems with kagome lattice
structures, with three sites per unit cell, are promising materials for bridging between
SU (2) and SU (3) spin-orbit coupled systems. The low-lying orbitals generate 4 × 4
Dirac dispersion at the Fermi level, similar to honeycomb lattice, while the high
energy spin-degenerate flat bands lie away from Fermi level. It has been shown
that kagome materials can host numerous fascinating phenomenon such as strongly
correlated flat band ferromagnetism associated with spin degrees of freedom [285],
negative flat band ferromagnetism associated with orbital degrees of freedom in a
spin–orbit-coupled correlated kagome magnet [286], quantum spin Hall effect [287,
288], and quantum anomalous Hall effect [130–137].
Furthermore, the proposed modelling and designing of TFETs based on nonspatial time-reversal symmetry protected/breaking 2D topological insulators can be
extended to other classes of 2D topological insulators where dissipationless edge
states are protected by spatial/crystal symmetries. For example, one particular example is 2D topological crystalline insulators. Another example is the 2D Dirac
semimetals, distinct from both graphene and 3D Dirac semimetals, where the existence of nontrivial bulk band topology is protected by nonsymmorphic space-group
symmetries along with preserved PT symmetry [78, 79]. Since the edge states are
protected by mirror/inversion symmetries, 2D topological crystalline insulators and
Dirac semimetals are also promising materials for TQFET where switching is based
on gate-induced topological phase transition via breaking of certain mirror/inversion
symmetries. However, it is important to remember that, SOI does not play a central role in inducing bulk band topology of 2D topological crystalline insulators,
highly unlike QSH and QAH insulators, and it may limit the quantum functionalities of TQFETs based on 2D topological crystalline insulators. Moreover, this
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problem may also persist for other 2D topological insulators such as HgTe quantum wells structures, thin films of Na3 Bi, and X2 Y3 [X=Bi,Sb, Y=Se,Te] where
SOI is necessary for band inversion but topological bulk band gaps are induced by
Bernevig–Hughes–Zhang (BHZ) mass term. However, since the field of modelling
TFETs is still new as compared to conventional FETs, finite-size effect assisted topological switching in the quantum confined ultra-thin films, quantum well structures,
and the topological crystalline insulators may be promising to explore for improved
functionalities.
It is certainly clear that Topological FETs has several advantages over conventional FETs. However, numerous fundamental research challenges remain on both
theoretical and experimental sides. In TQFET based on thermionic transport, both
threshold voltage and subthreshold swing can be significantly reduced in bismuthene
like heavy elemental monolayers of honeycomb structures but have not yet been fabricated into transistors. On the other hand, theoretical models for both TSFET and
TTFET promise to overcome interfacial effects and allow high performance, but it is
not clear yet what limits the threshold voltage and subthreshold swing of a TSFET
and TTFET and how these critical parameters depend on the specific mechanism of
switching. In conclusion, experimental realization of switching edge state conduction for topological insulator materials fabricated in realistic transistor geometries
and detailed theoretical models and devices simulations are highly desired to guide
the search for new materials and optimize the power efficiency of various topological
FETs.
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